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Nick’s Sources of Evidence,  

and Special Notes 

 

 for the Summer 2020 First Edition,  

of  

 Courageous Psychology 

my notes on the beautiful bravery 

of someone transforming their life. 

 

 

 

What follows, is my page-by-page commentary  

on the propositions I present in that six-hour life owner’s companion. 
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Thank you for taking a look…  

While writing, I often wondered what on earth I’d come across that was so worth sharing.  

What could I tell you… that you’re not aware of already?  

What could I remind you of… that’s so worth re-capping?  

What contribution could I possibly make… to your ‘well’ of knowledge, your tool-box of 

know-how, your depth of courage?  

It’s such questions as those which drove me onwards to research this book.    

My six hour audio contains everything I believe is fabulous in the broad field of ‘life-skills 

development’ … yet no one seems to know about 

so individuals are suffering, or being held back, because of a few simple techniques not yet 

realised: the missing science and the lost art. 

That… is why I wrote… and for the sheer joy of sharing what’s beautiful.  

 

My warmest thanks 

… to each of these wonderfully inspirational folk who so helpfully critiqued and discussed 

the Companion’s various drafts as the ideas and evidence emerged:   

Nick Berry, MA  

Dr Kristin Feltmann, PhD 

Dr Sarah Fitzharding, PhD 

Professor Arie Gutman, PhD 

Erling Kagge, LLb 

Dr Erin Love, MD 

Professor Peter Orton, MD, PhD 

Professor Colin Russell, PhD 

Professor Richard Sullivan, MD, PhD 

Dr Emmanuelle Viré, PhD 

 

And thank goodness for the botanical gardens, cemeteries, and countryside of Stockholm, 

Aarhus, Heidelberg, and Cambridge… Milan, Santa Barbara, Rome, and Berlin. It was so 

helpful to me strolling around such gorgeous places, while I pondered the emerging pages of 

my life owner’s companion. 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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Your Index to this PDF Webpage 

 

I colour-code the following chapters & sections, to help you navigate these 200 or so pages; 

and I’ll try to keep things up-dated as even better evidence emerges  

for and against the ideas and observations in Courageous Psychology. 

  

Nick’s Opening Thoughts 

 and Curriculum Vitae     p.8 

 

a Prelude to our Journey     p.17 

in search of The Missing Science & The Lost Art 

 

Part-1 :  how we work well 

and the fundamental motivations at the heart of our human nature 

 

Ch.1   Beauty is our Raison d’Etre  -  our priority-calling is to create & care for this 

radiant energy in all her forms. Nature has made this our number-one mission in life.  p.34 

When the features of a face, the notes of a melody, or the parts of a plan are brought together 

well enough… as in acts of kindness or courage… the radiantly healthy rapport between all 

the components, creates an inspiring energy that we simply call Beauty. 

Realising this to be our ultimate motivation, rather than happiness, makes far better sense of 

what we feel, think and do.      

   

Let’s pause to consider The Nature of Wisdom : where practical Know-How and the 

application of Courage both come together for some beautiful action.    p.37 

 

Ch.2   Our innate Driving-Needs that power & guide us toward our priority Calling   

-  to create & care for Beauty.   p.38 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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It’s vital we develop our skills for expressing these driving-needs, so we can lead a 

profoundly healthy and satisfying life.  

I name a team of 14 instinctive motivations, united by that common purpose. From 

partnering-up closely, to seeing the bigger picture, those 14 drivers seem to be the radiantly 

healthy expression of what we might variously call our human instincts… innate callings… 

deep nature.       

  

Let’s pause to consider how All of our Emotions can be Helpful or Harmful, depending 

on how wisely we use their energy.   p.46 

Anger, fear and shame can be helpful; love, hope and confidence can be harmful. Happiness 

is no more important than sadness. The only determining factor of an emotion’s true worth, 

is how helpfully we express it.       

 

Ch.3  How to Thrive in this High-Pressure Life:    p.48 

we can flourish beautifully with the intense energy generated by special advantages or 

serious adversities… but we need to know how to ride it. 

The prospect of making greater progress towards beauty, once we learn to channel ‘high 

pressure situations’, is why we are drawn to ever tougher challenges.      

                      

Part-2 

What gets in the way of our embracing Real Life and all we love ? 

And what can you and I do about that  ? 

   

Ch.4   We’ve become a Culture of Counterfeit Activities, addicted to Cyber Delusions, 

Chemical Quick-Fixes, and Runaway Fantasies.    p.50 

Those False Substitutes for genuine action, gang-up to fool us into feeling that we’ve truly 

exercised the Driving-Needs of our Human Nature… but we haven’t. Those Fakes are 

poisoning our good rapport with Real Life.      

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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Chapter 5 is divided into four parts…a, b, c & d…which are united by their ideas for how to 

create a far better rapport with our own Driving Dynamics, and with the Real Life around us. 

Ch.5a   Natural Antidotes to Addictive Fakes :   p.62 

how poisonous habits can hijack our thoughts, feelings and behavior; and how to prevent and 

remedy those serious problems. 

There are wo additional sections here, that are not broadcast in the audiobook: 

How, exactly, pornography harms us    p.66 

Some wise precautions to help our real sex be safer    p.70 

 

Ch.5b   Making friends with our Sub-Conscious Mind.       p.73 

We need to work in rapport with its wonderful powers, if we’re to live fully; but this part of 

us is so sensitive to the world around us, that we need to protect it from malign influences  

Ch.5c   Resolving our intense feelings into beautiful actions:     p.74 

how we can channel the intense emotional-energy of our Traumas & Passions, into satisfying 

journeys. Understanding how a handful of sessions with a carefully chosen psychotherapist, 

can reveal & remedy our driving dynamics.      

Ch.5d   Some Essential Repairs: how to release ourselves from The Trapped Emotional-

Traumas in our mind & body     p.91 

 -  those unresolved emotional-injuries known as PTSD.     

  

Let’s pause to consider the Combination-Locks & Release-Codes that can rapidly 

change our life. These potent recipes come from the special relationships we call synergies.   

p.93 

 

Chapter 6 is divided into four parts, abc & d, which are united by the themes of developing 

deeper rapport between our human nature and the wider natural world.     p.94     

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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Ch.6a  Freely Express your Animal Essence by choosing activities that fully honour the 

driving-needs of your deepest instincts.      p.94 

Ch.6b  Step Back to Spring Forward: slow motion, lie fallow, sleep fully.    p.97 

Slow-Motion, because moving gently at a mere fraction of the normal speed, can quite 

transform for the better your every skill, fear, and physical injury.     p.97 

Lie Fallow, having the courage to take a proper break from things, can restore your 

creativity.      p.98 

Sleep Fully to be 3-times better at problem-solving; to build your capacity for courage; and 

to protect your passions.      p.100 

Ch.6c   Transform your Personal Chemistry with the foods you choose to eat.     p.100 

Good nutrition can enhance not only your energy, mood, and healthy thinking, but your 

resistance to illness in brain & body.        

Ch.6d   Care for The Nature-Trail, from top to bottom :     p.134 

Treat your Gums, and Garden your Gut-Flora; Reject Salt, Fast to Flourish, and Squat don’t 

Sit.     

Concluding all of Chapter 6: our healthy revolution calls for a rapport with Nature, not a 

war on illness.     p.149 

 

Let’s pause to consider: How can we be sure these well-being principles will work?  p.153 

 

Ch.7a  The Science of Serious Mistakes:      p.155 

 how exactly do we make our Biggest Blunders, our Dreadful Mis-Judgements? Not only the 

things we did; but the things we didn’t do… yet should have.  

When it comes to the big stuff in life, what can we do to prevent some seriously wrong 

decisions?      

 

Let’s pause to consider the turning-point power of The Immediate Response   p.165 

Good things can come from acting instantaneously, but with a well-rehearsed strategy.  

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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Ch.7b  Learning to be Beautifully Good at whatever skills we love    p.165 

What can we learn from the training principles of top performers ?     

 

Let’s pause to consider: Keeping Life Wholesome, or whole-form, as one of the guiding 

principles for everything we do…    p.168 

…from seeking ‘live performances’, to what & how we learn.   

 

Ch.8  Earning a Good Living and Loving Wisely       p.169 

These two skills are at the very heart of a Radiant Life, and I hope my entire book cheers us 

towards them.     

 

Ch.9  How can we Teach the Lessons of a Lifetime ?    p.174 

How can parents and schools, mentors and communities, help to inspire a courageously kind 

& creative life   -   that respects our Animal Nature, our Shared Reality, and Rapport with the 

Natural World ? 

 

Our Journey’s End: the Courage & Know-How to make things right.     p.197 

  

*** 

  

As a special addition… 

 

my Notes on this PDF offer Two Additional Chapters, A & B, not published in the 

Audiobook itself. These chapters are…    p.197 

 

A.  The Invisible Lessons of Beautiful Lives…    p.197 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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I outline how a Close & Thorough Study of Inspirational Lifetimes could be a bona 

fide field of research, yielding life-transforming insights profoundly helpful to each of 

us at whatever age.        

 

B.  The Entirely Missing Science:     p.206 

I investigate the complete absence of any such body-of-research into Beautiful Lives. 

The subject is totally ignored by the educational and scientific Authorities.       

 

I end my critique of the prevailing situation, by observing how, throughout history, it is 

the independent Arts & Crafts that have risen to the challenge of exploring such life-

enhancing themes as my book has championed, and how I feel the clues to a Radiant Life, 

are hidden in plain sight.         p.211 

  

*** 

 

Legally required HEALTH WARNING : None of the ideas/information on this web-page, 

or in Nick’s book, are in any way intended as medical or psychological advice to replace the 

good advice and prescriptions of your own benevolent and well-qualified healthcare 

practitioner. Please seek such a practitioner’s face to face, tailor-made diagnosis and their 

therapeutic guidance. 

ALL COPYRIGHTS RESERVED © All & any rights of copy and distribution are reserved by 

Dr Nick Baylis 2020. Please make no version, no broadcast, nor availability, in any form, 

through any medium, in any territory, without this author’s clearly written and legally 

contracted permission: www.DrNickBaylis.com ©. 

  

  

Nick’s Opening Thoughts… 

and Curriculum Vitae in the field of Radiant Well-being 

My training & experiences will naturally have coloured 

my thinking on things. It’s best I own up to this background of bias. 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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I wrote this life owner’s companion to celebrate how helpful it can be to have a little 

more ‘life-living know-how’, and I wanted to champion the ways we have for achieving 

that. By sharing such news, I wish to cheer my Reader, whether you’re age 16 or 60. 

So I wrote each page as if I were reading it aloud to any one of my dearest friends & closest 

family, whom I love & admire. 

I have such a loving memory of my Mum, Beryl… and my Father, Victor… that in gratitude 

of their kindness and guidance to me over the years of my own life, I hope to share some 

practical know-how that my field-of-study has accumulated. In my audiobook, I aspire here 

& there to surprise my listener with the same revelations that have quite thrilled me… as if, 

while out hiking with a friend, I’ve glimpsed a pool of bluebells in a sun-lit clearing, 

prompting me to call out “Hey! Come look at this…” 

 

As an investigator-psychologist, I’m simply a jobbing ‘generalist’, and my general field 

is something I have come to call The Practical Skills & Guiding Principles of Radiant 

Well-Being, as they develop throughout a Lifetime…  a field in which I very intentionally 

integrate psychological, social, and physical perspectives, so as to better understand what 

helps our all-round healthy progress… and what can hinder that.  

I pursue this Subject primarily as a practitioner: it’s a joy to work one-to-one with 

individuals courageous enough to seek help in making progress. 

But I also present and consult to organisations such as schools, colleges, public healthcare-

teams, and commercial businesses. 

I am most certainly neither an academic nor an intellectual. I aspire only to be a helpful 

pragmatist.  

I emphasise the investigator part of my being a psychologist, because I try not to be satisfied 

with what I’m told in person or in books, so I try to check-out first-hand the truth of how 

things really work.  

I endeavour to write books on the subject of what I’ve called Radiant Well-being, not only 

gathering and integrating other professionals’ ideas and evidence, but also proposing some of 

my own from the observations I make in the everyday course of things. 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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Earning a living by such means, I have always been an independent and free-lance 

consultant, rather than the salaried employee beholden to any institution.  

That freedom to choose what I do and for whom, has felt fundamentally important to me.  

 

I have pursued the above vocation in earnest since the summer of 1995, when at 

Cambridge University, having just completed the University’s Masters in Criminology, I 

began designing my prototype for a Doctorate about ‘life emerging well, no matter from 

difficult beginnings’.  

Such work these past 25 years, has been a Calling for me, and I’ve absolutely loved it. 

In my Cambridge criminology studies, I had learned directly from some young men & 

women who were serving time in jail, what dark dynamics had led them to be there; and it 

was they who prompted me to study lives that blossomed into light. 

Hence, I’ve gladly spent 20 years proposing/understanding the roots of a tangible, shareable, 

radiant well-being that is achieved through the successful application of highly beneficial 

practical skills/know-how which positively transform our Reality… 

and that highly demanding goal of ‘radiant well-being’ stands in stark contrast to the ever so 

popular ‘quest for happiness’… if happiness can be defined as a thought, an experience or a 

subjective opinion which lets us ‘feel better’ as individuals, no matter the effect on Reality.   

 

 Let me temper the trumpeting list of my ‘CV plus-points’ (gathered below) by noting… 

how the Guest-Speaker Agencies who pimp me out as a Paid-Presenter, routinely list me in 

price-bracket F… alongside pub-comedians, party clowns, and disgraced politicians…of 

whom there are many.  

My low-budget ranking is because everyone eagerly welcomes the idea of ‘fully-embracing 

Real Life’…  until they hear it requires Creative Action rather than the usual Sedentary 

Consuming of smart-phone pictures, thick-crust pizza, powerful chemicals, and free porn.  

Panicked at the prospect of any reductions to that pain-pacifying regime, the training-directors 

who first booked me to address their teams, will then cancel my ‘Workshop for Radiant Well-

Being’, in favour of taking everyone to an all-you-can-eat restaurant. 

 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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What has Nick been doing  

towards a Close & Thorough Study of Inspirational Lifetimes? 

My up to date Track-Record page is elsewhere on my website: 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/trackrecord.php 

but here are some fading highlights… 

 

A Royal Society Discussion Meeting on The Science of Well-being was held over the 

course of three days in November 2003, (two days at the Royal Society, and then a day at the 

Novartis Foundation), co-hosted by three Cambridge University faculty members: Dr Felicia 

Huppert, Dr Nick Baylis, and Professor Barry Keverne, FRS. 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/sciencework.php 

Published in the Philosophical Transactions of The Royal Society, (its journal since 1660), 

were the accumulated lectures that were invited and edited by Huppert, Baylis and Keverne: 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1693426/ 

** 

In 2006, with one other colleague, I co-founded the Well-being Institute at Cambridge 

University, marked by a celebratory lunch at King’s College, attended by the incumbent 

Vice-Chancellor, and 30 leaders in the fields of education and business: 

https://www.cam.ac.uk/news/inauguration-of-the-well-being-institute 

I then resigned from my own academic Institute, just one year later. 

Not that anyone noticed me storming-out in a huff   -   there was no door to slam   -    

because we never even had an office. That’s a big clue to why I resigned: as a personal 

protest because I felt Cambridge University had not given… and would never give… any 

meaningful financial or logistical support to our new Institute so as to enable our exploration 

or publication of anything akin to The Practical Skills & Guiding Principles of Radiant Well-

Being.   

To this day, as far as I can discern, the collected themes regarded as important by my 

Companion, are not taught in any recognisable nor coherent form at Cambridge 

University. If you were to phone the website-façade of what still claims to be The Well-

Being Institute, the number might possibly ring a public phone-booth at the back end of a 

basement carpark… far beneath the fantastic new buildings for Bio-Technology. 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
http://www.drnickbaylis.com/trackrecord.php
http://www.drnickbaylis.com/sciencework.php
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1693426/
https://www.cam.ac.uk/news/inauguration-of-the-well-being-institute
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As a contrast to all the investment in smoked glass and polished steel that is reserved for 

medical pharmacology and its related technologies, Cambridge University’s annual Festival 

of Wellbeing for its 11,000 Staff, simply offers a handful of classes, here & there, over 

several days. It’s rather telling how seriously this campaign is taken, when workshop-titles 

include ‘Body Pump’ … ‘Well-being through Lego’… ‘Perfect your Pasta’… and ‘Carefree 

Canines’. 

It is also noteworthy that Dr Alexsandr Kogan created The Cambridge ProSociality and 

Well-Being Lab, and he did so while ostensibly serving as a fully-appointed Lecturer and 

then Senior Research Associate in the Department of Psychology at Cambridge University 

between 2012 and 2018. I note that Dr Kogan cited his academic research interests as ‘Pro-

Social Traits and Well-being’. Unfortunately, Dr Kogan was the same Cambridge University 

academic who was paid by the private company, Cambridge Analytica, to develop the 

‘app’ that strip-mined private-data from circa 80 million Facebook-users. Dr Kogan and 

those associated tech-companies all became the subject of criminal investigations in the 

UK and USA, as this weblink outlines:  

https://www.cam.ac.uk/notices/news/statement-from-the-university-of-cambridge-about-dr-

aleksandr-kogan  

In the aftermath of criminal investigations, Dr Kogan admitted knowing full well what he 

was doing. His defence was “Facebook knew! Everyone’s doing it!” as this documentary 

records on camera: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tdyif_b86ug 

** 

Putting those dark machinations to one side for a moment, I salute Cambridge 

University’s attempts to encourage student-applications from every quarter. I also whole-

heartedly praise the University’s keenness to tackle the impending climate catastrophe 

particularly the excellent work of The New Whittle Laboratory seeking to entirely “de-

carbon” all means of propulsion and power. Its Director is the eminent Engineering 

Professor, Rob Miller.  

Only, I dearly wish the University and its 31 private Colleges would recognise the 

irreplaceable role that a genuine and thorough Life-Skills Education could contribute to their 

‘pro-student’ and ‘anti-carbon’ initiatives, and far more besides.  

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
https://www.cam.ac.uk/notices/news/statement-from-the-university-of-cambridge-about-dr-aleksandr-kogan
https://www.cam.ac.uk/notices/news/statement-from-the-university-of-cambridge-about-dr-aleksandr-kogan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tdyif_b86ug
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** 

In April, 2006, the eminent Headteacher, Dr Anthony Seldon, FRSA, wrote kindly 

about my minor contribution to his impressively major innovations for the general ethos and 

daily running of the famous British boarding school, Wellington College:   

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/education-news/lessons-in-life why-im-

teaching-happiness-6103354.html    

The be-knighted Dr Sir Anthony Seldon, FRSA, is now Vice-Chancellor of Buckingham 

University, and continues to be one of Britain’s leading voices in the field of Education, as 

well as being an eminent Historian and Political Author. He declares “Happiness is not 

superficial. It’s one of life’s deepest longings.”  

On that particular point, I profoundly disagree with Anthony, (as my book’s Chapter-1 

makes clear), but I am so grateful for the skill, humour, and passion with which he’s elevated 

such vital debates to the public domain. Visit www.AnthonySeldon.co.uk 

** 

This webpage http://www.nickbaylis.com/voluntarywork.php summarises my being 

blessed with remarkable opportunities: first, my experience of a young persons’ prison 

(when I served as a creative-writing tutor), that initiated 21 years of the Trail-Blazers 

Mentoring charity which is now run by far more capable hands than my own: 

https://www.trailblazersmentoring.org.uk/ 

And after that prison education for me, my YoungLives research project of long-interviews 

that I conducted among some of Britain’s star-performers in many walk of life. 

** 

 My first book was published in 2005: 

Learning from Wonderful Lives: Lessons from the Study of Well-being Brought to Life by 

the Personal Stories of Some Much Admired Individuals 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Learning-Wonderful-Lives-Well-being-

Individuals/dp/0955050308 

** 

My 2nd book:  

The Science of Well-being (Oxford University Press; Editors: Huppert, Baylis and 

Keverne) : The Royal Society 3-day Conference on The Science of Well-being, held in 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/education-news/lessons-in-life%20why-im-teaching-happiness-6103354.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/education-news/lessons-in-life%20why-im-teaching-happiness-6103354.html
http://www.anthonyseldon.co.uk/
http://www.nickbaylis.com/voluntarywork.php
https://www.trailblazersmentoring.org.uk/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Learning-Wonderful-Lives-Well-being-Individuals/dp/0955050308
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Learning-Wonderful-Lives-Well-being-Individuals/dp/0955050308
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November 2003, (see the citation above), eventually produced an academic textbook in 

2006, which I co-edited, and for which I also wrote my own chapter about ‘how the routine 

daily use of Escapist-Fantasies can cripple the real life progress of teenagers & young 

adults who resort to such’. This chapter was based upon the research-findings of my 

Cambridge University Masters in Criminology, awarded 1995:  

https://www.amazon.com/Science-Well-Being-Felicia-Huppert/dp/0198567529 

** 

My 3rd book: 

The Rough Guide to Happiness: this was my 2008 handbook, published by Penguin for a 

general readership, in which I robustly contested and absolutely rejected the all-too-popular 

notion that ‘happiness should be everyone’s priority in life’.  

That book is something of a wolf in sheep’s clothing, because my un-usual take on things 

couldn’t be conveyed in the simple title that was dictated by the book-series requirements. 

https://www.amazon.com/Rough-Guide-Happiness-Reference/dp/1848360150 

** 

How I clocked-up well over a quarter-of-a-century of Psychology & Psychotherapy, in 

Cambridge, England. 

I first arrived at Cambridge University in the autumn of 1993, as an honorary researcher at 

the Institute of Criminology. This meant I was an un-paid volunteer, working full-time as a 

goffer for three months, to help win a place on the Masters course. I have lived, loved and 

worked in the city ever since, often taking long visits overseas, all in my search for Beauty.  

I was awarded my Cambridge University PhD degree in a ceremony at the Senate House, 

July 1999, and was deeply grateful to be examined for this qualification by the Harvard 

University Psychiatry Professor, George E. Vaillant, MD, who was the longtime Director of 

The Harvard Study of Adult Development that sought to understand how lives went well.  

George viva’d me in conjunction with the Cambridge University Psychiatry Professor, 

Donald J. West, a former Director of the Institute of Criminology. Professor West taking on 

this onerous role, was an act of great kindness to me, and an act of professional integrity in 

the face of opposition from other professors who strongly disapproved of my work’s focus 

on ‘success stories’. (The accepted orthodoxy in the 1990s, was that psychology studied 

‘mental illness’, not exceptionally good health. So opposed were they to my radical topic, 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Science-Well-Being-Felicia-Huppert/dp/0198567529
https://www.amazon.com/Rough-Guide-Happiness-Reference/dp/1848360150
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that my initial examiners imposed a year’s penalty on me, and gravely advised me in writing 

to abandon the thesis; meanwhile, the benighted head of the institute refused to allow anyone 

but a British examiner to evaluate my work, so convinced were these professors of their own 

position. I had to invoke the University’s highest authority to rule it possible for Professor 

George Vaillant to fly over from Harvard, at my personal invitation, to re-examine the next 

iteration of my work.   

Throughout those three years of the doctorate, supervising with a very light touch, yet 

always vigorous in my defence against the outraged Cambridge establishment, was the 

Psychiatry & Law Professor, Richard Green, MD, JD, who died in 2019.  

Soon after my eventual PhD award, (July 1999), I became a full member of The British 

Psychological Society, though I resigned from the BPS after 18 years, in my disappointment 

at its lack of dynamism.  

For 17 years, I’ve gladly been a practising psychotherapist recognised by The Human Givens 

Institute, www.HGI.org.uk. In addition to that particular qualification and membership, I was 

privileged to learn a little CBT from its creator, Dr Aaron Beck, and his daughter, Dr Judith 

Beck, at their Institute in Philadelphia (2001); then Clinical & Applied Hypnosis at the 

University College London department of psychology (2006); and EMDR with Dr Laura 

Parnell at The Omega Centre in up-state New York (2012); plus a range of so called ‘bio-

energy therapies’ studied in the USA and UK. 

And, since 2006, I have gratefully been a Fellow of The Royal Society of Arts that tries to do 

good deeds. I am comforted to know that this benevolent club, sitting between The Strand 

and The River Thames, was founded in 1748, at the height of England’s all too brief 

enlightenment. 

** 

At Cambridge, proud though I was to be one of the small PhD Class of 1999, I was 

unanimously voted “the graduate most likely to fail, and end their days in a maximum-

security penitentiary.”.  

I don’t usually set much store by yearbook predictions, but the ever-growing accuracy of that 

one, is quite uncanny.  

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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Once the proper Authorities get wind of my rough guide to Courageous Psychology, a 

committee will be hastily convened to retrospectively ‘down-grade’ my Doctorate, and in its 

place I’ll be emailed a certificate of attendance. 

I’ll put that up on my wall above the fireplace, next to my Scouting for Beauty shoulder-

badge, (yet to be awarded), and my Confirmation of Cycling Proficiency (received when I 

was 6). 

** 

While at Cambridge University, I felt privileged to become the UK’s first Lecturer in 

Positive Psychology & The Science of Well-Being (presenting my version of this subject 

for the 8 years between 2001 and 2008, inclusive). This was a new course I created 

especially, and delivered as an Associate Lecturer in a part-time capacity. I did so at the 

invitation of The Cambridge University Psychology Department within the Faculty of Social 

& Political Sciences, in Free School Lane. Our building dated back to 1874, and housed the 

original Cavendish Labs on the New Museums Site where the DNA duo, Crick & Watson, 

had worked. The stone steps leading up to the small lecture-theatres, were worn down in the 

middle, and the rooms themselves had blackened work-benches with taps for Bunsen 

burners, and tiered wooden-seating for a hundred or so Students. Here, I not only lectured 

my new field, but also supervised Undergraduates one to one and in small groups, who had 

elected to write essays on related topics; and I co-marked hundreds of examination scripts 

and several Research Master’s. I enjoyed those days very much. It was lovely to have the 

opportunity to share what I thought was wonderous about my emerging subject… though it’s 

no exaggeration to confess that I was way more enthusiastic than competent.  

** 

Subsequent to my Associate Lectureship, I would serve for some ten years as a consultant 

well-being therapist, enjoying commissions from a number of Cambridge University’s 

Colleges, all of which are wholly independent in their own right, and I worked 

therapeutically with their Undergraduate and Postgraduate Students who individually asked 

for this support. My consultancy work was for two years or so with Queens’ and Trinity 

Colleges and, before that, Corpus Christi and Newnham Colleges. For example:  

https://www.facebook.com/events/winstanley-lecture-hall-trinity-college/dr-nick-baylis-

how-to-live-well-and-work-well-at-trinity/207122869693332/  

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
https://www.facebook.com/events/winstanley-lecture-hall-trinity-college/dr-nick-baylis-how-to-live-well-and-work-well-at-trinity/207122869693332/
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** 

In Cambridge, when the cobbled courts go quiet, a sense of History hangs in the air like 

gun-smoke after battle… 

and on a misty evening, shortly after dusk and strolling back towards my Newnham fireside 

through the courts of King’s College, (that took their fabulous shape from the 16th Century 

onwards), I’ll gaze across the front lawn, and feel mesmerised by the iridescent colours of 

the iconic Chapel’s stained-glass glory. At such moments of fusion, I would not be surprised 

to pass by the young Will Shakespeare, barely 21 years of age and deep in conversation with 

Christopher ‘Kit’ Marlowe.  

Kit is himself a budding playwright, but also a spy for Elizabeth the 1st, having been 

recruited to Her Majesty’s newly-formed Secret Service, The Queen’s Men.  

For me in the evening mist, it would for a few breaths only be the year 1585, and those two 

young fellas that pass me, so rapt in conversation, are on route to Marlowe’s rooms at 

Corpus, their blood still high from an hour of Real Tennis. 

In CantaBrigia, the singing bridge, as the Ancient Romans called this crossing of the Cam 

River, you can hear History herself in choral a capella, if only you care to pause a while, and 

find the stillness to wonder at what might have been.   

Though I feel blessed by good fortune in a host of ways, I’ve neither been a husband, nor 

a father… for reasons I can only guess at.  

Life has felt difficult and delightful in equal measure; and it’s me who’s been the ‘difficult’ 

one… though my friends would say ‘damaged’. Even as a 6 year old, though scared of 

reality, I did like to read Obituaries in The Times newspaper, wondering at the snakes & 

ladders that seemed to shape the course of a lifetime. Fifty years on, I’m still intrigued. 

Being a slow-learner, and an awkward customer, I feel lost in groups and nervous of teams. 

One-to-one is my favourite thing, and I count among my most treasured friends, all the 

botanical gardens, country hikes, and works of art that comfort me. Between those natural 

delights and my excellent buddies in the animal kingdom… the humans, cats, dogs, and 

birds, who all mean the world to me…  Beauty’s radiance has always been somewhere out 

there, to cheer me up when the chips are down; and I’m more than grateful for sensing her 

abiding presence. 

*** 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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a Prelude to our Journey 

in search of the Missing Science & Lost Art 

 

My Reasons for Attempting this Rough Guide 

  

“Write not what you know, but towards what you want to know,” is a piece of advice offered 

by many thoughtful authors across the years.  

Taking their words to heart, and to better enable my own explorations, I donated my 20 year 

book-collection on the subject of ‘Beautiful Lives’, to the Cambridge University Psychology 

Library on The Old Museum Site. And then, so yearning for fresh adventures of the soul, I 

simply rented out my home to good people, and I went a-travelling… with no plans to return 

to England for anything more than an occasional visit.   

** 

I chose the title ‘Courageous Psychology’ because academic psychology…and all its many 

sub-disciplines… as taught so prolifically and lucratively on university campuses around the 

world, seem quite un-interested in the highly practical personality-skill that we might call 

Courage or Bravery or Valour. Nor have I heard this quality championed sufficiently by 

courses in Teaching, Counselling and Therapy.  

In my Chapter 2.7, I detail my personal take on this vital and priority skill. 

** 

I’m still very much in pursuit of that ‘natural goodness’… 

During my 20 years as a Psychology Teacher based in Cambridge, England, but 

fortunate to travel overseas, I became aware of a universal longing to hear more about the 

fundamentals of life-skills know-how that could help our everyday endeavours go 

substantially better.  

Our need for such a map and a compass is increasing exponentially, since we face an 

epidemic of technologies (digital and chemical) peddling what I call False Substitutes that 

pretend to replace our own creative-actions for improving Real Life.   

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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Based upon my first-hand observations, I believe the naturally available antidotes to those 

poisonous fakes, are an identifiable collection of creative activities that help express our 

innately Driving-Needs in healthy, rewarding ways.  

** 

The failures to address these Life-Skill subjects, aren’t the result of occasional 

oversights; they are systematic and persistent omissions deliberately/strategically imposed 

so as to focus more time and emotional energy on academic achievement in school.  

I hold Classroom Teachers in the highest regard, having worked closely with schools 

for over 15 years now. My heart-felt quarrel is with the Formal Academic Curriculum of 

every country, and with their Education System’s narrow-minded disregard for the broader 

skills that would benefit the welfare and future life of each and every youngster.  

** 

How my school-days prepared me… like a stuffed chicken.  Age 18, I was a dim-witted 

poster-boy for the crippling effects of a Formal Academic Education. In practice, this meant I 

was….  

• red-hot on Economic Theory, but hadn’t the foggiest how to earn my own money.  

• could rattle-off an exam essay on The Great Gatsby, but couldn’t begin to tell you why 

I should stay sober at a party. 

• knew how to dissect a rat… but couldn’t smell one…. not when it came to my 

swallowing the big fat lie about academic examination-grades being the only valuable 

treasure worth acquiring with my first 21 years of life.  

 

I graduated with flying colours from my highly respected and ancient school that was St 

Alban’s Boys, beside St Alban’s Cathedral in Hertfordshire, England, where at least half the 

pupils had their fees paid by a government grant. I was, despite this prestigious institution, 

thick as two dwarf planks, and thinly veneered with a cheerful gloss: I was seemingly confident 

and truly inept; smiling but desperate; and dangerously gullible in my eagerness-to-please and 

play-by-the-rules… even if that meant walking dutifully towards enemy machine-guns like 

the generations of teenagers before me during The Great War. Ever since school, my ensuing 
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decades of sluggish and cowardly incompetence, proved awfully sobering evidence of how 

disarmingly effective that State-Approved Education had been. 

** 

In my final term of school, age 18, at the peak of my ‘theoretical-powers’, the Cambridge 

Examination Board awarded me an A-grade in French. Barely a month later, I spent a sunny 

day showing-off to a fabulous Parisienne called Cendrier. Turns out that I’d mis-heard 

Mademoiselle’s name; and with a cheeky smile, dear Cendrine finally explained in fluent 

English that the similar word cendrier is French for ashtray.  

My schoolboy blunder was the symbolic prelude to a vast catalogue of crippling mistakes 

that I’d henceforth run myself into, no matter my impressively embossed educational 

certificates. 

** 

15,000 hours of television: between my 5th and 18th birthday, I spent some fifteen-thousand 

hours gulping down the glossy pretence of television and on-screen action.   

I mean three hours per evening, every day of the year, for 13 years.  

A double dose at weekends.  

That sort of schedule will get you to 15,000 hours, no trouble at all. 

Every child and teen I knew, was doing pretty much the same. 

To put that tragedy in context, if you spent a mere 5,000 hours determinedly practising some 

creative activity, you would very likely develop a level of skill rendering you the best in the 

school, or even county-level. Which is why I grieve now, my whole body aching with 

regret for all the ways to explore the world and share with others, that I forfeit in front of a 

screen: 

I mean the songs I couldn’t sing at the piano; 

the hand-held dances left un-learned; 

the new languages I never made friends with; 

and all the Scouting hikes & Nature know-how that just never happened 

** 

My critique of Formal Education the world over, is not un-precedented among 

Educators: 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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The Creativity Professor & Educational Commentator, Sir Ken Robinson, has worked for 

decades in both the UK and USA. In 2018, The New York Times published a long interview 

in which they billed Sir Ken as “a widely recognized global leader in efforts to transform 

education”. Time Magazine and The Huffington Post have described him in equally glowing 

terms. With great respect, I now take the liberty of quoting with italics my own compilation 

of the Professor’s public statements (from 2017 & 18) relevant to my critique: 

“Formal Education is imposing an industrialised-farming approach that is damagingly 

artificial, narrowing, and sterilizing of a Student’s diversity & creativity, which are the very 

heart of all human progress.”  

“Education fails systematically… and is falling tragically short.” 

“Our School Systems the world over ‘celebrate’…   

• Conformity 

• Compliance 

• and Linearity.  

And by contrast, the School System ‘pathologises’ healthy differences and diversity, 

and ‘marginalizes’ the creative, the practical, the physical, and the collaborative.”  

 

The Professor also observes on record that all across the world, this process is strictly 

policed by every sort of Government and their laws. In his protests against such a mis-

education, Robinson has insisted time and again that “Dance is as important as Maths… 

because we’re embodied. A lot of the problems we’re facing in schools is because kids are 

kept in a state of physical passivity... doing far too much homework.”   

“The System has always pushed Dance, Music, Art & Drama, off the curriculum. 

Academia is suspicious of feelings, and obsessively measures Academic logic, in a climate of 

excessive competition between solitary students.” 

The Professor’s points are well made, but for my own sanity I have felt called to illustrate 

with my Companion exactly how such educational & cultural constraints can have 

seriously debilitating ramifications on the subsequent lifetimes… yours and mine.  

 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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In short, I was so shocked at my own incompetence and cowardice,  

that I set-out in search of what I came to call The Invisible Lessons of Beautiful Lives. 

** 

In Feltham High Security Young Offender Prison, for a year or so around 1993, I was a 

Creative Writing tutor, part-time. Fresh out of the National Film & Television School, I’d 

raised sponsorship for this role from Levi’s Jeans, Channel 4 TV, and the producers at 

Working Title Films who were proudly responsible for Four Weddings and a Funeral. One 

of the projects I set the fellas in jail, (they were age 20 or so), was each to write their own 

lifestory, under the title: Past, Present, Premonition. 

** 

I want to out The Epidemic of Secret Suffering, and prevent it in the first place… 

Expert voices agree that each of us is affected by trapped emotional pains and deeply 

troubling symptoms. For instance, the elected-President of the British Medical Association 

for 2012–2013 (presiding over the 140,000 Medical Doctors in Britain), Professor Sheila the 

Baroness Hollins, has said publicly that she changed from practicing as an NHS General 

Medical Practitioner to working as a Psychiatrist (and later becoming President of that 

professions’s Royal College) because as a Medical Doctor she believed 70% of her Patients’ 

problems had a psychological and/or social root. She felt she could do more good addressing 

psychological & relationship aspects of life rather than treating the physical body. 

There are other well-qualified voices who profoundly question the helpfulness and intentions 

of so called ‘healthcare’ industries…  

which I personally refer to as The Illness & Addiction Industries:  

Professor Richard Sullivan, MD, is a King’s College London University Professor of Cancer 

and Global Health, with advisory roles to Governments across the world. Richard is 

respected internationally for his on-going critique of the commodification of cancer and other 

illnesses by the pharmaceutical and medical industries. 

https://www.kcl.ac.uk/people/richard-sullivan 

+ 

The University College London Professor of Economics, Mariana Mazzucato, (who is multi-

award winning for her innovative appraisals of markets and governance) has publicly 

questioned whether the global Pharmaceutical industry’s sole interest in what is 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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euphemistically called ‘healthcare’, is nothing more than the pursuit of excessive prices and 

profit for their shareholders. Medications are simply a means to that end; the well-being of 

citizens is not their guiding goal.  

This tells you about her: https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/public-purpose/people/mariana-

mazzucato  and he Professor wrote this in the NYT, 2020:  

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/18/opinion/coronavirus-vaccine-cost.html   

Such credible and independent voices as Professor Mariana Mazzucato and Professor 

Richard Sullivan, fuel my own personal contention that to cash-in on all the modern 

pandemics, the Pharma industry devises & sells medications ‘designed to manage’ (rather 

than cure) our asthma and skin allergies, diabetes-2 and a range of dementias, heart disease, 

blood pressure & stomach ulcers, plus physical & psychological pain of every prescription, 

including anxiety, depression, panic, OCD, ADHD and opioid-addiction. 

Our illness… is their business.  

** 

In my quest for helpful insights, I’ve encountered an invisible problem:  

there is no close & thorough study of inspirational lifetimes  -  of those folks we most 

admire… 

It is currently my belief that every nation’s top universities are in business with the 

illness Industries and the cyber empires. Here, I must tread carefully if I am to avoid 

falling seriously foul of the highly punitive Libel Laws governing England… Libel being the 

written form of verbal Slander. I am a British Citizen and Passport Holder, and so entirely 

Subject to those Libel Laws that would strip me of my savings, my home and my liberty, were 

a prosecution to be successfully brought against me by the highly-financed legal department 

of a large institution. For fear of their retributions, may I simply invite you to type into your 

internet-browser (and be sure to use a healthy range of search-engines, lest one or another is 

bias), the name of an international Pharmaceutical company of which you’d like to know 

more… and then add a combination/assortment of words such as Penalty, Fine, Settlement, 

Mis-Selling, Mis-Leading, Mis-Prescribing, Whistleblower, Bribery, Medical Doctors, 

Hospitals, Research, Corruption, Serious Fraud, and Found Guilty.  

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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By comparison with those international Pharma companies, when you’re investigating the 

Goliath-size Cyber-technology firms that are some of our culture’s biggest brands, internet-

searching such words such as Tax, Evasion, Anti-Trust or Anti-Competition …(once again 

being sure to use a healthy range of search-engines) … might also turn-up a clear pattern of 

intriguing results:  

billions of dollars of penalties imposed by European countries and/or American courts (both 

Federal and State)… 

penalties that would seem to be off-set by the many billions of dollars of annual profits 

reaped by those same firms/industries, which would seem to render them impervious.  

Personally, I was gob-smacked by the alleged misdeeds thrown-up by such simple on-line 

investigations: numerous and repeated incidents this past ten years, clearly cited in world-

leading newspapers and respected economics and finance magazines; news-stories that have 

nonetheless been ‘disappeared’ from the radar of public awareness and debate.  

As part of your reality-check on the trustworthiness of such big and ancient institutions, I 

urge you to make a 15 minute web-search of any major University, and you will discover the 

range of deals being done… the lucrative arrangements that pay fledgling Researchers, field-

leading Professors, Institutes, Consortiums, and the University coffers… for pursuing the 

ends of those very same ‘officially and formally accused’ Pharma and Tech companies that I 

refer to above. 

Dig down a little further, and you can note how many Heads of Department and Full 

Professors in Ivy-League Universities, in the UK, USA, and everywhere else, will have for 

instance 50% of their working-time bought & paid for with privileged commercial-salaries & 

lavish benefit-packages from the Pharmaceutical and Cyber-Tech players whose interests 

those high-flying Academics increasingly serve. This possible ‘conflict of interests’ that I’m 

querying here, is particularly evident in the university departments of psychiatry, medicine, 

and biochemistry, as well as the so called ‘life sciences’, plus cyber-technology, and robotic 

engineering. 

** 

And while we’re on the topic of ‘undue influence’, let’s note that articles by Forbes, The 

Guardian newspaper and the BBC, have all recently reported how the Pharma industry seem 

to make by far the biggest donations to politicians in the USA and most other countries, in 
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return for those publicly-elected representatives lobbying their Governments to increase the 

purchase and deployment of chemical products for so-called ‘healthcare’. 

My guess would be that the results of your investigations into the possibility of University 

and Industry and Government collusion, will be both gravely upsetting, yet deeply self-

motivating:  

I personally conclude that the Establishment isn’t doing a thorough job in looking out for 

our best interests;  

far from it.  

So we & our friends have to.   

** 

Before I metamorphosed into a Well-Being Psychologist, I was a Criminologist at 

Cambridge University, and developed a particular interest in studying the euphemistically 

named ‘white-collar crimes’ so often committed by the world’s top 500 companies and their 

boardroom-directors conspiring to get rich at the expense of the wealth & health of everyday 

citizens. I was intrigued by the excellent lectures of the Jesus College Law Professor, Barry 

Rider, OBE, as he un-masked the Modus Operandi of professionally-concealed crimes by 

internationally respected corporations… and how they colluded to cheat on everything from 

pension funds and exhaust fumes, to loan rates and drug safety. That independently-minded 

Professor had risen from childhood poverty to become a world-ranked Lawyer hot on the 

trail of such industrial-scale criminality. His revelations about all the sinister, sable-haired & 

suit-wearing connivance… all their clear-minded and efficient psychopathy which callously 

ruined old folk’s retirements and risked children’s lives… it made quite an impression on 

me.   

** 

The automatic self-interest of ‘institutional systems’ in every arena, necessarily poses 

direct and serious conflict to each individual’s well-being 

I have observed that the self-serving procedures of vast institutions, increasingly profit 

themselves, at the expense of every individual’s well-being.  

Let me step back for a moment to acknowledge that we’re highly social creatures who are 

tool-using, so it’s natural and healthy that we devise systems to give structure to everything 
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we do, so as to accommodate and co-ordinate all the variety. But the balance between 

promoting ‘individual diversity’ and ‘systematic conformity’, is a delicate one. Systems can 

all too easily over-reach their intended purpose; they go from organising and facilitating, to 

compressing and debilitating. They go from being in service to individuals, to bullying them.  

(It’s akin to what Winston Churchill observed: “We shape our buildings; thereafter, they 

shape us.”) 

Things begin to go wrong because, whether the setting be a public-service or a commercial 

business, that institution’s over-arching Operating System will contrive an automatic self-

interest. Everything, from the noise-levels and lighting, plus the night-shift arrangements and 

worker-surveillance, right through to what’s dished up in the canteen, it will all start to 

diminish a person’s health and freedom in favour of profitable algorithms. When things go 

wrong, the standard procedures of any organization and the wider industry of which it’s a 

part, will increasingly constrict our daily life.  

Each of us, as original and emotionally-expressive creatures, is in danger of being repressed 

by such systematic impositions. Everyone is undermined, from the CEO and their 

Leadership Team, right through to the summer-intern and the night cleaner: a deluge of 

computer-generated rules and mechanistic procedures, will corrode their quality-of-life.   

The Public Authorities (our Governments and their regulators) are the keepers of the 

systems, and meant to oversee a balance between sufficient good-order and the bio-diversity 

among individuals. But here, in the third decade of 2020, things are going awry, not least 

because of the near-ubiquitous reach of cyber-technologies and other ‘empires of uniformity’ 

capable of engulfing the planet.  

The give-away symptoms of their grossly excessive power, are an ever-encroaching 

disregard for human nature.    

And that’s my quarrel: the prevailing Systems we’re trusting to treat us well… simply 

aren’t doing so. Quite the opposite. I’m sure we’ve all experienced how official Authorities 

can be quick to bully lone-individuals… and how the billing-error is always in The Bank’s 

favour.  

But what if it’s not just a few bucks gone missing?  
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What if it’s the health & opportunities of a whole lifetime?  

In recognition of that dreadful possibility… 

let’s note the rise of whistleblowers in the last few years who ‘out’ the routine and 

pervasive forms of institutional and corporate wrong-doing… the systematic abuses of 

power which harm students, employees, citizens and society. This phenomenon has beset 

National Health Services, trans-global Pharmaceutical companies, international Banks, 

Media organisations, The Military, Ivy-League Universities, trusted Churches, and 

seemingly Democratic Governments… who have all been ‘exposed as serious abusers’ by 

the courageous insiders who alert the general public to the institutionalised-criminality of the 

very same Authorities purporting to serve Society’s best interests.   

Here are several highly credible voices raising their concerns about such automated, 

corporate and systematic undermining of you & I as individuals and citizens: 

Harvard Business School Emeritus Professor Shoshana Zuboff:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIXhnWUmMvw 

Shoshona explains how we’ve been “bamboozled and exploited” by commercial companies 

who impose surveillance, in cohoots with compliant governments. 

'The goal is to automate us': welcome to the age of surveillance capitalism 

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/jan/20/shoshana-zuboff-age-of-surveillance-

capitalism-google-facebook 

Chris Hedges, the Pulitzer Prize-winning Investigative Journalist who for 15 years was a 

Foreign Correspondent in war zones, for The New York Times: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dQW4X6oC-c 

the former Harvard/Stanford and now Hoover Institute Economic History Professor 

and Fellow, Niall Ferguson. He is in conversation for an hour, here, with Australia’s former 

deputy Prime Minister, John Anderson. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3s6pzmmvEg 

The theme is also addressed by U.S. Lt General H.R. McMaster, here part of a Hoover 

Institute debate, spring 2020: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJzRBPL4FMQ  

and also 

The Hoover Institute President, from 2020 onwards, former US Secretary of State, Dr 

Condoleezza Rice, PhD. 
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https://www.hoover.org/research/condoleezza-rice-covid-russia-and-putin 

Do note, please, the worryingly low numbers who have viewed these questioning, critical 

debates. 

** 

Here are two more web-links that are particularly relevant to the debate about the violently 

authoritarian regime and insidious empire-building ambitions of The Chinese Communist 

Party:  

https://www.cam.ac.uk/a-global-university/china 

+ this lively debate in August 2020 : https://www.hoover.org/research/tik-tok-pot-luck 

** 

All of the above is why I wish to champion The Missing Science & Lost Art   -   of how 

to help a life go beautifully, and what can get in the way of that… 

As regards my claiming that there is no Close & Thorough Study of Inspirational 

Lifetimes: at the very end of this Sources of Evidence & Special Notes document, I offer 

two Additional Chapters, A & B, that explore my claim, with a few pages each: 

 

A.   I outline how A Close & Thorough Study of Inspirational Lifetimes could be a 

bona fide field, yielding life-transforming insights.  

+ 

B.   I investigate the complete absence of any such body-of-research by the 

educational or scientific Authorities. 

 

Correction: there exists one, privately-financed research project, (a benevolent billionaire 

called Grant, initiated it back in the 1930s) which tracked hundreds of lives as they emerged 

over 75 years. It’s called The Harvard Study of Adult Development, but that truly unique 

project… daring to wonder how, exactly, a life can go really well… is the lone exception that 

proves the rule. 

** 

Here, the Harvard Psychiatry Professor, George E. Vaillant, gives a TedX Talk in 

Amsterdam, 2014: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-V316QHxoe4 
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+ 

https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2017/04/over-nearly-80-years-harvard-study-has-

been-showing-how-to-live-a-healthy-and-happy-life/ 

George explains the value of such longitudinal and enquiring work regarding physical and 

psychological health across entire lifetimes. Of all George’s excellent books about The 

Harvard Study, each of which he gracefully writes for a general readership, I can particularly 

recommend his Adaptation to Life. 

** 

Confronted with the consistent neglect by our Governments and Establishment 

Institutions to provide us with sufficient trustworthy information and support, I suggest that 

we and our loved one’s need to gather for ourselves the majority of what need to know for 

radiant well-being… and for lives that can thrive in the face of adversity.   

Let each of us step up to that challenge, and help each other out. 

 

When it comes to the absence of life-skills education that I’m claiming, 

let’s pause to make an apt comparison: 

the role of nutrition is allotted only a handful of hours 

in Medical School and beyond 

  

Medical Schools in the USA, UK and elsewhere, as part of the compulsory formal 

Curriculum, do not teach their Students how everyday nutrition can play a central role in not 

only the cause of serious illness, but also its prevention and cure.  

Instead, only a handful of hours are allotted to the role of eating habits, allowing for only the 

most rudimentary information. Nor is Nutrition-education any part of the legally-required 

Professional Development/the on-going training of qualified Medical Doctors at any stage in 

their long, carefully-monitored careers. 

Despite the emergence of astounding evidence about how our food can be life-

transforming, (see my Chapter 6C and D), Medical Doctors have witnessed little or no 

change in how the Establishment dictates on the matter.   
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For this profoundly restrictive situation to have stubbornly prevailed throughout the 20th 

Century, even through to the present day, has required that the great majority of Medical 

Professors, voting through their specialist Committees, and with the formal approval of 

Department Heads and Faculty Chairs who lead thousands of prestigious Med-Schools 

throughout the Western world… all of these well-meaning Scientist-Practitioners have had to 

agree with each other, year after year, that the potential of Nutrition to have any part in 

causing, curing or preventing serious ill-health, was not sufficiently important to warrant a 

proper place in the canon of their Medical know-how. 

If your trusted Medical Doctor is truly well-informed and up-to-date about all things 

‘nutrition’, it’s due entirely to their own diligence and their striving to be helpful as regards 

prevention and cure, and their wisdom in this owes nothing to their mainstream training at 

any stage of their long career. 

We might do well to ponder at the powers that doggedly maintain that intransigent 

Establishment blind-spot. 

** 

To explore my statement about the omission of nutrition-training for Medics, please 

visit these webpages:  

this 2018 BBC News article is titled: “We learn nothing about nutrition, claim Medical 

Students” :  https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-43504125 

+ 

this autumn 2019 article refers to a Harvard full Professor of Epidemiology and Nutrition, 

Walter Wilett, who co-authors an opinion piece arguing that, on average, Medical Schools in 

the USA currently teach 19 hours, nineteen hours, on the Subject, and that this handful of 

hours tends to focus narrowly on rudimentary information, such as vitamin deficiencies, 

which is only one tiny part of what the field has to offer for mind-body well-being:    

https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/hsph-in-the-news/why-medical-schools-need-to-teach-

nutrition/ 

+ 

https://blogs.harvard.edu/clinicalprobono/2019/10/11/harvard-group-recommends-increased-

nutrition-education-for-doctors/ 
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I cite this persistent omission of the vital Subject of Nutrition, that is vetoed by a body 

of recognised experts, because such an ‘enforced absence’ is exactly the situation 

dominating the general education delivered in our Schools and Universities when it 

comes to the fundamental Life-Skills that I call for in this Companion. Key insights & 

practical competencies so vital to a life going well, are not given any formal hours in the 

classroom Curriculum, nor are they taught to Teachers-in-training, or during their 

professional careers… not in the Private nor State sector, and no matter where in the world.  

 

Caveat : The above omissions regarding the role of nutrition, are a grave warning to each of 

us, and to our communities and culture, that ‘the accepted system’ can be fatally flawed: 

➢ A long-standing consensus between well-intentioned experts and prestigious 

institutions, is no guarantee that things are correct.  

➢ A convergence of opinion can increase the likelihood of something being right, but it’s 

far from infallible. There are shocking short-falls in expert-judgement to remind us of 

this crucial caveat 

So let’s you and I keep our wits about us when deciding upon how to lead our everyday life.    

 

Rather than a remedy of bits & pieces, I aim to present you with an interwoven A-team 

of practical ideas… 

My book aims for this ‘integrated overview’ because the result of what I call ‘The Missing 

Science’, means you can study the fractured bits & pieces of Psychology, but what you 

cannot do is look carefully at good objective evidence for how whole lives can be helped to 

go better, for you & those you care about. If you internet-search for ‘Well-being Courses’ at 

the major Universities around the world, what you’ll likely find is either Health & Safety 

advice, or guidance on contraception. It’s also possible that The Psychology Department 

offers a few hours of lectures giving hints & tips on ‘how to feel happier’. These ‘secrets of 

happiness for academics’ are often trade-marked as ‘Positive Psychology’. You might also 

notice that the course will be offered one year but not the next, because the subject is so 

popular with Undergraduates, that the other Lecturers complain it’s stealing their Students.   

Go visit your local university, and ask about The Life-Skills Academy (that’s as good a 

name as any). My bet is, the administration will bluster in reply “Oh, it’s over in Psychology. 
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Or do I mean Philosophy? Could be Medicine, I suppose. Maybe Religion covers it. Or 

could it come under Religious Medicine?” 

Let’s remember that my above-mentioned Harvard Study of Adult Development only got 

started back in 1938, because of the private interest of a self-made billionaire philanthropist. 

That epic research project wasn’t initiated by the official Authorities, but by the benign drive 

of a single maverick individual, rallying some mates. That is so often how resistance to 

‘insensitive authority’ are able to come about, and how genuine improvements get made: an 

individual gathers their buddies and together they do something about it. 

** 

If the field of Radiantly Beautiful Lives is so inadequately studied, (as I am claiming), 

where do the ideas in for this Companion come from?  

My answer is, they derive from the most credible studies I could muster this past two years. I 

have limited my advocacy to actions that more than one trustworthy institution has supported 

(rather than the beliefs of a particular expert voice, no matter how intriguing).   

I’ve then tried to give a helpful shape and coherence to what was a disjoint, peace-meal bag 

of findings about the range of Real-Life Activities that have proven promising for their 

ability to nourish the healthy & rewarding expression of our Human Nature & Animal 

Instincts. I’ve also tried to discern patterns and themes. 

Caveat: The result is very much my home-made collection and arrangement of the ideas and 

evidence, and though I dearly hope individuals, partnerships, families and communities will 

enjoy exploring them, I earnestly champion a diversity of first-hand experimentation & 

investigation to discover what actually works for you in your particular circumstances.  

**  

I’d like to salute some of those whom I regard as the most innovative psychology 

practitioners: 

In the field of modern psychotherapy, I salute Dr Milton H. Erickson and his enlightened 

approach to Clinical Hypnosis; Professor Francine Shapiro re her EMDR technique for PTSD; 

and Professor Bessel van der Kolk in the field of Emotional-Trauma.  

Let me acknowledge, too, the courageous careers of contemporary American psychologists 

such as Professor Nancy Etcoff, and Prof. Robert Sternberg;  
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and also Dr Ceri Evans (in New Zealand), and Dr Steve Peters (in the UK), who are not only 

practising-psychiatrists, but are themselves highly accomplished athletes who have become 

elite-level sports-coaches for their national teams. 

As a special note, I would say Stanford University Professor Philip Zimbardo’s whole life 

has created one of the towering legacies in American and international Social Psychology of 

the 20th Century… as a writer and lecturer. He’s also been inspirational as one of the 

loveliest guys around. http://www.zimbardo.com/ 

** 

Compiling this book, I have tried to distinguish clearly between my occasional 

‘personal opinion’, by contrast to my squarely recounting the courses of action agreed 

upon/corroborated by two or more highly credible and compelling sources. But 

consensus is no guarantee of correctness nor accuracy, so we must keep our wits about us, 

explore for ourselves, and keep open to emerging voices on relevant matters.  

In my Notes here, I also try to cite any widely-respected sources (whether individuals or 

institutions) whose robust counter-evidence seems to refute the recommendations I currently 

make.  

In your considerations, please note the proposition that in the Humans Sciences there are 

rarely if ever definitive proofs akin to E=MC² that are found in the so called Physical 

Sciences (such as Physics and Chemistry). What we have instead is a weight of evidence in 

favour of one conclusion over another. And when weighing this approach, let’s remember 

that no one ever did a randomised control trial in humans to demonstrate that smoking 

causes cancers. Scientists simply observed groups of people who did, and groups who 

didn’t… until the evidence reached a level that was ‘beyond all reasonable doubt’. 

On a point of principle…the principle that scepticism is healthy…  I try to doubt everything I 

have written, and will enjoy keeping you updated with how the evidence base for these ideas 

progresses. 

** 

Forgive me, but I’ve failed to include so many vital themes… The mission was way 

beyond what I could manage. I write little or nothing specific to the theme of pregnancy, 

raising a child, marriage, social-entrepreneurship, starting a business, coping with serious 
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illness, recovering from bereavement, nor the prospect of our own death … yet they are all 

subjects worthy of inclusion.  

My Companion is only a starting place for a lifetime’s exploration… 

I often wondered whether the book’s sub-title should more accurately have read:  

an in-complete set of un-certain ideas 

by an unknown Cambridge psychologist. 

** 

Researching for this Companion has made me look again at things I thought I 

understood, but didn’t  

or things I made a decision about long ago, and neglected to re-consider.  

Investigating all of these Chapters has been a revelation to me, that I’m so glad to share. 

Thank you for reading and Bon Voyage! 

 

 

Part-1  

is about The Fundamental Motivations  

at the heart of our Human Nature 

  

Notes to Chapter 1: 

Beauty is our Raison d’Etre : our priority calling… 

  

The Einstein quote is from his book, Mein Weltbild, (meaning My World Picture) 

published in 1934: 

“I have never looked upon ease and happiness as ends in themselves -- this critical basis 

I call the ideal of a pigsty. The ideals that have lighted my way, and time after time have 

given me new courage to face life cheerfully, have been Kindness, Beauty, and Truth. 

Without the sense of kinship with men of like mind, without the occupation with the 

objective world, the eternally unattainable in the field of art and scientific endeavors, life 

would have seemed empty to me. The trite objects of human efforts -- possessions, 

outward success, luxury -- have always seemed to me contemptible.” 
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** 

Caveat: Though I dearly want this Companion to be a source of reliable evidence, I 

regret to say that subjecting my every page to cross-reference and corroboration, has not 

always been possible.  

This first chapter on Beauty, is one such occasion.   

My propositions on Beauty come from applying logical-reasoning to the empirical-

evidence of observable human-behaviour. 

Despite this Subject being self-evidently of such fundamental importance to us,   

the scientific study of beauty has been negligible.  

A notable exception to the lack of investigation, is the work of Harvard Psychologist 

and Researcher, Professor Nancy Etcoff who, in 1999, published her book, ‘Survival of 

the Prettiest’. She argued strongly that the bodies and faces we judge to be most 

physically beautiful, are not simply the result of a cultural contrivance, or a concept at the 

whim of fad or fashion or social pressure, but they rely upon a genuine and innate effect 

that has its roots deep in our human evolutionary history. In short: Beauty…of body, 

mind, and personality… signals health and fertility. 

** 

For my own part, I dare say there’s a combination-code that creates the energy of 

Beauty, but I can only guess at its components.   

Beauty’s effects upon us, however, are somewhat clearer: joy-bringing, benevolent, 

beneficial, healthy, creative, and inspiring. 

There do appear to be absolutes/universals of human beauty:  

some things are always ugly: cruelty, imprisonment, a nose-less face; 

some things are always beautiful: kindness, courage, passion, as well as the classical 

proportions of what is variously called The Golden Mean or The Divine Proportion, 

which has a very particular mathematical figure or formula. The ratio is 1.618 

** 

I observe that Evil wants to destroy or enslave Beauty, whereas as Goodness wants to 

create it and free it.   

** 
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Plato trained as a mathematician, and thought Beauty could be objective. Possible related 

to that thought, is Euler’s Identity, also known as The Most Beautiful Equation:  

e^(iπ) + 1 = 0    

This formula demonstrates that there is a constant relationship between the key 

numbers in mathematics which we use to describe our Universe.    

** 

Edmund Burke, the Irish-born Philosopher and English Parliamentarian, who 

thought through things so wonderfully in the 1700s, and wrote “By beauty I mean… 

that quality or those qualities in bodies by which they cause love, or some passion similar 

to it”.  “We like to have them near us”. 

** 

I note that Professor George E. Vaillant, who was for more than 40 years the Director of 

the unparalleled Harvard Study of Adult Development, personally felt that the 70-year 

Study of lifetimes, demonstrated how “The key to healthy aging, is relationships, 

relationships, relationships.” 

While not forgetting the inevitable inaccuracies of research into humans, nonetheless the 

Prof’s conclusion is reassuringly consistent with my own Companion’s observations that 

the remarkable energy of Beauty is the result of radiantly-healthy relationships.  

This convergence of observational-evidence might begin to explain why our most powerful 

Human-Animal Drive seems to be reserved for one thing only:  

Making Progress in our Relationship with Real Life’s Beauties in whatever form.  

I should emphasise, here, that our vital connections are not only with other animals; we 

also have the capacity to fall in love with the beauty of projects, ideas, places, and with 

the wider Natural Universe of which we are one small ingredient. 

It’s thanks to our ever-improving relationships that we derive the radiant creativity & 

rewards of our life.    

** 

The Swedish inventor and businessman, Alfred ‘Dynamite’ Nobel, the founding-

benefactor of the world’s most famous annual prize, wrote the following line in one of his 

poems, (most likely at the age of 19, while in Paris and in love): 

“This breathing clay, what business has it here?” 
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Alf Nobel asked this several decades before the British Great War soldier of the 

Manchester Regiment, Lieutenant Wilfred Owen, MC, wrote his celebrated poem, 

Futility, with its iconic incantation: “Was it for this that the clay grew tall?” 

As if in reply to such questions, the city of Stockholm’s Nobel Prize Museum quotes 

His Holiness The 14th Dalai Lama as saying “The purpose of life is happiness”.  

 

On which note, please be aware that the priority importance that I attribute to our 

creating & caring for Beauty, is very far from being a universally accepted 

principle. For instance, in 2007, as if echoing The Dalai Lama, the much applauded 

Harvard Social Psychology Professor, Daniel Gilbert, won the annual Royal Society of 

London prize for the ‘best general science book’, in which Gilbert unwaveringly 

prioritised our emotions : “nothing could be more important than how we feel...” wrote 

Professor Gilbert while he was ‘Stumbling on Happiness’, (the title of his book), and he 

reiterated this emotion-possessed philosophy, time and again, across its pages. 

** 

The ill-starred academic-field calling itself Positive Psychology (that came to front-page 

prominence in 2000, but has now sunk into obscurity), proposed something it called 

‘Authentic Happiness’ as its guiding mission. 

** 

Even The Harvard Study of Adult Development has succumbed of late: whereas it was 

once spoke about Adaptation to Life, it’s now formally describing itself as the longest 

ever study of happiness… which was never its mission-statement, and not at all what its 

philanthropic founder intended. 

** 

  

Let’s pause to consider 

The Nature of Wisdom : 

where practical Know-How and the application of Courage 

both come together for some beautiful action. 

 

Aristotle said “The true measure of an individual’s character, is their actions”; 
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** 

There is a consensus of opinion on those who have pondered Courage, (from Winston 

Churchill to Maya Angelou), that without Courage, one cannot fully and freely exercise 

one’s other personality traits or know-how. 

** 

 

  

Notes to Chapter 2 

   

The Driving-Needs of our Human Nature 

serve to power & guide our priority calling : to create & care for Beauty. 

I name 14 fundamental motivations, united by this common purpose, our priority mission. 

They seem to be The Radiantly Healthy Expression of what we might variously call our 

Human-Animal Instincts… Our Natural Callings… our Deep Nature. 

 

Aside from the religious leaders of faith, a babbling stream of scientist-practitioner 

Psychologists and their ambitious Schools-of-Thought have famously suggested what most 

motivates and guides our everyday living.  

It was Charles Darwin who said “Everyone has a theory till they get punched in the face.” 

Or, on second thoughts, was it the heavy-weight boxing champion of the late 1980s, Mike 

Tyson? 

Due to my own pervasive foolishness, I feel I’ve been punched in the face by Reality on a 

fairly frequent basis this 50 plus years, so I didn’t want an abstracted ‘academic theory’, but 

rather to find out what works reliably well in practice, so I could better learn what it might 

mean to ‘roll with the blows’ or even side-step some of them. 

The 14 strategies that I cite, may not be the complete set of human drives, but they’ll do 

for starters.  

Fourteen seems a somewhat random number, doesn’t it; in the same way it’s un-tidy that 

there are 118 known elements in Chemistry’s Periodic Table, and it takes 365 days for our 

Earth to revolve around the Sun.  
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It’s almost as if Nature doesn’t give a damn about our human fancy for tidy decimals such as 

10 and 100. 

I feel the evidence for these first two Driving-Needs is self-evident and ubiquitous in 

every aspect of life:  

1. Partner Closely 

2. Embrace Real Life: warm-blooded, hands-on, whole bodied 

The outstanding benefits of the above drives are strongly observed by The Harvard Study of 

Adult Development. The more recent therapeutic work of the Boston Psychiatry Professor, 

Dr Bessel Van der Kolk, MD, supports that approach. 

Also: 

The natural scientist, Professor E.O.Wilson, famously coined the term ‘Biophilia’ with his 

classic book that testified to human’s instinctive love of Nature. Hence, the more time we 

can arrange to spend in the open countryside or botanical gardens, parks or garden-plot, the 

better for everyone. 

3. Take Creative Action 

Aristotle said “The true measure of an individual’s character, is their actions”. 

The author, and poetry-loving Welshman, Sir Philip Pullman in 2018 addressing The 

William Blake Society observed: “We should keep praise and blame for things people do, 

not for what they are.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wbcVXLLChY 

** 

4.  Creatively channel your most powerful Emotions 

The Harvard Study of Adult Development eventually observed how creatively channelling 

one’s intense emotions, helped produce extremely healthy individuals and lives.    

** 

Sigmund Freud would have referred to this ‘mature ego-defense’ as Psychological 

‘Sublimation’. 

** 

5.  Investigate, Explore & Experiment with Versatile Tenacity 
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The highly eminent Stanford University Professor of Psychology, Carol Dweck, PhD has 

written about what she terms a Growth Mindset, which provides some basis for my 

advocating the benefits of my own call to ‘explore & experiment.  

https://profiles.stanford.edu/carol-dweck 

+ 

 https://www.tes.com/news/pedagogy-focus-growth-mindset 

+ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmVCYqs3mko 

** 

Personally, I don’t like the term ‘set’ mind, no more than I like the term ‘resilient’ when it’s 

used to describe a child’s capacity to thrive when faced with adversity. I would rather 

champion ‘versatility in exploration of mind & behaviour’, since this phrase better 

illuminates one of the key qualities actually required for a human to thrive: versatility 

** 

Jane Austen, writing largely in the first two decades of the 19th Century, (e.g. her beloved 

Emma, in 1814), had two brothers at Oxford University, with whom she was emotionally 

very close; and she was also a keen participant of partner-dance. Glimpsing this breadth of 

inspiration she could draw upon, I can begin to understand how Jane developed such a 

richness of ideas on the chess-games and manoeuvring of the Georgian England social world 

she wrote about, and her sensitive feel for the interior life of other individuals. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qsOwj0PR5Sk 

** 

6. Befriend your Fears 

Regarding the bathing rooms at the World War Two secret code-breaking centre at Bletchley 

Park: the eminent History Professor, Christopher Andrew, of Corpus Christi College, 

Cambridge University, with a specialist interest in National Security Services, has recounted 

this delightful tale in lectures and dinner party conversations. 

** 

Deep, slow, long-pause breathing 
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https://www.health.harvard.edu/mind-and-mood/relaxation-techniques-breath-control-helps-

quell-errant-stress-response 

** 

bilateral movement (rhythmically tapping hands or feet): 

Professor Francine Shapiro developed the therapy of first choice for Emotional 

Trauma/PTSD, based upon this simple phenomenon: 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5061320/ 

** 

Using Ultra-Slow Motion:   

Dr Peter A. Levine (who the pre-eminent Boston Psychiatry Professor, Bessel van der Kolk, 

highly commends) is talking here about using physical activity and very slow-motion to self-

heal from emotional-trauma trapped in the mind-body system: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFUZHz6_0XE 

** 

Visit 

https://www.oxfordclinicalpsych.com/view/10.1093/med:psych/9780195189186.001.0001/m

ed-9780195189186 

for a layman’s general guide to the orthodox mainstream approaches of clinical psychology 

to resolving unhelpful fears. 

** 

The whole idea of staying relaxed when confronted by trouble, is truly classical: if you turn 

to the penultimate page of these Notes you’re reading, you’ll notice the elegantly relaxed 

standing-nude body of Michelangelo’s Statue of David. As the shepherd prepares to fight 

Goliath in The Valley of Elah, Michelangelo seems to be reminding us that physical 

relaxation… and the intense psychological focus so clear in the young man’s facial 

expression… are both key to un-ravelling even a giant problem. 

7. Build your Courage  

The Anatomy of Courage is a slim assessment of the subject written by Lord Moran MC, 

who was Winston Churchill’s personal medical-physician through The Second World War, 

travelling with Churchill everywhere. Moran had himself been a doctor of the Royal Army 
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Medical Corps serving in the European trenches of the First World War, where he won his 

Military Cross, and first wondered at the nature of courage.   

General Sir Peter de la Billiere, MC (two bars), who served with distinction in and then led 

The Special Air Service for much of his career, and was Commander in Chief of All British 

Armed Forces during the first Gulf War (dates), routinely issued Moran’s book to his 

Regiment officers, since the General regarded the ideas as accurate and vital information on 

how to build, protect and restore courage. Billiere writes the Preface to the modern edition of 

the Lord Moran memoir. 

** 

One quite extraordinary embodiment of presence of mind, composure, and courageous 

integrity, is Miss Sophie Scholl, the German twenty-one year old found guilty and 

guillotined by the Nazis in 1943, for her key role in distributing literature to fellow students 

in Berlin, that argued for a surrender that would bring a swift end to The Second World War. 

The discovery many years later, of her interrogation-transcript, inspired the deeply moving 

2006 German film, Sophie Scholl, and remembers her executed brother and their comrades 

of the peaceful resistance-organisation they called The White Rose.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XM5A4ETW_Io 

** 

Consider treating yourself to an ice cold shower, before turning on the hot water.…at any 

time of the day…. with the aim of building psychological versatility and also physical 

immunity. Research has so far been modest in its design, and therefore un-clear on the 

benefits, however…  

The Effect of Cold Showering on Health and Work: A Randomized Controlled Trial: a study 

among circa 3000 participants in the Netherlands. 

https://hbr.org/2018/03/cold-showers-lead-to-fewer-sick-days 

+ 

One of Science’s most recent attempts, in 2019, to investigate the possible beneficial 

phenomena: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCKU4JFEmGI 

+ 

Here is a detailed consideration from 2014 of the various possible pros & cons of using very 

cold-water: 
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4049052/ 

+ in 2016: 

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20161209-do-athletes-need-to-take-ice-baths 

** 

Pericles, writing in the 400s BC, said: 

“Freedom is the sure possession of those alone who have the courage to defend it.”   

This quote is hidden on the back of a beautifully sculptured monument to the crews of 

Britain’s Bomber Command, from World War Two. Nearly half of the 125,000 teenage and 

twenty-something young men from across the British Commonwealth who came to fly in 

those planes, to repel the monstrous ambitions of murderous tyranny, did not survive; and 

countless more bore a lifetime of severe wounds in mind and body.  

Despite the poignant relevance of such courageous personal sacrifice…so relevant to today’s 

beleaguered citizens (who are put upon by ever-more authoritarian Governments), that 

Bomber Command monument has been hidden-away at the edge things, with its back to a 

busy road where London’s Piccadilly joins Hyde Park Corner… 

Gosh… it’s almost as if the presiding British Government deems ‘courage in defence of 

freedoms’ as something The Authorities did not want citizens to dwell upon.  

** 

If we’re to be on good terms with ourselves… self-respecting and investing fully in 

oneself… (so we can better respect and care for others)… we need to exercise our courage. 

So much so, that I have come to define wisdom as ‘having not only the know-how to do 

what’s right, but the courage to apply it’. 

** 

8. Investigate the Lessons of Beautiful Lives 

For instance, see the books by a long-ago tutor of mine. Exeter University’s Professor 

Michael A.J. Howe:  

The Origins of Exceptional Abilities 

+ 

Genius Explained 

** 

Still poorly understood, the debilitating persistent phenomena that we collectively call a 

stammer, (also known as stuttering), are a collection of symptoms that are likely a result of 
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mis-coordination in the areas of the brain responsible for speech and hearing. Four times 

more prevalent in men than women, the characteristic phenomena of ill-coordinated speech 

muscles can come about through any one of three distinctly different causes:  

1. …in children under the age of five, because of difficulties in acquiring fluent speech 

(akin to a child having trouble catching a ball or doing maths); 

2. …at any age, because of Emotional Trauma (whether from a sudden shock, or a long 

era of profound upset); 

3. …at any age, because of Neurological Interference (perhaps a serious knock on the 

head, or a side-effect of chemical poisoning). 

 

It’s jolly encouraging that a close study of inspiring lives will reveal the following 

individuals who lived with a stammer:   

the Ancient Roman advocate and politician, Cicero, in the final century BC; the Renaissance 

Maths Professor, Sir Isaac Newton; or the father of computing-science, Dr Alan Turing… 

are among those historical figures who stuttered all their lives, in a roll of honour that even 

today includes many of the world’s most admired and accomplished performers: women & 

men teachers, actors, singers, authors, scientists, theologians, athletes, soldiers and 

politicians. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_stutterers 

 For instance: Miss Marilyn Monroe was raised in an orphanage, and a dreadfully dubious 

‘foster home’ where ugly things befell her; which might explain at least some of how she 

acquired her painfully debilitating stutter as a young teen, that she describes, here, with her 

softly beautiful voice:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zfBJ8HrMZUI 

** 

On a personal note regarding The Harvard Study of Adult Development and its 

Director of 40 years and more: when I was a Cambridge University PhD researcher in 

complete desperation late one Friday night in the spring of 1999, I phoned a laboratory at 

Harvard University, five hours behind my Cambridge UK time. I asked the janitor who’d 

kindly picked up the phone over there in New England, if he’d ever heard of this old fella 

called Vaillant. I explained the Prof would be really elderly by now, maybe even dead. “Is he 
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dead, do you know?” I asked of the janitor who I pictured smoking a Lucky at the end of the 

phone 2,000 miles away.  

“Gosh, I do hope not. I am George Vaillant!” came the reply.  

I gave my breathless explanation, “Oh… that’s so good to hear! I was thrilled by your book, 

Adaptation to Life… because the professors here in England absolutely hate me for looking 

at how a lifetime goes well.”  

Without hesitation, this living-legend of Harvard Psychiatry agreed to come be my PhD 

Examiner in Cambridge England that very July of 1999. So went my first encounter with 

George  -  his sense of good-humour and compassion in abundance as ever.  

** 

9/10  Focus Closely, balanced by seeking The Bigger Picture 

My own epiphany about focus came on the little island of Trescoe amid the Scilly Isles, 

some 50 miles off the Cornish Coast. A rogue wave ‘silenced’ my laptop once and for all, 

and I was left digital-free for several wonderful days in which my sub-conscious turned itself 

entirely towards problem-solving the issues that my digital stuff had distracted me from.  

** 

Dr Demmis Hammas (educated at Queens’ College, Cambridge University), the extra-

ordinary innovator, and founder of Deep Mind, spoke eloquently on the importance of  

stepping back to get perspective and question one’s core premise, in his BBC interview 

2019: https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p06qvj98 

+ 

The acclaimed All Blacks rugby-team psychology-coach, the New Zealand Psychiatrist Dr 

Ceri Evans, in his 2019 book, Performing under Pressure, notes the key to successful 

performance advocated by the Japanese Swordsman & Philosopher Musashi (who lived in 

the same era as the Western world’s William Shakespeare): It is the ability to switch 

constantly between intense focus and big picture.  

Dr Evans emphasises that there's no point focusing on details of execution if you haven’t got 

a clear sense of overall strategy  -  and vice versa. 

+ 
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Nobel Laureate Psychologist Daniel Kahneman has consistently argued for seeing the 

bigger picture as a means to avoid our making serious mistakes 

** 

11/12  Be Trustworthy, but balance this with The Power of Surprise 

Ever since The Art of War, we have known the power of surprise in every field of human 

endeavour. This revered book was written by the Chinese Military Strategist, Sun Tzu, circa 

5th Century BC. 

** 

13/14  Strive Fully, balanced by Profound Recuperation 

Striving is a strategy notably advocated in the epic poem, Ulysses, by Alfred Lord Tennyson. 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45392/ulysses 

The Harvard Study of Adult Development noted that the healthiest and most accomplished 

individuals (in every key arena of their life), took substantial holidays and enjoyed regular 

and frequent hobbies. (Troubled lives were, by contrast, invariably characterised by the 

absence of such.) 

 

Let’s pause to consider: 

All of our Emotions can be Helpful or Harmful,  

depending on how wisely we use them. 

 

Dr Milton H. Erickson was a general physician who specialised in psychology & 

psychiatry, and he was widely regarded as the pioneer of modern Clinical Hypnosis in the 2nd 

half of the 20th Century. He championed the idea of helpfully channelling the existing and 

presenting symptom/the emotional energy/the focus-of-attention already possessing the 

Patient, rather than the Doctor trying to attack or bully the symptom; and he called this 

channelling approach ‘Utilization’. This was fundamental to Ericksonian therapy. The 

Patient is often gently given/invited to embark on ‘tasks or journeys’ that have an underlying 

healing component. 

** 
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My advocacy for the potential usefulness of every ilk of emotion, (not just pleasant ones), 

and for the primacy of action (rather than feeling) is NOT the prevailing view. 

At The Nobel Museum in the lovely city of Stockholm, (2019) there is small cabinet-

display dedicated to The 14th Dalai Lama of Tibet, who is the leading light of Buddhism. The 

display cites the gentleman’s proclamation that “The Purpose of Life is Happiness.” 

+ 

The Royal Society of London gave its 2007 ‘popular science book of the year award’ to an 

American Ivy-League Professor’s best-seller about Happiness, whose pages repeatedly insist 

that “nothing could be more important than how we feel.” 

+ 

The ill-starred academic-field calling itself Positive Psychology (that came to front-page 

prominence in 2000, but has now sunk into obscurity), proposed something it called 

‘Authentic Happiness’ as its guiding mission. 

 

**
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Chapter 3 

Thriving thanks to Intense Pressure 

 

The life-equation that my chapter tries to present, with the ingredients 123 that allow us to 

thrive in the face of intensity, was most notably observed by Holocaust Death-Camp 

Survivor and Psychiatrist, Dr Viktor Frankl, in his admirably concise book, Man’s Search 

for Meaning, in which the doctor says “Those who have a why to live, can bear with almost 

any how”. 

** 

Highly instructive, are the iconic achievements of the Top Gun US Navy Fighter-Jet 

Training School, created in California in 1969, that achieved such remarkable 

improvements by giving top-quality immediate feedback during highly-realistic high-

pressure training situations, over a two-week intensive course of entirely practical hands-on 

exercises. 

** 

This following link takes us to the acclaimed New Zealand Forensic Psychiatrist, Dr 

Ceri Evans, who coached-the-psychology of The All Blacks rugby team, and whose Captain 

back then publicly credits Dr Evans with being a truly game-changing contributor in the 

team’s two consecutive World Cup victories of 2011 and 2015. He’s Evans in interview for 

30 minutes (2019) : https://www.rnz.co.nz/audio/player?audio_id=2018706101 

Dr Evans talks about any scenario in personal and professional life in which we can feel 

pressure, feel the urge to run away, or perhaps a tendency to freeze or choke at the crucial 

moment of highest demand. Evans’ constant refrain is that “we need to get comfortable with 

the uncomfortable.”  

He observes, too, that those who go the furthest, realise the benefits of their actively seeking-

out difficult moments. 

It’s not about winning or losing, it’s about searching to improve. 

** 
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The former Commander of The International Space Station, who is the world-leading 

Canadian Astronaut, Chris Hadfield, observes in his excellent autobiography 

(published 2013) how “Early success or advantage is a terrible teacher, because you don’t 

learn to strive and to rehearse. Such individuals don’t know how to push themselves to a 

point of discomfort and beyond.” 

** 

I would only add to those wise voices above, that we insidiously weaken and lessen 

ourselves… or others… if we fall into the lazy habit of ‘making things easy’. 

This principle applies to the development and health of the physique and athletic ability, 

immune system, problem-solving capacities, emotional versatility, courage, and character. 

Earning by striving is the only source by which profound satisfaction & progress are 

derived. 

We see this in every dimension of life:  

We are seriously weakened when….  molly-coddled; sedentary and inactive; existing in an 

over-clean or sterile environment; subsidised, advantaged, or given a ‘free pass forward’ in 

some way.  

Whereas, if well mentored, we are most often eventually greatly strengthened by striving to 

overcome a setback or repression… of any kind… that we learn to deal with by dint of our 

own abilities.    

I note, too, that our strongest relationships are forged in the heat and downward pressure of 

seriously trying times. 

** 

Inspiration from other people’s lifetimes: the celebrated Austrian-bred Nobel Laureate 

Economist, (later a member of the Chicago School) Dr Friedrich von Hayek, till his dying 

day kept Sir Winston Churchill’s photo above his desk. Hayek so admired Churchill’s 

consistent warnings against Democracy descending into Dictatorship during the 1930s, 

(which Hayek knew inevitably occurs when Central Government interference over-expands 

itself), and he so admired Churchill’s selfless fight against such State-Tyranny in all its 

forms, not only in waging World War Two in 1939 when so many within the British 

government and bureaucracy were so convinced by the Nazi machine, but again in 1945 
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when the doctrine of ever greater central-government interference both under Socialist and 

Conservative Governments, led to near economic collapse in Britain by the 1970s… much as 

centralised Communism led to Soviet economic and bureaucratic collapse in 1989.  

** 

 

My Companion’s Part-2, is about 

• What gets in the way of our Loving Real Life 

• How we fall over, pick ourselves up, and stride on. 

• Classical Creative-Activities that help fulfil our Innate Callings. 

 

 

Chapter 4 

 

We’ve become A Culture of Counterfeit Activities… 

many of us addicted to Cyber Delusions, Chemical Quick-Fixes, & Runaway Fantasies 

 

The warning signs  

 

Please think of a couple of young individuals you know quite well, who are age 25 or under.  

Ask yourself which of them would probably have to tick ‘Often True’ for three or more of 

the six following bullet-points:  

  

o You avoid speaking-up in front of strangers, and won’t dance in public without being 

drunk.  

 

o Someone’s already accused you of being addicted to a tv series or other sorts of 

screen-fiction. What they don’t realise is, that as spin-offs from those stories, you have 

your own compelling range of home-made fantasies that you resort to when reality 

proves painful. 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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o You watch more pornography than you want to (perhaps because it feels so much 

easier or more exciting than dating with a real partner).   

 

o You crave the sweet-foods, caffeine shots, or pain-relief pills, that help you feel better.  

 

o You don’t like silence: all that listening alone to your thoughts & feelings. So you use 

ear-phoned music, not just to blot the world out, but blot yourself out, too. Sometimes 

that music serves as the theme-tunes to the fantasy-you that you so long to be. 

 

o Being on your swipe-phone, is the last thing before sleep, first thing in the morning, and 

you’ll check it over-night when going to the loo.   

 

*** 

I have lived and worked in Cambridge for a large part of the past 27 years, but some of my 

closest friends & colleagues are teachers and techies, scientists, medics and parents, who 

live all over the world. The above bullets are just a glimpse of what we think is gravely 

undermining 9 out of 10 Teens & Twenty-somethings, from every sort of background and 

walk of life. 

 

What do I class as addiction?  

If you can’t reliably and consistently stop yourself from doing something, even though that 

activity is clearly detracting from your well-being (your ability to thrive), or from the well-

being of those you care for, then that behaviour is an addiction.  

And addictions usually work in gangs: we don’t have one, we have several, feeding off each 

other. 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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The tragedy is, our everyday addictions prevent us from living by our heart-felt values…our 

faiths & philosophies… because we are so bullied and enslaved to our compulsions & 

cravings.  

An addiction owns us… it harms us… and, like a bomb-blast, it rips at everyone around us.  

One of the great challenges of Real Life is that our innate Driving-Needs to create and 

care for beauty, have no genuine substitutes … but many false ones.   

Not all of our False Substitutes are addictions (though they most usually are). Some 

are just frequent choices/easy grabs we make that are harmful to ourselves and those 

closest to us. We could stop using them easily enough, but it’s far from apparent that 

they’re interfering with our relationship with real life.   

Those bullet-point behaviours, and many like them, that I list above, are not only the cause 

of problems, they also pretend to be the cure. This means they too easily become a steep 

downward spiral as the user resorts to particular types of activities ever more frequently.   

This phenomenon shouldn’t be regarded as a serious threat…  

it should be confronted as an out-of-control pandemic… effecting every eastern nation as 

much as western ones. 

My colleagues and I are witnessing an entire generation who are secretly desperate, no 

matter the faces they pull for their snapchat-selfies or instagram-grins. Each poor Soul 

conceals their hurt, thinking they’re the odd one out. They feel over-run by the demands of 

daily life, and will end up pleading with their doctor for mind-altering pills. After college, 

worn to a frazzle, they go back to live with their folks.  

You might recognize that cluster of symptoms. They’re typical of a human-life being slowly 

poisoned. And there’s at least one underlying reason that young people don’t know what 

they’re sick with: it’s because their parents, mentors and role-models, have yet to own-up to 

a similar malaise tainting their own routines. Lord knows, I’m one of them, given half a 

chance… and it takes all of the grit and know-how I can muster, to keep things Real.   
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If any of the above rings true, then my Chapter 4 is what I think’s been happening… 

 

*** 

 

I propose that the three forms of consumption I detail in my chapter, are False Substitutes 

fooling us into feeling that we’ve healthily expressed our fundamental Driving-Needs. The 

truth is, those False Substitutes sneakily paralyse our own creative efforts to engage with 

Real Life. Our Relationship with Reality… our rapport with people, projects and our Planet 

Earth… is dangerously diminished by those False Substitutes. 

That point made, let me praise Technology… 

Human Technology has achieved fabulous progress, whether it be the immunization 

against serious disease, or the use of x-ray and brain imaging, or the pharmaceutical 

treatment of bipolar or psychotic disorders, or the accurate assessment of climate-change. 

We have monitoring-equipment that can forewarn of storms, earthquakes and sunamis; the 

artistic-means to produce fabulous books and films; and through the internet, we share life-

vital information and ideas.  

The trouble is, we Humans, as individuals and in our Cultures, are prone to over-use and 

mis-use the power of technology to toxic-levels at which it fatally cripples our Animal 

Driving-Needs in Real Life, and sabotages our rapport with the wider Natural World. 

And this seems to happen because we don’t sufficiently realise and guard-against the 

intoxicating effects, and the cumulative effects, of its power. 

Rather than a healthy and natural diversity in all human affairs, there is a dangerous 

homogeneity increasingly imposed by technology upon our global lifestyles and cultures, 

despite the illusion/the mirage of bewildering choice… albeit between near-identical screen 

entertainments, school curricula, and politicians. 

That dangerously monolithic-uniformity within our cultures, is how everything is 

‘organised’, and is the background noise to the insidious fragmentation of everyday human 

life : our relationships reduced to digital long-distance words; our work over-specialised; our 

bodies sedentary and paralysed, with just our fingers typing and our mouths busy.  
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Though our communication-technologies pretend to bring us together, in reality they 

physically isolate our bodies one from another; and we only need to sit with someone getting 

increasingly intoxicated, to feel the loneliness and detachment caused by any drug … no 

matter it’s an hypnotic/hijacking chemical, or an hypnotic/hijacking screen. 

Any technology powerful enough to be life-transforming, can be life-debilitating.   

Technology is meant to be about tools to improve Real Life… not substitute it. 

**  

 

Screen-Delusions 

In his book, Bowling Alone, Harvard Social Policy Professor Bob Putnam cites the Canadian 

Study in the early 1980s that observed the effects on three Canadian communities when easy 

access to Television was finally introduced into their relatively isolated communities. The 

study provided damning evidence of how TV very rarely relaxes us or inspires us to take 

helpful real-life action; instead it was observed that TV-watching tends to paralyse our 

dynamic bodily activities, hobbies and social lives, and turns us into sedentary consumers.  

** 

All the bullying habits of our sedentary-consumer culture, they’re like that sneaky box on the 

screen-questionnaire which, if we don’t un-tick it, then the software grabs us by default. To 

get off that insidious conveyor-belt, we have to consciously un-subscribe… by taking 

dynamic action. 

It’s like when you’re swept up in the obedient line of commuters being funnelled towards the 

long escalator, and something spirited inside of you says “stuff that!” and you take the stairs, 

instead… two at a time. You arrive at the top, out of breath, thigh-muscles burning, but with 

a smile of pride and surprise on your face that proclaims “This is who I am. I’m not a bloody 

passenger… I’m the Captain & Commander of how I go about things.”     

This dynamism creates a warm feeling inside, and it’s one you’ve squarely earned. 

** 

How screen stuff works against us:  

Here are the three clips that give some insight into screen addiction and who engineers it, 

and how it insidiously hijacks the healthy human brain.  
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Glow Kids… is the book on screen-use by an Addiction Counsellor: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQMlOjOPsKg 

+ 

On the subject of Social Media use, is this Professor of Computer Science at Georgetown 

University, Dr Carl Newport: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3E7hkPZ-HTk 

** 

Adding to my argument against screens and tv, I have observed this: Tv is so destructive 

because it breeds conformity of viewpoints, tastes, thoughts and feelings… 

And though it pretends to offer a million channels, that choice is an illusion, a mirage.  

By contrast, our reading books is far more heterogenous and truly varied, as well as requiring 

far more of the reader’s personality and intelligence and imagination than simply consuming 

the pre-packaged screen material. 

Our listening to stories and reading books works the brain in such healthy ways because we 

are motivated to imagine the worlds recounted… which is enjoyable personal effort that is a 

stark contrast to when we’re watching screens that require so little of us by comparison, 

since the screens pretend to serve the pre-packaged ‘scenario’ on a plate.  

** 

Do you remember the song ‘Eternal Melody’ in the film ‘Ghost’, and its line: “I’ve hungered 

for your touch, a long lonely time”. 

Yet, in so much of our 21st century existence, we are reduced to being words on screen, 

digitalized voices and clicks in the ether….dis-embodied, disembowelled, and un-gendered. 

** 

Our predominant fiction-choices reveal how our culture’s collective sub-conscious is 

escaping into the past… 

Notice the leading films for the big and small screen, of 2019 and 2020:  

Little Women lets us share the lives of this gorgeous New England family in the 1860s. 
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Once Upon a Time in Hollywood, re-writes a murderous past in order that, after a fight with 

Evil, all ends well, as if in a children’s fairytale. 

JoJo Rabbit is set in Berlin, May 1945; and the dear Jewish 15-year-old girl hiding in the 

attic, is not shipped to the Death Camps, unlike the real-life Anne Frank, but instead gets to 

be 16 and dance for joy.  

Top Gun is revived: Tom ‘Maverick’ Cruise is still flying phantom fast-jets, in his late 50s. 

I’m sure you can readily think of a handful of other such ‘safely Retro stories’ …from The 

Tudors to Jane Austen and Downton Abbey, and anything from World War 1 and 2.  

It’s my observation that ‘screen fiction in all its forms’ is being deployed to pacify, as we 

watch heroes and heroines pretend to do… what we viewers lack the skills and courage to. 

For instance, rebelling against a tyrannical authoritarian State, as seen in The Handmaid’s 

Tale… which has made such a comeback to our screens. 

** 

 

Chemical Quick-Fixes 

Alcohol: we believe that it relaxes, releases, befriends, sexualises… but in reality, it 

insidiously obliterates… in the same way that the chemical ethanol that we commonly call 

alcohol, kills every living thing it touches … which is why ethanol is used to sterilise 

hospitals and surgical equipment; and it obliterates our ability to evaluate/to sense the 

damage it’s causing us, and all those around us when we’re using it.  

The standard vocabulary used to describe drunkenness, is horribly indicative of alcohol’s 

self-inflicted violence: smashed, wasted, hammered, paralytic…   

** 

The World Health Organisation lists alcohol as a Class-1 carcinogenic, right up there 

with asbestos, arsenic, coal tar, and tobacco. Yet, have you ever seen that fact raised in 

adverts for the War against Cancer?  

No… presumably because the business of booze uses its power to prevent any such mention.  
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Why was the British Government’s Chief Adviser on Drugs Policy, Professor David 

Nutt, fired in 2009 for his publicly declaring that the chemical ‘ethanol/alcohol’ was far 

more dangerous than all the illegal drugs put together?    

Did Prof Nutt being fired have something do with the vast profits made by the multi-national 

booze industry with whom no Head of State has the courage to pick a fight? In the UK each 

year, some 3,000 individuals are killed or very seriously injured on British roads due to 

drunk-drivers. Do even one-hundredth of that number die in terrorist-attacks in Britain? Yet 

the Government earnestly declares its ‘war on terrorists’… rather than taking creative-action 

to resolve the life-devastating effects of alcohol-use, obesity, gambling, and internet-

pornography. Our Government leaders and their many departments have overwhelming 

financial incentives to turn a blind eye to the industries they’re meant to be policing… the 

industries that will pay-off those individuals with highly remunerated jobs and consultancies 

when those same politicians and bureaucrats leave so called ‘public service’. 

For a clear evidence-based critique on this matter of how seemingly ‘incompetent 

Governments’ are nothing of the sort: they’re strategically failing their citizens, in return for 

‘favours’ given later, see interviews with the Hoover Institute Economist, Dr Thomas 

Sowell:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mS5WYp5xmvI 

I confess that I find all of Dr Sowell’s interviews available on you tube, of such relevance to  

2020 and beyond, that I commend them all to you, and can barely choose one to foreground 

before another.  

** 

It’s enlightening to study any credible on-line inventory of well-known inspiring individuals, 

living and long since dead, who chose not to drink or use any other chemical ‘feel-goods’. 

(Some implemented this decision early in life…their teens or twenties; others come to such 

abstinence a lot later.) 

Equally intriguing, is to read about the inspiring lives of those individuals who were 

well-noted heavy-drinkers. Some rare folks seem to have the physiology and circumstances 
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to cope with ethanol; but the majority of us don’t, and it exacts a cruelly high price on our 

bodies and our heart-felt ambitions.  

** 

Medicine and Psychology agree that pain, whether it’s acute or chronic, is usually best 

treated by a multiple range of simultaneous remedies (from the clinical use of 

magnetism, to clinical hypnosis, to remedial physical-exercise), rather than relying on 

a chemical painkiller. 

** 

 

Runaway Fantasies 

For a psychological account of the seriously debilitating effects of ‘escapist fantasies’, see 

my chapter in The Science of Well-Being (Oxford University Press, 2006; Edited by Huppert, 

Baylis and Keverne.) 

Also see the book, Adaptation to Life, by Harvard Professor George E. Vaillant. 

** 

From age 5 to 26, I fantasized… about all the living-deeply I so dearly longed to do. I 

conjured in my head hours a day of satisfying stories in which I was breath-takingly skilled, 

and head-turningly handsome. In the zero-gravity of my imagination, I could rise above 

Reality  -  and be heroically accomplished in my every endeavor. 

These invisible escapades meant that it wasn’t just my teen years that withered-away for lack 

of sufficient involvement with a truly resistant world… my entire future emaciated, largely 

because my drive to do anything about jobs was completely undermined by the small-screen 

impersonations and my home-made mirages:  

• I might have become a police detective, but I’d already solved so many imaginary 

crimes by the time I was 16, joining up as a copper-on-the-beat held no allure for a 

case-veteran like me.  

• I would gladly have been a medic, but I’d already saved so many lives in my own A & 

E, it would be too much of a come-down monitoring some geriatric’s blood sugar. 
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• Same goes for being a Green Peace activist or aero-engineer, a teacher or builder, 

singer or dancer, soldier or art-thief. 

By age 18, far from wanting a job, I was quite ready to retire. 

It’s likely I only became a psychologist because I’d never watched a drama-series about one. 

Psychologist was one adventure accidentally un-spoiled by a screen’s glittering delusions.   

Even all these years on, I occasionally have to stop myself from pondering “If only I’d had 

ten years with the Secret Service and was packing a couple of Kung Fu moves and a 

military-grade taser, that little spat in the super-market over who was next in line, would 

have gone very differently indeed.” 

** 

More recently, I have realised/observed that Runaway Fantasies can be deployed by an 

individual to substitute either every aspect of their life, or simply one major domain of it: for 

instance, themes about romantic encounters, or professional achievement, or physical 

acumen, might be singled-out for elaborate fantasy because genuine progress in that 

particular domain is felt by the individual to be prohibited for some reason. 

** 

How does our resort to False Substitutes for our own Creative Action, so undercut our 

exploration of Real Life ?  

Permit me to give single-line examples of the mechanisms by which ‘poisonous 

substitutes’ profoundly and insidiously under-mine our healthy human nature: 

 

1. Instead of seeking Close-Partnership & Rapport, we are physically isolated from each other 

by the Cyber Virus and its digital oceans. 

2. Instead of sharing full-bodied involvement with Reality, we are sedentary and disembodied, 

reduced to being ‘thoughts’ in the lonely ether.   

3. Instead of Creating Beauty, we are Consumer-Voyeurs of on-screen Stars & Avatars, who 

appear to do beautiful things on our behalf. 
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4. Instead of Creatively Channelling our Emotions, we self-medicate with a range of sedatives 

or anaesthetics to effortlessly change how we feel. 

5. Instead of Exploring & Experimenting first-hand for ourselves, we’re fed approved views 

and distorted news. 

6. Instead of Befriending our Fears, we sedate our anxieties using screens and chemicals. 

7. Instead of Taking Courageous Action, we think words & screens are a sufficient substitute. 

8. Instead of Studying the Lessons from Inspirational Lifetimes, our learning is constricted by 

the disjoint Academic Subjects circumscribed by our country’s Authorised Educational 

Curriculum.  

9 & 10. Instead of maintaining a healthy balance by moving between Focused-Attention and 

considering The Big Picture, our view of the world is diluted by chemicals, and fixated on 

the digital blur of in-coming information. 

11 & 12 Instead of balancing the Trust-worthy, with the delight of Surprise, we blunt our 

senses by gorging on novelty and shocks.  

13 & 14. Instead of re-balancing our full-bodied Striving, by replenishing ourselves with 

Deep Recuperation, we are sleepless and exhausted, fooled into watching our substitute-

screens. 

  

The above catalogue of impediments to our living well/to expressing our innate driving-

needs, is my attempt to illustrate why a genuine education about these everyday dynamics 

could be a helpful field of study in every School & University Curriculum, and in every 

Nation-State. 

In short…  

I’m standing up for real-life performances; 

the genuine deal not a digital substitute; 

the real thing not a pharmaceutical feeling. 

Shared Reality is where we humans belong, and all things digital are a very distant second 

best, despite what the advertisers claim. 

** 
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An Insidious Accumulation of Specious Substitutes: there are robust precedents for my 

claims of there being an insidious…a specious…. accumulation of ‘False Substitutes.  

(By ‘specious’, I mean initially and superficially attractive, but turning out to be dangerously 

false and misleading. I had to look that word up… not having used it for the first 50 years of 

my life. Yet, it’s a word…a concept… that would have proved most useful in a whole host of 

circumstances, had I known of it far earlier.)  

I note that The Hoover Institute Senior Fellow, Dr Thomas Sowell, in his critique of 

interference by over-large governments and bureaucracies, and of the poor goals and 

standards of formal education in schools and university, Dr Sowell advocates we all aim for 

“some sense of realism, and be concerned with the larger questions…. and have some sense 

of the loss of freedom, which is infinitely more important, and it happens in small ways… but 

constantly… the accretion of these things many of which are too small to be significant in 

themselves but in the aggregate you can see the tendency of this.” 

Sowell refutes the idea that there are win-win solutions in life. He says there are only ‘trade-

offs’: something can be improved at the expense of something else. I take this to mean that if 

you resort to a ‘shot’ of something (screen, chemical or fantasy) to bump-up your mood, you 

and those around you will have a hefty price to pay in terms of your ‘down mood’ in the near 

future.  

** 

I’ve documented in this chapter-4, how our prevailing Culture increasingly reduces 

each of us to being self-isolated, sedentary Consumer-Voyeurs who are fooled by the 

illusions forged by chemical & digital substitutes, and our home-made fantasies.   

I advocate that we confront that insidious tide, because our Shareable Reality gets tangibly 

worse when we try to swap False Substitutes for our own full-bodied, bonafide Creative 

Action. 

Put simply, if we’re to stay Passionate for Living Real Life, the best thing we can do, is 

accept no substitutes. 

** 

Our personal actions can call the shots in the big power stakes 
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By our daily choices and automatic habits as regards what we buy, the food and drinks we 

consume, the activities we partake in, and the media we use (the media that automatically 

and minutely spies on our every key-stroke, and then tries to manipulate it)…  

and also all those things we choose not to use or consume…  

by all of our accumulated actions, we can directly effect which companies and which 

industries rise or fall, and which directions they take. In turn, the agendas of those vast 

industries effect our societies and our planet Earth. Our personal choices…when 

accumulated… can powerfully transform. This would explain why Big Business and Central 

Governments are so determined to increase their control of our daily actions by whatever 

means… at home, at work, at school, at play.  

But in whose interests do they seek such influence?  

** 

It greatly benefits us to know how to work well with our Sub-Conscious Mind (see    

Chapter 5B for guidance on this particular skill), because the all-powerful Consumer 

Industries know only too well how to hijack our thoughts, feelings and behaviour; they hire 

vast departments of so called Attention Engineers to do so, and Stanford University’s course 

in this field is an example of such. 

Our illness, our addiction, our vulnerability, are their business.   

** 

 

Chapter 5 is divided into four parts…5a, b, c & d… 

which are united by their ideas for how to create a far better rapport 

with our own Driving Dynamics, and with the Real Life around us. 

 

 

Chapter 5A  

 Natural Antidotes to Addictive Fakes :  

At the end of this section, these Notes include two additional sections 

not found in The Companion itself. 
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Their themes are: 

How exactly we are harmed by on-line Pornography; 

and  

How to prevent STDs, and Un-Planned Pregnancies, in our real-life physical-intimacies. 

 

On the vast and mercurial subject of ridding ourselves of habits and compulsions, 

there’s a helpful 50-page on-line guide sold by Harvard Medical School addiction-

specialists, relevant to the modus operandi of addictions in general: 

https://www.health.harvard.edu/addiction/overcoming-addiction-find-an-effective-path-

toward-recovery 

** 

On the need for innovative remedial strategies that are inspired by successful 

Healthcare-Practices… 

Dr John Gillies, President of The Royal College of General Practitioners (General 

Physicians) in 2013, wrote: 

“We need to move from evidence-based Medicine, to practice-based Evidence.” 

I take this to mean, that innovations-in-practice which prove themselves to work, need to be 

shared more widely among Healthcare Practitioners. Otherwise, there is a grave danger that 

only doing what has been researched by Academic Scientists, accidentally restricts 

innovation by and among Practitioners, who are dissuaded from experimenting for 

themselves. 

** 

We don’t have to be addicted to something, for it to be deeply harmful.   

Let’s note, too, that the debilitating activity could be a form of screen-use, chemical or food;  

some sort of fantasizing, exaggerating or lying….  

could be work or study related… physical exercise or reading novels, 

could be gambling, excessive spending, ill-considered sex, or reckless risk-taking.  

We might not realise the activity is a problem for us, because we have no particular cravings, 

and could easily give up if we chose to.   
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But the evidence will eventually out, if we dare to do the sums, that we are using the activity 

in a way, or in a quantity, that risks serious harm, (to us or to others), or hinders our genuine 

progress in our relationship with Real Life.   

If you suspect that some part of you is in the clutches of one or several problematic 

activities, then consider working with a well-qualified, highly experienced, and 

enthusiastic psychotherapist, because such a professional can help you free yourself 

from life-diminishing activities and so prevent the heart-breaking hurt to your loved-

ones and to your Real Life, that such self-bullying behaviours impose. 

Please let me be clear: the advice in this Companion as a whole, is not sufficient to change 

things if you’re suffering problems that have run away with you, or simply demoralized and 

exhausted you. You’ll likely need professional support for your own best efforts. I outline 

what working with a therapist might be like, here in the Notes below at about page 81, 

immediately following Chapter-5C. 

** 

Caveat: an hypnotically-focused and highly receptive state … in which we are highly 

receptive to possibilities and to rapid transformation, for better or for worse… is not only 

brought about by our powerfully felt emotion; it can also be caused by physical pain, or by a 

strong surprise or shock, some intriguing activity or idea, or a repetitive and intense sound, 

sight, movement or message.  

Knowing about this natural human-response to attention-capturing stimuli, can help us guard 

ourselves from the unwanted or malevolent hypnotic-messages, of the sort routinely used in 

marketing… on-line screen media… and so-called News. The best defence against such 

insidiously corrosive influences, is simply turning off such ‘potentially hypnotic stimuli’ so 

they have no opportunity to hijack our attention.   

** 

The deliberately addictive digital-software work like a virus.  

The word Virus has its roots in the Latin word for ‘poison’, but the term has one other 

defining characteristic:   

a virus is any microscopic parasite that multiplies itself not only by feeding off the host, but 

by hijacking each host-body to be used as a weapon with which to infect other potential 
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targets. That precisely describes all things Cyber, which means anyone wanting to stay in 

touch with us, might start using our apps and on-line networks, and through these will 

contract the parasite-of-addiction planted there by the Cyber giants. There’s such a sadness 

in this, because it’s the folks who most want us involved in their lives, who are at highest 

risk of harm. We infect our loved ones.  

** 

The German Premier, Dr Angela Merkel, (she was a Physicist till age 35), gives her 

commencement speech for Harvard Graduates of 2019  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ofED6BInFs  in which she warns against our over-use 

of technology. 

** 

How might it feel, to live without Shame?  

Without shame… because we haven’t let someone down, or behaved badly when intoxicated 

by something; we haven’t fantasised about hateful or grandiose things, nor watched on-

screen delusions that would sadden our most treasured friends. 

How might it feel, to feel good about oneself because we’re trying to be courageous in how 

we conduct our everyday life… inside and out. 

** 

The feature-film, Smashed, (2012) tells the heroic story of an attractive, funny and very 

likeable young School Teacher who no longer wants to fall foul of her own drinking bouts, 

nor the negative personal-relationships associated with getting drunk:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KeKLxspQWl8 

The feature film, Don Jon, (2013) that co-stars Ms Scarlet Johansson, manages to portray 

with honesty and humour the subject of young man trying to recover himself from the 

relationship-destructive effects of his porn-habit  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bcGO_oAahV8 

** 
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JK Rowling’s train story about dreaming-up Harry Potter, was recounted by Jo herself, 

on BBC Radio 4’s The Museum of Curiosity, Christmas 2019: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000ckw7 

 

Here, below, is an Additional Section to Chapter-5A’s remedies for addiction. 

 

HOW, EXACTLY, PORNOGRAPHY HARMS US 

 

Fast-stream Internet Pornography is typical 

of how ALL Addictions operate. 

Understanding pornography can provide a useful blueprint to teach us 

how to prevent and cure such insidious yet devastating problems. 

 

[The case against pornography that protests the abuse of the victimized-participants, is 

being well-made by other voices; so I’ll entirely focus my attention here on Porn being yet 

another entirely legal and in-adequately regulated industry (to be ranked alongside alcohol, 

vaping, gambling and others) that produces an insidious & addictive poison to the life of 

those who use them.]  

 

Sexual-bonding is such a priority-goal of healthy Human Nature, that any rapid-fire 

delivery of numerous attractive bodies (albeit on-screen) will fool the brain into flooding 

with Dopamine Reward, as the brain shouts “Yes, hunt & gather here! Over-ride everything 

else to have more of it!” 

Which of us hasn’t felt the gut-clenching, heart-racing, breath-taking impact of a gorgeously 

nude body, whether on screen or imagined. Savage, life-corroding drugs like crystal-meth, 

heroine and cocaine, all operate in exactly the same area of the brain that sexual arousal 

does, and it’s that power to captivate which helps explain why pornography accounts for 

75% of internet usage. 
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The high-definition, film-quality voyeurism sufficiently convinces our mind-body organism 

that what we’re seeing is for real. We feel excited to be part of the action, and our intense 

feelings are genuine; but our role in the action is an illusion  -  and this disconnect, this 

deception, causes catastrophic harm to our Real Life.  

 

There are four distinctive symptoms of its harm that unavoidably befall us when poisoned 

by the internet’s overwhelming rush of false-sexual-substitutes:   

 

1. A lethargy and lack of motivation that taints everything: work-projects, hobbies & play, 

our friendships, and particularly our romances…  they all feel un-enticing. 

2. Real-Life intimacy no longer arouses: from their mid-teens upwards, such ‘numbing’ now 

affects some 50% of Girls & Boys who’ve accidentally trained themselves only to respond to 

sitting alone with hundreds of on-screen images. Note how the False Substitutes blunt us to 

all that’s healthy, yet it’s only our capacity to be sensitive which allows us to feel joy from 

living.    

3. A lurking anxiety about things in general, and social situations in particular. This un-ease 

creeps up on us, as the damage takes hold. 

4. Loss of grey-matter in the parts of the brain that exercise self-control, which explains why 

porn-watchers easily fall prey to a host of other addictive substitutes. 

 

Know-How to Recover : the Restoration of Reality 

The hours per week of pornography microwaving our brain over the years, will have done 

considerable harm, so our whole organism needs complete rest: 

for the surest road to recovery, we could cut out all recreational screen activity of any sort, 

(on smartphones as much as computers), other than the communication minimum of what’s 

strictly necessary to keep the bare logistics of our life going.  

Also steer completely clear of any fantasizing or envisaging, because these images are just as 

arousing and harmful as the screen ones. (You’ll recall from Chapter 4, that Runaway-

Fantasising can be one of the most debilitating ‘fake activities’.)  
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The aim is to Fast entirely from sexual arousal, adhering tenaciously with this convalescence 

until such time as our Mind, Body & Passion-for-Life have gained a healthy sensitivity to the 

real natural-beauties around us.  

Recovery to this level could take at least six months or considerably longer.  

During this time, use multiple healing-methods, and take as many shots at success as you 

need.  

Our freshly emerging appreciation and healthy appetite for living and genuine intimacy, will 

be a welcome gift to our Real-Life partner, and to those friends who loves us. 

 

Be on Guard:  at a deep-down biological level, a poison turns-off your ability to defend 

yourself, and that’s exactly what pornography does… just like all the other Fakes, but even 

more so. There’s quite simply no such thing as ‘controlled consumption’: 

some things are kryptonite: they weaken our resolve; we can’t go near them. 

 

Accept no Substitute for The Real Thing 

Our sexuality is a joy we share in privacy with another warm, Real-Life, eagerly willing and 

sensitively aware Equal … when both of us ravenously welcome such intimate rapport. 

There is NO genuine substitute for this wonderful animal-phenomenon …  but there are 

many fakes: 

Sex can’t be texted, skyped, nor googled, … 

Sex can’t be long-distance, one-way, or watched.  

It can’t be digitalized nor fantasised. 

 

Those ‘counterfeits’ don’t help us muddle through until Real Life turns up;  

those Fakes totally stand in the way of what’s Genuine.  

 

Becoming a Lover of Human Nature 

For anyone who’s ever been blessed with a delicious kiss, the truth is tangible:  

Sex isn’t crude, it’s fundamental  
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isn’t naked, it’s nude 

isn’t shameful, it’s private  

isn’t for show, it’s transparent 

isn’t savage, it’s animal 

isn’t messy, it’s creative  

isn’t undisciplined, it’s expressive  

isn’t ridiculous, it’s poetic 

isn’t undignified, it’s intense  

isn’t foolish, it’s passionate 

isn’t Sinful, it’s Sacred  

 

** 

 

Notes on the above:  

Pornography versus Reality 

Gary Wilson is the former American High-School Teacher of anatomy & physiology, who 

created the profoundly educational and encouraging website and charitable initiative that is 

www.YourBainOnPorn.com  

That site presents a range of highly credible research and specialist opinion, as well as 

personal anecdotes from female and male ‘pornography-users’ who decided to stop. Such 

resources are a boon for any Soul courageous enough to learn more about the Modus 

Operandi of a host of profoundly harmful screen-habits, of which on-line pornography-use is 

only one of many. 

It is shocking and shameful that no Government, nor Religious nor Educational 

Establishment, had the courage to create something akin to  

www.YourBainOnPorn.com  

We might ask ourselves what is so motivating the Establishment’s absolute unwillingness to 

publicly challenge the poison of pornography? 

*** 
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…And Digital shall have no dominion : for this section-title, I salute the poem by 

Welshman, Dylan Thomas. 

  

Below is another Additional Section to Chapter 5A 

 

Some wise precautions to help our real sex be safer 

 

When you meet someone wonderful with whom to be intimate, it would be a great kindness 

to each other (and a wonderful shared-experiment) for your relationship to be wholly 

platonic rather than intimately physical, until such time as you’ve both been thoroughly 

tested for the fullest possible range of STDs (the D is for Disease…also known as STis… 

infections). It could take three or four weeks before you have your results from such tests. 

 

Here are some surprising STD Facts we might not realise about real-life physical 

intimacy: 

1. A condom cannot protect you from all the common forms of STDs. Other forms of intimacy, 

like kissing, can sometimes be enough to contract or convey a sexual-infection.  

2. You can be carrying an STD without ever having suffered any obvious symptoms, and so 

can infect your partner without realising.  

3. You can develop STD symptoms some years after intimacy with the actual partner from 

whom you directly contracted the STD. This means that if you ever suffer a first flare-up of 

symptoms, this might not be the result of your being infected by your current/latest partner. 

It could be YOU who may have been the infection-carrier, and have accidentally infected 

your new partner, and not the other way around. 

4. Some STDs are bacterial and can be readily cured by antibiotics. Other common STDS are 

viral, are currently incurable, and so you’re stuck with them until medical-science devises a 

safe cure. 

5. However, you can have a small range of vaccination-injections to very effectively protect 

you for many years against contracting at least some of the viral STDs. 
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6. Having a set of blood and urine tests is helpful for detection, but some STDs are impossible 

to test for/to reliably detect, unless & until you have a current flare-up of symptoms. 

 

What STD prevention-protocol could you follow to keep you & your partner healthy 

If left un-treated, any un-realised STD infection can cause serious health problems. 

Early detection of an infection is always best… for your own health…and for that of your 

partner. 

However, do bear in mind that some tests are only valid several months after an ‘exposure’ 

that risked infecting you. This time-factor means it could be wise to routinely have a 

complete range of tests (via blood & urine), perhaps every six months or so, the benefit 

being that even if you don’t have any obvious symptoms, you nonetheless give yourself the 

chance of being alerted to any existing infection, enabling you to take swift remedial action. 

Making STD-testing a matter of such routine, could be the courageously wise 

precaution protocol, for you and your partner.  

   

What can you do before you’re tested? 

Refrain from sexual intimacy with your romantic-partner until you have both received the 

results from a thorough range of tests for all the identifiable STDs (which, as we’ve seen 

above, can detect most but not all such infections). Most health-services can provide you 

with tests within a week, and with the results a couple of weeks then after.   

 

This ‘pause for reconnaissance’ is a good time for the following:  

  

A) Studying the current evidence and advice on STDs.  

This is an impressively clear and helpful website at Stanford University 

https://vaden.stanford.edu/health-resources/sexual-health/sexually-transmitted-infections-stis 

+ 
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Here’s a British charitable organisation distributing clear information:  

https://www.bashh.org/public/safer-sex-advice/ 

+ 

B) Immediately have whatever protective-vaccinations your lifestyle warrants (e.g. for Hep 

A, Hep B, and, if you’re under 45 years old, the HPV warts-vaccine is also effective).  

If you fear needles… either for blood-samples or injections… talk to your health-practitioner 

about overcoming that off-putting phobia. Remedies for such fears can be quite 

straightforward.  

 

C) Thoroughly discuss and agree the various means by which you will reliably prevent un-

intended pregnancy… and agree what exactly will be done if there’s an accident during 

intimacy… unless you both gladly invite the great responsibilities of raising a child for the 

next two decades of your life. Become expert on your options: 

https://www.health.harvard.edu/birth-control/methods 

+ 

D) Let’s see the above ‘alarming realisations’ as part of a bigger picture:  

we Human Animals carry a whole range of bacteria and viruses (such as flu) that we live 

with and pass on accidentally. We are not sterile machines, and not meant to be. Our human 

body is a richly diverse host to all sorts of microscopic life (far too small to be seen with the 

naked eye) on our skin and hair, and inside our bodies… the vast majority of those microbes  

being entirely friendly to us, and they actively help to keep us safe and well.  

In essence, we are each of us a wild-life sanctuary and a botanical garden rolled into one… 

and we would do very well to foster that healthy microcosm in every way we can. 

I for one will cheer when they bring out The Ladybird Book of STDs : for considerate Souls 

who care how they share their physical sexuality. 

And this could be accompanied by a cut-out and keep STD Guide that summarises key facts 

on one clear page, with diagrams, that can be pinned to your fridge or the office-noticeboard.  

+ 
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E) Set regular time aside to keep yourself and your partner thoroughly up-to-date with 

the current knowledge on the everyday life-matters of STDs and Effective Contraception, 

just as you would be wise (and kind to those you love and love you) to keep up-to-date on all 

the other emerging revelations about nutrition, exercise, sleep, addiction-avoidance, and 

psychological/relationship ‘well-being’… i.e. all the fundamental insights & skills that 

enable you and your loves to radiantly thrive, not merely survive, in the face of Real Life’s 

challenges and opportunities. 

*** 

 

Chapter 5B 

Developing Rapport with our Sub-Conscious Mind 

 because this invisible process  

is many times more powerful than our Conscious abilities.   

 

 

“In the last 20 years, psychologists have rediscovered the unconscious…but it didn’t come 

from Freud. It came from experimental psychology.” 

https://harvardmagazine.com/2014/02/rediscovering-the-unconscious 

** 

 George E. Vaillant’s book, Adaptation to Life (based on The Harvard Study of Adult 

Development) expounds the theory that a symptom of any sort is only the mind-body 

attempting to heal itself of a root cause, and so the symptom should not be attacked in itself, 

but rather the root-motivation should be addressed. 

Vaillant observed how creatively channelling one’s emotions, helped produce extremely 

healthy individuals and lives. (The psychodynamic-psychiatric term for this is Sublimation.)    

** 

Here’s another good explanation of modern thinking on the subject of the Sub-Conscious: 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-brains-autopilot-mechanism-steers-

consciousness/ 

 ** 
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What else is it helpful to know about this ABC procedure? 

None of this has to be done perfectly; it’s a rough & ready technique. 

It would not be unusual to use some version of the ABC protocol 20 or 30 times per day, 

particularly in the first month of using it on target-problems.  

There are instances when just one maths sum or word-play will be enough to re-balance you. 

That might be all there’s time for in a sudden or tricky situation. On other occasions, you’ll 

calmly practice the whole Protocol just to be polish your abilities. 

Take every opportunity to strike while the iron’s glowing red hot, because there’s a special 

power in immediacy. We learn best in the heat of the moment.   

You can also use this ABC protocol in a number of less dramatic everyday settings:  

• before sending an email or text. 

• before making an important decision or comment 

• before setting out to drive a vehicle  

• to reassert your concentration and analytical abilities 

 

 

Chapter 5C   

 

Understanding and Creatively Channelling 

the intense emotional energy of our un-resolved Traumas & Passions 

 

In respect of the importance of this theme to all of us, since Trauma and PTSD are such 

natural phenomena intrinsic to living human life, I present a detailed, several-page 

explanation below, as a supplement to the more concise-summary in the Companion 

itself.  

 

What is a Trauma, and how is it different from a PTSD? 
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Trauma refers to an emotional-wounding; and PTSD is what occurs when such injuries and 

their symptoms get stuck in the mind-body system, beyond a month or so.  

Between one-third or one-quarter of Traumas seem to develop into PTSDs. When they do, if 

un-treated/un-resolved, they can persist for decades, or an entire lifetime. In doing so, they 

can seriously impede the future quality of life, and ability to progress, of the suffering 

individual, and they can negatively affect the lives of those close to that individual.  

  

What Trauma is not 

NOT simply being upset about something. (Trauma is an overwhelming upset, the severe 

symptoms of which persist over several weeks.)  

NOT necessarily the result of a single shocking incident. (It might be a long-standing 

traumatising situation or relationship.) 

NOT necessarily caused by sexual or physical assault. (Could be a bereavement, or 

emotional bullying, or any of a vast array of possible causes). 

NOT necessarily caused by deliberate/malevolent acts or accidents. (e.g. Surgical procedures 

can cause Trauma/PTSD) 

 

Likely Prevalence of Post-Traumatic Stress?  

I would personally argue for it being almost universal, by which I mean every child and adult 

is carrying Post-Traumatic Stress, and the only question is : what are they doing with all that 

emotional energy? 

Has the individual been able to use the energy to help drive live forward? Or is the energy 

hindering and harming? 

I note the formal and published opinion (2010) of the Psychology Professor Francine 

Shapiro, who is the acclaimed creator of one of the most effective best-practice trauma-

release techniques (called EMDR) that is widely used in the USA (highly recommended by 

the UK’s National Institute for Clinical Excellence, and by the Veterans’ Association in the 

USA):  

Shapiro wrote “Either alone or with a therapist’s help, people will generally identify 10 to 20 

memories that are causing problems in the present.” She describes them as “unprocessed 
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memories that are responsible for most of the pain and suffering in most of our lives”. This 

can mean bodily reactions or mood issues, difficulties with new learning or a loss of our 

passion-for-life. However, Professor Shapiro reassures us: “Regardless of how long ago 

something happened, and regardless of how long symptoms have been there, it doesn’t need 

to be permanent.”    

Let me quote, too, the former Chief Psychiatrist of the Royal Air Force, Professor Gordon 

Turnbull, MBE, who in 1988, early in his career, treated the mountain rescue teams who 

first attended the devastating aftermath of the Pan Am 747 plane crash at Lockerbie in 1988. 

Twenty-five years on, Professor Turnbull wrote (in his book, Trauma,) that “for people who 

experience normal, daily civilian existence… Post-Traumatic-Stress-Disorder is a fact of life. 

It can strike out of the blue … There is no limitation on the type of person who could suffer a 

traumatic stress reaction, or the length of time they could be suffering from it.”   

Reassuringly, he goes on to say “You just have to find the key to unlock it. People could 

make a full recovery after extraordinary periods of time.”  

 

Good Practice Protocol for Trauma: best practice advice is for watchful waiting and 

letting Nature take her course for ONE MONTH: let the upset come out unimpeded through 

tears, moods, sleep-disturbance and physical symptoms, and do NOT administer medications 

(chemical pep you ups or calm you downs) of any sort at all for those 30 days, unless 

specifically advised to by a consulting psychiatrist. (See Nick’s First Aid for Emotional 

Shock mini-ebook, and also NICE guidelines given below.)  

Have a trauma-specialist ready to fully evaluate the individual at the 30 day mark.   

(This could be a suitably-qualified Clinical Psychologist, Psychotherapist, Counsellor or 

Psychiatrist. Caveat: not all such are both up-to-date and experienced in such work.) 

 

Why is it crucial to be aware of the possibility of PTSD (after Trauma), and to address 

matters swiftly & effectively?   

PTSD can end up very negatively defining/being the hub of that individual’s personality and 

life course: 
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perhaps via the medium of feelings of intense shame, rage, fear, sadness, 

loneliness/abandonment, betrayal/distrust that can be triggered/can hijack the individual at 

any time. They are often unable to focus/concentrate/problem-solve effectively, or to make 

new relationships, nor invest enthusiastically in their future. 

+ 

Longer-Term Negative Impacts on personality and life-course 

• PTSD can sabotage/distort their personal relationships in the present and future  

• Study and Work choices can be undermined and pulled off course. 

• They can obsess about the trauma-related issues: everything reminds them of the originating 

trauma 

• Personal health problems through seriously problematic psycho-somatic disorders 

• Personal care distorts/diminishes: untreated PTSD is the biggest cause of addictions as they 

attempt to self-sedate through eating, screen, medications, alcohol, workaholism… 

• Their entire relationship-with-life can be seriously compromised 

 

Many of our Biggest Mistakes in life come from OMISSIONS… the things we fail to do, (in 

contrast to what we did wrong). PTSD can be responsible for many of those failures to do 

worthwhile things, because PTSD paralyses us with insurmountable fears, withdrawal, and 

reluctance (via its universal freeze or flight reactions), and it pulls us off-course with our 

trauma-related obsessions. These serious omissions of action can go un-recognised or be 

mis-attributed to laziness/shyness/lack of motivation. 

  

How to spot Trauma and PTSD in adults and teenagers 

Hyper-vigilant/jumpy/watchful; re-experiencing (‘flashbacks’ and physical symptoms re-

running the original trauma); hyper-avoidant/anxious of any similar dangers. These are the 

usual suspects.  

Trapped emotional pain/damage in the mind-body system might show as a vast range of 

behavioural symptoms (from tears to body shaking or twitches), mood, (from manic to 

down), thinking (muddled, can’t concentrate, or obsessive/intrusive thoughts), or an array of 

physical symptoms (eczema, asthma, shortness of breath, headaches, heart and body pains, 
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trouble sleeping, bed wetting, digestive troubles, speech/hearing/sight/smell issues or touch-

numbness, or feeling ‘out of body/absent’.)   

 

It’s NOT always clear what caused a Trauma that led to PTSD (could be some long ago 

incident in infancy or early childhood, that seemed innocuous to the supervising-adults at the 

time. Also, the sufferer may not consciously realise she/he has PTSD… they may simply 

dismiss something as an uncomfortable memory to be avoided; and presume their serious 

problems of mind-body are solely the result of the present circumstances confronting them, 

rather than a stored reaction being triggered by the present. 

  

Some examples of the less obvious manifestations of Trauma  

• Gradual withdrawal; loss of interest in former passions; less engagement in conversation and 

activities. 

• Reluctant eye-contact (teenagers can feel intense shame or guilt, no matter how un-due.) 

• Rebellion/acting-out or passive-aggressive behaviours born of rage.  

• The joker… avoidant of serious debate on personal issues 

• The ‘trying to be so good’ teen who keeps their head down so as not to be noticed. Avoids 

‘shining/winning’. 

• The workaholic  -  choosing work above personal relationships.  

• The daydreamer conjuring Runaway-Fantasies that are substitutes for engaging/developing 

the real-life activities they don’t think they can manage. 

• Anger/Rage (this is the ‘fight’ part of the freeze, flight, fight possible-reactions to 

Trauma/shock.) 

 

NB: Symptoms of PTSD may only show months or many years after the originating 

Trauma. (This is known as Delayed-Onset PTSD) 

 

By way of explanation of those symptoms in general 
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a) The Traumatised Sub-Conscious is doing these things to protect the individual from 

encountering future such physical or emotional pain (or is reacting as if the trauma is still 

on-going).  

b) The Traumatised Sub-Conscious is trying to un-burden itself of/jettison the excessive but 

trapped mind-body energy caused by the originating Trauma. 

 

In conclusion of the above signs: please trust your instincts. Far Better to over-

identify/mis-diagnose these phenomena, than to under-treat.  

 

Discussing Trauma and PTSD with Teenagers and Adults 

▪ PTSD by comparison to problematic physical injuries: just as an untreated knee injury might 

heal badly, or a broken bone won’t set properly unless seen by a specialist, or a physical 

wound needs stitches. Our emotional wounds, likewise, sometimes need specialist treatment. 

▪ PTSD can be Private but needn’t be Secret. Explain how and why it tends to be hidden. (e.g. 

scared of getting selves or others into trouble). 

▪ Prelude the discussion with two minutes of very slow, deep (abdomen out) gentle breathing 

with long pauses between the in and the out breaths. (e.g. 7-11 breathing) 

▪ Could also ‘model’ rhythmic left-right-left movements (tapping feet or hands) to help calm 

the listener (by engaging both brain-hemispheres in this co-ordinated action). 

▪ Take the individual for a walk to achieve the same calming ‘bilateral’ movement. 

  

What about Safety? The safest thing we can do is to make ‘Trauma and PTSD’ an 

acceptable talking-point, with a view to swiftly seeking specialist treatment for possible 

problems, because if left un-treated the symptoms all too often lead to reckless and self-

harming behaviour. 

 

Other manifestations of PTSD 

Let’s be aware of… 

Delayed Onset PTSD, that might be 6 months, or a year or two afterwards; or even twenty 

years. 
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Complex PTSD, where it’s been the constant trickle of living with a damaged parent or 

grandparent or sibling, who have been a constant source of threat or worry to the individual, 

and it’s this that has caused the emotional wound. So a student may have nothing particular 

to point to when you enquire of causes.   

 

I suggest there can be Hidden Pay-Offs of a Trauma, that cause its symptoms to 

persist: e.g. people were nice to us; or our parents stopped arguing (so the sub-conscious 

holds-on to the symptoms). 

Eating issues (perhaps to re-assert control of self/ or to punish others as passive-aggressive 

anger); Perfectionism; Fears that are Phobias; fear of Public performance.  

 

I suggest there can be Punished Pleasures that drive persistent compulsive behaviour 

This link following is to a 30 minute article/explanation by the renowned Irish Psychologist 

and Psychotherapist, Joe Griffin, (founder of The Human Givens Institute) who so 

sensitively observed and teased-out this intriguing phenomenon, in the first decade of the 21st 

Century.  

Joe calls these initiating drivers, ‘Molar Memories’, because…like molar teeth… they have 

not one but two roots. He explains that memories have apparent pain, but also hidden 

pleasure (and/or empowering anger) :  

https://www.hgi.org.uk/resources/delve-our-extensive-library/new-insights/molar-memories-

how-ancient-mechanism-can-ruin 

I explain and illustrate this phenomenon in some detail in my Companion, towards the end of 

Chapter 5B.   

 

Let’s tell Teens what trauma-therapy can achieve, and why it’s worth it:  

a. They are likely to achieve a satisfying resolution of their mind-body symptoms, and to learn 

a problem-tackling life-skill that can be applied to every other instance of Trauma and 

PTSD.  

b. Untreated PTSD can seriously inhibit the learning of new skills, and of making new healthy 

relationships. 
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c. Facing-up to what’s holding us back on the insides, by working with a mental-health 

professional, is the winning way to go:  

One of the most successful All Blacks rugby teams (winning in 2011/2015) worked with NZ 

Consultant Forensic Psychiatrist, Dr Ceri Evans (whose 2019 book is Perform under 

Pressure).  

Also, the England soccer team and British Olympic team have worked extensively with 

Consultant Forensic Psychiatrist Dr Steve Peters (whose book is The Chimp Paradox, 2012). 

All those teams were coached in how to work through traumas and inhibitions trapped in 

their sub-conscious mind-body system. 

d. A close reading of the lives of admirable/inspirational individuals, that can be done by the 

the student or patient themselves, will invariably reveal multiple Traumas and PTSDs whose 

energies fortunately found ways to resolve/creatively channel into good works. None of us 

should have to rely on such ‘good fortune’ to resolve our traumas, when we can take swift 

and courageous remedial-therapy to ensure we can move on. 

  

Kintsukuroi is the Japanese art of golden repair  

whereby you drop a porcelain pot and put it back together again with molten precious metal 

joining the pieces… and it looks fabulous for it. 

The analogy to Trauma and PTSD is this: that if dealt with skilfully, it will be because of, 

not in spite of the wounds that befall us, that our life can go extraordinarily well. Once a 

youngster isn’t paralysed/tortured by PTSD… once she/he learns to Creatively Channel 

outwards the powerful energies of their emotions… then a very beautiful and satisfying life 

can emerge from well-healed trauma. 

 

The Skill of Creatively Channelling the intense emotional energy of Trauma. PTSD and 

Passions 

Dr Milton H. Erickson was a general physician who specialised in psychology & psychiatry, 

and he was widely regarded as the pioneer of modern Clinical Hypnosis in the 2nd half of the 

20th Century. He championed the idea of helpfully using the existing and presenting 
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symptom/the emotional energy/the focus of attention already there in the Patient, rather than 

attacking or bullying the symptom; and he called this approach ‘Utilization’. This was 

fundamental to Ericksonian therapy. The Patient is often gently given/invited to embark on 

‘tasks or journeys’ that have an underlying healing component. 

** 

George E. Vaillant’s Adaptation to Life (based on The Harvard Study of Adult 

Development) expounds the theory that a symptom of any sort is only the mind-body 

attempting to heal itself of a root cause, and so the symptom should not be attacked in itself, 

but rather the root motivation should be addressed. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mzOBa-t6Vcw 

** 

In his 2013 TedX talk in Glasgow, the Consultant General Physician Dr David Reilly, 

explains how he invites the patient to care better for themselves, and to resolve their own 

symptom from the inside, a transformation that can be motivated by the patient realising for 

themselves that there’s something they really wish to heal for.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUFgxkBPh4Y 

 

*** 

 

Consider Working with a Psychotherapist  

for around 8 to 15 weekly sessions 

(That might be the average number of meetings required  

to largely resolve seriously debilitating problems.) 

 

Personally, I don’t refer to ‘talking-therapies’ because the phrase doesn’t do them justice. I 

would call them Skill-Teaching Therapies, whereby the individual learns how to work 

through traumas, fears, addictions, and such like, and increasingly refines their own ability to 

do so, in progress that is guided by their therapist.  

The tool-kit of well documented remedial-strategies that a well-qualified and experienced 

therapist can teach you, might readily include two or more of the following techniques that I 
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name in bold, (not an exhaustive list, by any means), and the More General Remedial 

Principles which then follow. To apply these approaches, your therapist will invite you to 

vividly bring to mind what’s been upsetting you, without the need for you to reveal any topic 

or details, while you simultaneously engage in one of the following transformative 

strategies: 

EMDR, or some form of bi-lateral bodily movement, that gets both hemispheres of the 

brain working together more effectively, so together they can more thoroughly process the 

mind-body memories. 

Guided Imagery to Re-wind & Re-Imagine. Guided Imagery, that might also be called 

Clinical or Ericksonian Hypnosis, is a natural and gentle approach that intently focuses the 

attention of our sub-conscious mind so that we’re more receptive to learning new thoughts, 

feelings and behaviours. During this helpful re-imagining of key events or scenarios (in the 

past or future), in your mind’s eye, you might be encouraged to play-out the whole scene in a 

manageable slow-motion speed; and then you might imagine all the helpful and welcome 

ways a situation could play-out.  

Physically Transformative Re-Imagining would involve the above imagery in your mind’s 

eye, but this time you would be on your feet (standing up to the problem, as it were), and 

using bouncing up & down , dance, humming, singing, rolling out your shoulders and neck, 

and patting your chest, stomach and abdomen with the palm of your hands… all so as to 

send good physical vibrations through your body. The aim is to re-associate the once feared 

scenarios with good physical feelings, so that your comfortable body teaches your mind to 

respond far more positively to the triggers that previously alarmed you.     

Trauma-focused CBT (Cognitive Behavioural Therapy), can be seen as the odd-one-out 

from this list, because it specifically requires a moment by moment working through of the 

incident/event, describing it in exact detail, so as to enable our conscious mind to process it. 

This is done with a therapist who can coach us not to skim-over the most upsetting bits. 

Mindfulness-infused CBT is talked about for all sorts of therapeutic uses, but we should 

note that Mindfulness is a technique still mired in heated dispute as to its efficacy, because of 

a lack of robust and independent evidence for the claims made by those who teach and sell it:  
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https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2018/04/harvard-researchers-study-how-mindfulness-

may-change-the-brain-in-depressed-patients/ 

Developing Rapport with your Sub-Conscious Mind, so that in the very moment that they 

begin to hijack you, you can consciously and directly invite those subliminal parts of 

yourself responsible for particular feelings, thoughts, physical sensations or behaviours, to 

re-direct their powerful emotional energies into some beautiful creative activities of which 

you can be proud.   

The active-ingredient in this technique is finding something particularly helpful and 

attractive to fill the big gap that a resolved-trauma leaves in our life/our mind-body system. 

The goal is to replace the obsessive trauma with some healthy passions… deeply satisfying 

activities dear to our heart. 

Trauma Release Exercise (TRE) which induces an automatic/involuntary tremor while you 

lay on your back. These might start as shaking in the thighs, but can escalate in intensity and 

range (though not painful nor unpleasant), to involve your pelvis, arms and trunk as your 

body releases tensions. This can be useful for emotional upset trapped/held in the body, and 

is something you can readily do for yourself at home. Here’s an explanation of how TRE can 

help: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27VgK0LrR3Q 

Here’s a combat veteran singing the praises of the TRE: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbbaFTTvxU0 

And here’s a Navy Seal…. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wr2XFrinOlo 

 

As regards more General Remedial Principles… 

1. Your therapist would also discuss your lifestyle as a whole, and the major contribution 

to enhancing your radiant well-being that can be made by sufficient good-quality 

sleep… by hobbies, sports, and dynamic whole-body physical activities… by up-

grading your nutrition… and how to develop healthy, loving friendships…old and 

new. Which is to say all the sorts of themes I’ve tried to bring together in this little 

book.  
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2. Your therapist will likely give you homework activities to do on most days between 

sessions… activities that continue to challenge the un-wanted reactions to triggers, so 

that your entire mind-body system learns a new way of responding in relation to those 

memories or provocations, and you learn to take responsibility for and command of 

that process.  

 ** 

 A final note to this Chapter 

 Civilian medical and emergency personal… by which I mean nurses and doctors and 

uniformed responders… often encounter alarming scenes of human suffering, which may 

impact their physical and psychological health. And more generally, everyone of us as a 

sensitive, learning creature can be ‘over-whelmed’ by life…whether it be by some 

momentary experience we’ve suffered, or an entire drawn-out era that we’ve endured daily.   

This is the nature of human living; thankfully we can do a great deal about it if we 

tenaciously seek highly skilled help.  

 

 Helpful reading and watching so as to learn more about Trauma and PTSD  

For this 7 minutes you tube clip, by former Boston Medical School Psychiatry Professor, 

Bessel Van der Kolk, MD, who has spent a life working with child and adult patients 

suffering PTSD, and is a leading voice in the field of Trauma. He talks to camera about the 

problems of PTSD:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szvCMwl_d-E 

Also, the equally brief clip:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWEjnGsLN-0 

If you enjoy those introductions, then consider the 1 hour and 40 minutes explanation of his 

2014 book he refers to: 

The Body Keeps the Score    

Here’s Kolk again speaking at a conference in the USA, 2015 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=53RX2ESIqsM 

** 
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For an explanation of how sub-conscious upsets can cause very persistent and serious bodily 

symptoms, I commend the following books: 

The Divided Mind, by the New York University Medical Centre Back Surgeon, Physician, 

and Rehabilitation specialist, Dr John E. Sarno, MD (who died in 2017, age 93). Here he 

gives an interview: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mzOBa-t6Vcw 

** 

Adaptation to Life, by Harvard Psychiatry Professor George E. Vaillant, MD, who was, for 

most of his career, the director of the Harvard Study of Adult Development: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-V316QHxoe4 

George is speaking at a lecture in Amsterdam, 2014. 

** 

As an alternative voice to Professor Vaillant and to Professor Kolk, I recommend the book 

by the former head of psychiatry for the RAF and now Consultant Psychiatry Professor 

Gordon Turnbull. His memoir is intended for a general readership: Trauma (published 

2012). 

** 

Here’s the trailer for an outstandingly powerful documentary about three days of group-

therapy in Folsom State Maximum Security Prison, California, (the same prison that Johnny 

Cash sung at, in 1956). This is a therapy-course run by inmates and ex-inmates, but shared 

by some civilian men invited as volunteers to take-part for their own benefit :  

THE WORK (2017) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cca5QWdSTMQ 

 

I strongly recommend the above excellent materials, but only for background study. I do 

NOT intend them to replace/substitute working with a skilled therapist, who can help you 

beautifully transform your quality of life… a transformation that would be such a gift for 

all those who love you and live closely with you. 

 

*** 
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A Punished Pleasure  

 

In addition to the classical causes & symptoms of Trauma outlined above, let me illustrate 

one very powerful, very common, but under-recognised form of Post-Traumatic Stress 

Disorder (i.e.  unresolved emotional wound) whose symptoms usually have their roots in our 

childhood or teens. I personally refer to this particular phenomenon as A Punished Pleasure, 

and it’s a manifestation of PTSD that can be responsible for some serious and persistent 

problems throughout our adult years. 

 

Punished Pleasure can occur when a profoundly enjoyable activity is sharply interrupted 

by traumatic punishment. This combination of emotional dynamics can cause the un-

completed pleasurable-activity to be buried in the Sub-Conscious, where it can begin to 

ferment. 

The result: a punished pleasure in childhood, can be the cause of our most insistent 

compulsions.  

Classic examples of this phenomenon might arise from a child or young teen being caught 

‘red handed’ at some forbidden television, pornography, or gaming… or is discovered in the 

act of illicitly eating, smoking, or drinking. There are a colourful spectrum of intriguing 

activities that can bring intense pleasure for a child or teen, (from sex through to sulking; 

from secretive eating through to blatant disobedience), activities that are liable to be cut-

short by the punishing interruption/the intense disapproval of the adult or older sibling who 

catches them at it. The in-the-moment punishment/reaction dished-out by the policing-adult 

or an older child, all too easily heaps traumatizing intensities of fear, pain, rejection, shame 

or ridicule, on the shocked and guilty child. 

What can happen then, is that the traumatically arrested child’s intensely rewarding feelings 

that immediately preceded the extreme telling-off/the punishment/the pain, are immediately 

buried in their Sub-Conscious. This burial is because the brain is determined that the memory 

of the pleasure from the forbidden activity should not interfere with the child’s automatic pain-

avoidance response whose job it is to prevent similarly upsetting incidents/traumatizing 

punishments.  
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But once buried in the child’s Sub-Conscious mind, those memories of the deeply pleasurable 

but un-completed activity can begin to un-intentionally and un-consciously motivate re-runs 

of the thrilling experience, in any circumstances when the coast-is-clear and the individual’s 

Sub-Conscious estimates there’s little or no chance of getting caught again. 

And it’s exactly because the first, original cause of the pleasurable feeling is so buried in the 

Sub-Conscious, (buried there by the need to avoid the sort of traumatizing-punishment that 

the activity previously resulted in), that the activity now gains such power and persistence, 

since it’s never consciously nor fully remembered, and so never properly reviewed and 

digested by the rationally-thinking and maturing personality.  

It is as if the Punished Pleasure ferments, akin to how rotting apples create an intoxicating 

alcohol.  

The unwelcome result of this perfect storm of emotional-dynamics, is that the taboo 

activity/this Punished Pleasure can lead to exceptionally strong compulsions to behave in a 

particular way… to do, feel or think very particular things… that we quite mistakenly reason 

to ourselves are caused by current triggers in the here & now of our adult life; but actually 

it’s some aspects of our present situation that has simply reminded our sub-conscious of the 

originating pleasure-interrupted-by-traumatic-punishment, way back in our past… and this 

reminder has triggered our reaction. 

This very particular PTSD phenomenon can sometimes explain persistently debilitating 

trouble with eating and alcohol, screen-watching and sexual expression, rule-breaking and 

reckless risk-taking… messiness, sulking, jealousy, rage… i.e. all the various sorts of 

activities a child or teen might naturally & healthily be exploring, only to be traumatically 

cut-short by some intense punishment or ridicule. 

 

What’s to be done? 

To resolve the emotional shrapnel, we have to consciously process the first, initiating 

incident, and anything related to it.   

We can perhaps identify the very first incident of a particular Punished Pleasure, if we 

patiently invite the compulsive feelings we experience so strongly in the present, to bridge us 
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back to an earliest memory of having that same sort of sensation (most likely occurring in 

one’s childhood or teens).  

What will come to mind might be a collection, a montage of moments, related by their 

evocative theme (rather than their place in time)… and these tend to be visual and 

emotionally felt, rather than having a sound-track of words. 

To aid our search, we can also directly invite our Sub-Conscious to recall such an initiating 

incident or era. (See the section immediately preceding this chapter you’re reading, for how 

to work in closer rapport with your Sub-Conscious.) 

When considering childhood incidents, be especially aware that ‘our own intense anger’ can 

be one such self-empowering, highly motivating Punished Pleasure; i.e. a satisfying rage that 

was abruptly interrupted… a rage, or lust for revenge, that we now return to frequently in our 

adult life, all be it with deeply unhelpful results. 

Whatever the symptoms, to begin the remedy, we need to thoroughly re-consider all the 

emotional factors bearing on that initiating-incident, and we will naturally do so using our 

adult reasoning-abilities and insights. If we consciously-review that buried memory several 

times, particularly in the very moment when we feel ‘the problem compulsion’ trying to 

hijack us, then we will likely find our present-day urges will lose much or all of their power, 

to be replaced by far more helpful and mature ways of being. 

 

Freeing ourselves from the corrosive effect of dark secrets  

 

A worrying secret is like an un-exploded bomb that you can hear ticking… 

it gnaws away at your good spirits, 

it pulls off-course your otherwise healthy instincts and decisions; 

and it doesn’t allow your best allies to help you fully, because they don’t realise some of the 

hidden dynamics that are pressing down upon you. 

 

The subjects which arouse our strongest emotions, can be the source of our most debilitating 

secrets:  

our deepest love… or our self-hatred; 
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our physical ills and psychological upsets; 

our forbidden passions and our fantasy lives. 

We underplay and hide-away our addictive habits 

The ills that befell us, or the mistakes we made. 

 

They can all distort how we lead our life: the turning point decisions, and the day to day 

stuff, too.  

 

Note that we don’t keep secret the things we’re proud of. 

We reserve secrecy for matters that are dangerous to us. 

  

Secrets of any sort, want to bully us: they threaten to expose us and betray us.  

If we’re dwelling on a secret, then it’s likely turned toxic, and we need to be rid of it.  

If we’re deeply ashamed or otherwise upset by an incident….scared of being outed… or of 

being accused of having held back the truth… then this matter is a serious problem to us.  

If it’s preying on our thoughts, then we need to neutralise it. 

• Perhaps write about it in detail with ink and paper, and then burn the piece of paper. 

• Perhaps speak about it aloud as we go for a long walk, imagining we were talking with 

some respected ally. 

• Perhaps confide in a carefully chosen professional therapist who is strictly bound to 

keep our confidence; or a lawyer, or a mentor ? Their objective voice can bring 

‘perspective’ and fresh ideas, both of which are likely to be sorely lacking in the 

airless, lightless and tightly-sealed world of the secret.  

 

There are, too, pervasive cultural secrets, that we have to un-cover, if we’re to free 

ourselves up to make healthy life-choices:  

➢ Families might keep secret about the challenges inherent in the marriage partnership, 

or about the inevitable strains of parenthood.  

➢ Schools might keep secret about how poorly some of their alumni fair in the years 

after graduation.  
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➢ Governments get awfully secretive about the true outcomes of their policies. 

 

 

Chapter 5D 

How we release ourselves from Trapped Emotional-Trauma  

… the unresolved wounds that Medicine refers to as PTSD. 

 

To accompany your working with a trauma-therapist…  

please see my ebook, First Aid for Emotional Shock, if you’re treating a trauma received in 

the last few days or couple of weeks: http://drnickbaylis.com/bookliving.php 

My ebook Hot-Iron Healing, will be a helpful overview of long-standing Un-Resolved 

Traumas and Passions: http://drnickbaylis.com/bookliving.php 

(Both of those ebooks of mine, were drafted 2012, so please compare their advice to the 

more current 2018 NICE guidelines: 

https://www.guidelines.co.uk/nice-ptsd-guideline/454542.article 

** 

The charity, MIND, offers this useful webpage: 

https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/types-of-mental-health-problems/post-

traumatic-stress-disorder-ptsd/symptoms-of-ptsd/#.XVphg-hKjIU 

** 

Why is it so important to strike while the iron’s hot? 

Nobel Laureate Psychologist, Daniel Kahneman, when talking about mistakes, notes  

“to learn from mistakes, you need the feedback to be relatively quick and un-equivocal.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1X2hPcLga4 

** 

Akin to the ABC + 123 combination-protocol I advocate here for trauma, the eminent 

psychologist and elite-sports coach, the New Zealand Psychiatrist, Dr Ceri Evans, advocates 

a three-step approach to develop such courage/ability to perform well under high pressure 

(rather than lose our nerve, lose our way, and lose our deft touch).  
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1: step back… to become aware of what’s going on inside us, and then incorporate what he 

calls the ‘blue thinking’/logical thinking, so as to calm ourselves; but sometimes we’ll need 

more ‘red thinking’, so as to self-motivate. Note that generating our own imagery is a key 

device in Dr Evans’ approach. 

2: broaden our view/perspective so as to have an over-arching situational awareness (rather 

than tunnel vision) 

3: initiate effective performance/an action-strategy 

 

My personal experience of PTSD… 

It’s not unusual for a lifetime to endure a dozen or two causes of Severe Emotional Trauma, 

(which may or may not result in PTSD), but let me cite one from my own experience to 

illustrate some of the features:  

When I was 10 years old, it was a single but shocking ‘telling-off’ in school, when heaped on 

top of a lot of other ‘background’ upsets, which finally caught my emotional-defences off-

guard or worn down, and caused a quite natural fear-phenomenon to get buried in my mind-

body organism. That was the originating wound/the trauma. This showed itself as a so-called 

sudden onset Stammer (a stammer can also be known as a stutter, which is a more British 

term): from one moment to the next, I couldn’t say my own name, or string three words 

together with any fluency; not reliably, at least… not if I felt in any danger of being heard. 

And from that originating incident onwards, any loud environments (that my emotional 

alarm-system clearly felt were akin to that teacher’s ‘shouting voice’ that had so shocked me 

in the first place), they all un-nerved my Sub-Conscious, and made my voicing anything at 

all, even more of a struggle.  

Such symptom now remind me of the soldiers of The First World War, who typically 

developed sudden-onset speech impediments due to what was then called ‘Shell Shock, 

which were so effectively treated with hypnosis (by the likes of the innovative psychiatrist, 

Captain William Rivers who was stationed at Craiglockhart, near Edinburgh).   

When I was a boy of 10, the adults around me were overly busy, so my speech-symptoms 

from that sudden-onset trauma went un-treated, so those fear-symptoms eventually became 

embedded within me as PTSD. Not that there was much insight into remedial strategies, 
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back in the second half the 20th Century, since the skills-based psychological healing-crafts 

had long since been losing ground to the newly emerging pharmaceutical industries.  

In my desperation for speech, age 14 or so, I remember taking the bulb out of a table-lamp 

and preparing to push the live electric-points against my tongue, in the hope that it would 

‘re-boot’ my speech circuits. I think I’d happened to watch a documentary about how 

electricity could re-start a stopped heart. My adoption of this idea was horribly misguided, of 

course, and the 240 volt current would most likely have delivered a life-changing burn, had it 

not managed to kill me. Fortunately, I lost courage, and figured I’d come back to my 

‘electric-shock experiment’ after watching that week’s episode of Star Trek; but thankfully I 

never went back to the idea. Star Trek explored brave new worlds  -  so I didn’t have to… or 

so I thought. 

By age 20, without the power of clear and reliable speech, I felt condemned to being a 

shepherd, a writer, an accountant, or a mime-artist… none of which appealed. 

I would have been so inspired to know of the women & men who stammered all their lives, 

yet had made good livings for themselves; but back then I knew of no such personal 

histories. It was a only a lifetime after the originating event, that I fully learned how to 

resolve the ‘trapped emotional energy’, by studying for myself the approaches of some 

avant-garde psychologists, and using a combination of their mind-body techniques, exactly 

as per the PTSD protocol that I outline in the audiobook Companion.  

It took me a whole lifetime to find the way to speak-at-will, but better late than never. A 

sense of freedom is a lovely thing… 

 

*** 

 

 

Let’s pause to consider the Combination-Locks & Release-Codes 

that can rapidly change our life. 

These potent recipes come from the special relationships we call synergies. 
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The synergies between combined ingredients can procure dramatic increases in 

harmful or remedial power: 

for instance, an accumulation of False Substitutes can atrophy our capacity to thrive in 

Reality; whereas mixing particular thoughts together with particular movements, can release 

us from 50 years of trauma. (For an explanation of that latter theme, see Chapter 5D above.) 

** 

Astro-Physics tell us we’re not part of a single Universe, but rather a Multi-Verse…and, 

for me, this ‘plurality’ even at the scale of the Cosmos, highlights how Nature champions 

colourful differences that react ‘synergistically’, making their multiplied effects far greater 

than the mere addition of their component parts. This potent benefit of ‘things working in 

unison’…like a combination-code…is what gives Radiant Well-being its beautiful energy. 

** 

Many of the participants of The Harvard Study of Adult Development apparently 

mistook for ‘Wisdom’, something that was mere ‘Intelligence: the ability to spot 

patterns’. (See Prof George Vaillant’s book summarising the study: Ageing Well).   

They claimed that“Wisdom is realising how everything in life is joined together.” 

I personally think that empirical evidence and logic can better defend a definition of Wisdom 

as having the wherewithal to spot patterns, and then taking helpful creative action in the 

light of those insights. In other words, Wisdom is knowing how & why we need to transform 

Real Life for the better, and also having the courage to enact that know-how.   

 

 

Chapter 6a, b, c and d are all about 

developing a rapport with our human nature and the wider natural world: 

 

Ch.6a  Freely Express your Animal Essence by choosing activities that fully honour the 

driving-needs of your deepest instincts      

Ch.6b  Step Back to Spring Forward: slow motion, lie fallow, sleep fully… 

Slow-Motion, because moving at a mere fraction of the normal speed, can quite transform 

your every skill, fear, and physical injury.   
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Lie Fallow, because taking a proper break from things, can restore your creativity.  

Sleep Fully to be 3-times better at problem-solving; to build your capacity for courage; and 

to protect your relationship with all you love.       

Ch.6c   Transform your Personal Chemistry with nutritional principles that prevent and 

heal not only the nagging ills and infections, but the life-ruining diseases of brain and body. 

This healthy revolution requires a rapport with Nature, not a war on illness. 

6d.         Care for The Nature-Trail, from top to bottom: Treat your gums, Enrich your 

Guts; Reject Salt; Fast to Flourish; Squat don’t Sit.     

 

*** 

  

Chapter 6-A  

Freely Express your Animal Essence : 

choose activities to honour your deepest instincts 

  

 This entire chapter 6 has been about some of our Fundamental Driving-Needs. 

The only reason these factors are here in 6, and not over there in Chapter-2, is because I felt 

these factors in 6 are ‘how’ exactly the factors in 2 can be fuelled and achieved.   

In other words, whereas Chapter-2 is mainly about our guidance-system/the compass, i.e. the 

everyday whats…  

this Chaper-6 is rather more about the engine room, i.e. the everyday hows.  

For instance: we need to Recuperate, (which is a what), and by way of some hows to do that, 

we could take a day off each weekend to lie fallow in some way that suited us, and we could 

routinely go to bed with a good audiobook at 9pm. 

  

What are some tell-tale signs that we’re under pressure and need to take decisive action 

to creatively-channel the tensions, to recuperate, and to ask for help?  

Tell-tale signs could be… poor sleep; irritability; general anxiety felt in one’s 

guts/neck/shoulders; physical glitches (with the skin, headaches, chest pains, or tummy); 

foggy thinking (can you still do simple mathematics in your head?); social withdrawal; 

reduced pleasure in one’s usual passions; intrusive thoughts; mood swings/easily prone to 
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tears; the urge to self-medicate (with pills or alcohol). If any of those describes you, it’s akin 

to you having pulled a major muscle. Seek out a Psychotherapist; or google for a Clinical 

Psychologist near you; or visit your General Physician for advice on finding such a mental-

health professional. Do shop around for the personality you can work with on such matters. 

Objective evidence indicates that therapies that teach us well-being life-skills are very often 

more helpful than consuming pharmaceutical pills to temporarily alter our feelings.   

 ** 

We can easily become over-civilised (the literal meaning of civilized is that we live in cities), 

and become over-domesticated (too homebound). Getting out into the countryside and 

soaking-up Nature, can help guard us against those constrictures on our healthy animal 

essentials. 

 ** 

 Disruptive technology is neatly exemplified in the form of the Swedish-invented self-

inflating head-protection for a cyclist: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rwyZ5W1x5ME 

+ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLMamKLGZkM 

I first noticed one of these protectors when it was worn by my young friend, Dr K in 

Stockholm, to cycle around her home city.  

 ** 

America’s First Women Astronaut-in-Space & Engineering Professor, Sally Ride, was also 

quite discreetly a ‘Sapphist’ who enjoyed a long term loving relationship… which was a 

Self-Expression quite taboo among the Establishment of the 1960s,70s, and long after. 

     ** 

In those Cambridge Botanical Gardens, there was an Agave Cactus that had been in the 

collection since 1962. It’s part of the Asparagus family of plants. One September, its thick 

green stem began growing, at 10cms per day, then flowered, before the whole thing gave up 

and died. This ‘flowering just the once, then dying’, is an example of what’s called Mono-

Carpic, from the Latin phrase meaning ‘a single grasp’.  
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It dawned upon me that I was born in ’62, just like the Agave plant; and I wondered whether 

that little note by its dead flower was perhaps a telegram from my Guardian Angel; 

so I packed my bags, and set off in search of unseen Beauties…  

** 

Let’s go Wild… yes… but not reckless. Bear in mind that our 3lb / 1.5kg of brain tissue is 

so soft that it has the consistency of set yoghurt. That soft brain floats in protective fluid 

because our delicate tissues are not meant to bump against the bone of the skull. If we bang 

our head hard enough into things, it will result in concussion or worse, which prompts me to 

suggest… 

if you’re a cyclist, the quite ingenious Hövding air-bag does a great job of reducing the risk 

of face & brain injury in the event of an accident. Invented by two Swedish women 

engineers to fulfil their masters thesis, the Hövding is considered by researchers at Stanford 

University to be several times more effective than conventional bike-helmets. 

Likewise, if you’re boxing, you don’t have to put yourself at risk. The receiver can wear 

padded-handmits plus a highly protective body-belt to absorb the full-power of un-pulled 

punches; while the person who delights in throwing them, wears big training-gloves. 

 

*The principle at work here is that the healthy stretching of our current limits, should always 

be matched and balanced by the level of our safety-measures. Let’s be aware that we 

humans are ‘sensitive’ to life. 

 

Chapter 6b 

Step Back to Spring Forward : 

Slow Motion; Lie Fallow; Sleep Fully. 

 

Super Slow-Motion     

This is a subject upon which I could find very little research; but lack of research is no 

evidence of something being irrelevant, un-useful or trivial. For instance, there is very little 

research on how Beauty is created… or Inspirational Lifetimes… as was noted in Chapter-1 

and my Prelude, respectively. 
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I argue that since exploring the possibilities of Slow Motion can do no harm, and some form 

of it has long-since been widely practised with apparent safety, (see below), we could trial 

Slow Motion in parallel with more mainstream, better-researched approaches to exercise and 

healing the body & mind. 

Unusually slow movements are intrinsic to the practises of Tai Chi and Pilates, and some 

forms of yoga. 

Also, Dr Peter A. Levine (of whom the pre-eminent Boston Psychiatry Professor, Bessel van 

der Kolk, speaks so highly) is talking here about using physical activity and very slow-

motion to self-heal from emotional trauma trapped in the mind-body system: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFUZHz6_0XE 

** 

In addition to the activities I cite in my Companion chapter, I wonder if exercising a full 

range of super slow motion movements could release tension/trauma trapped in our 

eyes, our face, our speech, our eating, our hand-movements, our ways of thinking, our 

love-making? 

For instance: Super-Slow facial movements could perhaps release trauma/energy/reactions 

trapped in our muscles and nerves in the form of facial tics, eye-lid tremors, or simply our 

range of emotional-expressions; ditto for our tongue since, as any singer can tell us, the  

tongue as a collection of muscle-fibres can have such an effect on the relaxation or tension in 

our vocal chords.  

** 

Super Slow is the opposite of any movement that is forced or squeezed; Super-Slow is 

aiming to be ‘relaxation embodied’. 

 

Lying Fallow : a day of rest 

This day could be a personal celebration of all that is Health, Love, Nature, Goodness, 

Sacred, God ... a day made, set aside for appreciation, taking stock, sharing, considering. 

Forms of 'contemplation' might be playing music, hikes, mountaineering, cycling, gardening, 

tennis, dance or song.... the possibilities are countless.  
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Walking  :  one step at a time, is a beautiful consideration of the subject written by the 

Norwegian, Erling Kagge. Having qualified and practised as a Lawyer in Oslo, then studying 

Philosophy for a year as a guest-scholar at Jesus College of Cambridge University, Erling 

today is world-renowned for his adventures as an Explorer, Art Collector, Publisher, and 

Author: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erling_Kagge 

Listen here to a sample of Erling’s book on Walking: 

https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Walking-

Audiobook/B07L6KXM3G?source_code=M2M14DFT1BkSH082015011R&ds_rl=1235779

&ipRedirectOverride=true 

** 

Observing a day of rest, a Sabbath, (which is the Hebrew word simply meaning Rest), could 

be transforming, and would be a gift for every child's life from school onwards. 

** 

Highly instructive on this point, is the wonderful comedy-film, Ferris Bueller’s Day Off; one 

man’s struggle to take it easy 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6gABQFR94U 

** 

On the matter of No-Work Wednesdays: 

 https://www.bbc.com/worklife/article/20190429-the-australian-company-that-banned-work-

on-wednesdays 

** 

“Let the silence suck out the truth” said Mr Bob Woodward, the two times Pulitzer-

winning investigative journalist, who has served near to 50 years at The Washington Post. 

(His prizes were : in 1973 for Public Service re the disgraced President Richard Nixon; and 

in 2002 for National Reporting on the 911 terrorist attack in NYC).  Bob studied History and 

English Lit. at Yale and served 5 years as a Lieutenant in the US Navy during the 1960s. He 

then turned-down Harvard Law School, so as to go into Journalism. His quote here, above, 

about silence drawing out the truth, was said in reference to his investigative interview-

technique; but I wonder if it works even better when used on oneself. 
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Sleep Fully : give life a rest 

 Nine hours sleep is the foundation to good health of mind & body for those age under 

22 years; and 7.5 or 8 hours for those of us older. 

Here is the Pre-Eminent Professor for the Science-of-Sleep and Circadian Rhythms, 

Russel Foster, of Oxford University, enthusing on his work, in Desert Island Discs, winter 

2019, in typically passionate form: https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m000c3fc  

+ 

 UC Berkeley University’s Professor Matthew Walker is also a dedicated ‘sleep-research 

specialist’: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXu6L1yyjsI 

** 

Consider putting a light-filter, such as ‘F-Lux’, on all your screens. Here’s why… 

https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/blue-light-has-a-dark-side 

 ** 

When a Human is tired enough, the parts of the brain responsible for love, begin to dim 

down, (like an unplugged laptop), with the result that we’ll more readily sell-out our most 

treasured people and projects. It’s why ‘sleep deprivation’ is the torture-of-choice deployed 

by The Security Forces of every developed State. Tiredness disintegrates our bonds to all we 

hold dear.  

Chronic Fatigue also results in pathetically poor decision-making and problem-solving, plus 

feeble self-control as regards screen-use, fast-foods, substance-abuse and self-harm. 

The poison of fatigue is why excessive hours of homework, or screen time, or hours at the 

office, are so horribly corrosive of our Relationship with Life. 

** 

 

Ch.6c  

Transform your Personal Chemistry: 

nutritional principles that can help heal our ills, and bring out the best in us, 

while doing the very same for our home planet. 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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What follows is the un-abridged version of my take on ‘floral eating’ 

(i.e. a diet that consists largely or only of plant-foods) 

versus ‘omnivore-eating’ that prioritises animal products. 

This 15-page account will be followed by my presentation of  

the Sources of Evidence regarding such eating. 

 

Here goes… 

 

Transform your Personal Chemistry 

 

“Let food be thy medicine, and medicine be thy food” 

said the Ancient Greek physician, Hippocrates of Kos, circa 400 BC. 

 

A one-month Chemistry Experiment could transform your mind & body. 

One month in which you radically change your eating habits so as to reveal the wonderful 

potential wins for you, your loved ones, and the natural world.  

 

Within one month, you could witness dramatic improvements in seemingly impervious 

everyday health problems. I mean the sorts of symptoms you might have suffered for years, 

perhaps since early childhood, and to which you may have felt resigned. Most typically, they 

are to do with…   

• skin problems & allergies (such as acne, eczema, hay-fever and asthma)  

• poor digestion in some form (or bloating, gut pain, bad breath, and body-odour) 

• headaches & migraines  

• muscle aches, back pain and joint stiffness (and other forms of arthritis)   

• poor energy (perhaps sluggish, sleepy or hyper) 
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• poor mood (perhaps down, or irritable)  

• loss of libido and reduced intensity (a dulling-down caused by an impaired blood-flow 

to our most sensitive parts)  

• being an un-natural weight, or carrying pockets of accumulated fat 

  

They are the sorts of symptoms responsible for our self-medications: the ubiquitous lip-

salves and anti-histamines; the asthma inhalers and eczema ointments; the acne treatments 

and concealer creams; the potions to ease digestive gas and diarrhoea; and the all-too-

addictive pain-killers and alcohol for a host of chronic aches; i.e. the standard 

pharmaceutical armoury we use to attack the outer-manifestations of our struggling biology. 

Those chemicals are what we grab for when our organism is beset by troublesome reactions.  

That list of universal medical-complaints that can harass an entire lifetime from birth until 

death, are only the most visible indications, and we should wonder at the hidden damage that 

we don’t yet know about: the blocked arteries to our heart, and the plaque-silted capillaries 

struggling to serve our lungs and brain.   

Over the page, I’ll list the serious diseases we could be courting with our eating habits, yet 

not realise it.  

I’m making such a song & dance about this because you could potentially rid yourself of all 

those serious problems, or radically improve them, simply by running the following trial for 

30 days, and keeping notes on the effects.  

Here’s how: 

Fast from anything but Floral foods in their Wholesome Form which are Animal Free 

and Earth Friendly.  

 

Let me explain what I personally mean by those phrases, because 

• this way of eating does not make you a Vegan,  

• nor does calling it ‘Plant-based’ convey the beautiful way it works.  

 

I use the term… 
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Earth Friendly because the industries procuring meats, dairy and fish, mostly done out in 

the wilds and out of sight, are undeniably devastating our Earth’s forests and ocean 

ecosystems… while the world’s livestock-methane does more harm than all of our cities and 

traffic put together (because livestock-methane is a chemical 100 times more damaging to 

our ozone and global climate, than even C02).  

 

Animal Free or Animal Fair  -  the choice is yours.  

Animal Free rules-out any dairy, eggs, meats and fish : takes all animal-products/animal 

proteins off the menu, altogether. 

Animal Fair is you eating one or more of those foods occasionally, but always small portions 

of good quality produce from the most genuinely humane and trusted sources, who care well 

for our planet and all of her animals. The relative rarity with which you eat such foods, 

makes that level of considerate animal-farming methods far more affordable for you. 

Pleased to be an animal myself, Free and Fair feel instinctively right. 

 

Flora is the Latin word for Flower, and serves as Botany’s collective-noun referring to all 

the natural plant-species of a region.  

It’s rather fitting, too, that Flora was the Ancient Roman Goddess of the earth and fertility, of 

flowers and springtime.  

Faunus, on the other hand, was her twin sister and the Goddess of animals.  

Hence the old-fashioned phrase Flora & Fauna. 

 

Wholesome means Whole-Form and as Nature intended: this is achieved by eating a good 

percentage of raw food, or only lightly warmed, in preference to cooked, since cooking not 

only diminishes the health-bringing fiber content by half or more, it also kills the food’s own 

naturally-occurring digestive enzymes which would be so helpful to our body’s absorption of 

the nutrients; while cooking also destroys some of the vitamins, most notably vit-C.  

The aim, too, is for very little juices or oils of any sort, because they lack the fibres from 

which they’re squeezed (whereas ‘smoothies’ are a different process that retain all that vital 

pulpy fibre, and it’s not harmed by being squished). 
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Taking a floral wholesome approach to meals and snacks means putting on the menu a 

colourful diversity of all the well-washed vegetables, nuts, seeds, whole grains, lentils, 

beans, fruits, herbs & spices… to be eaten in their naturally-found whole-form with nothing 

taken out, so our bodies can draw the best nourishment from them.  

The fact is, our bodies need the full orchestra of each food, not just one or two instruments. 

Each food’s components is designed to work together inside of us, so whenever possible, 

let’s not extract, juice or skin our foods, but instead eat the whole melody.  

Investing in a large and robust blender/smoothy-maker (not a juicer) can make all the 

difference in how well wholesome can work and taste, and, despite appearances, blending 

does not diminish the food-fiber.   

   

Later in this chapter, I hope to reassure you that eating this way, you can readily obtain the 

protein, iron, calcium, omega-3 oils and other nutrients vital to your robust good health; 

bear with me.  

 

I quite appreciate that my talking about Earth Friendly, Animal Fair, Whole-form 

Floral foods, is something of a mouthful… 

but I don’t feel the current terminology of “Plant-Based Whole Food”, conveys the full 

beautiful ‘Pow!’ of this welcome revolution in our daily habits  -   a revolution that can so 

dramatically help heal our mind & body… and our home planet, too… in one fabulous 

swoop. 

Plant-based makes me sound like a dinosaur munching my way through shrubs; 

but nor is ‘Vegan’ an accurate word for what the best science is now advocating. 

Veganism does not require food to be particularly health-bringing for humans; since the 

health of human-animals is not Veganism’s priority.  

The priority-goal of Veganism is not subjugating other animals as a means of human food or 

scientific experimentation.  

However, because their aim isn’t to prioritise human health, Vegan foods can often be over-

processed, and might be padded-out with additives quite unhelpful (even harmful) to a 
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majority of human bodies: too much salt is the usual worst offender, with a lot of oils, 

sugars, and fruit-juices as likely collaborators. 

All of which is why I feel it would be quite wrong to call myself Vegan simply because of the 

overlap in behaviour about not eating animal-products; 

just as it would be quite wrong to describe myself as Buddhist or Hindu simply because I 

don’t drink alcohol. The major reason I don’t drink alcohol is because I want to keep myself 

sensitive to the real life around me. 

I feel the why we do something… i.e. the principles that guide us…  are as important as what 

we actually do: 

I choose floral foods in their wholesome form because eating this way brings me clear and 

immediate positives in mind & body… plus it helps protect all of our Planet Earth’s other 

life-forms (her wonderful fauna & flora); and this, for me, is a winning combination. 

 

If we choose to try-out this Floral Wholesome eating…. 

what other serious ills can be rapidly remedied, perhaps prevented altogether, 

by this radical re-invention of our daily nourishment? 

Answer: the best evidence indicates that the majority of us have a strong likelihood of 

experiencing powerful benefits when it comes to the following:   

• Cardio-vascular disease, which means heart-attacks and heart-disease. 

• Cancers, including skin and breast cancer, colon, bowel and stomach cancer.  

• The many forms of Arthritis and other Auto-Immune Diseases.  

• Diabetes-2 that can lead to a host of stresses on vital organs, and blood-circulation 

problems. 

• Clinical Depression that effects about one in four folks in their lifetime.   

• The many forms of memory-loss and early symptoms of the range of progressive 

brain-diseases/neuro-degeneration that we collectively call Dementia (the most 

common of which is Alzheimer’s). Also effected, are the ‘strokes’ likely caused by a 

brain embolism  -  a ruptured blood-vessel. That catalogue of devastating 

neurological problems is because the same network of arteries that feed your heart, 
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also supplies your brain; which means, what’s good for the heart is good for the head. 

One indication of the strength of this blood-brain relationship, is the fact that your 

brain is just one-fiftieth or so of your body-weight, yet receives a whopping one-fifth 

of your blood-supply, which is why the nutritional contents of your blood, and its un-

impeded flow, are of paramount importance. 

 

Good evidence is mounting that just about any serious and chronic disease you name, could 

either be considerably prevented, or begin to respond positively, by transforming what you 

eat. Permit me to make a fuss about this fact, because it’s so life-transforming:  

 

All the very best independently-minded medical evidence now demonstrates beyond all 

reasonable doubt that by very largely or exclusively eating plant-derived whole foods (as 

the Medics would call them), we can greatly reverse the insidious harm that animal-

products/their proteins, together with over-processing and toxic additives (the salt, oils and 

sugars) have likely caused our minds & bodies. 

 

The best way to find out what exactly this can mean for you, personally, is to Run the 

Chemistry Experiment, and note what happens to your all-round health of mind & body. 

 

How exactly are dairy, eggs, meat & fish products hurting our brain-body organism? 

The evidence indicates at least three explanations that I list here as A B & C: 

 

A. Science’s best estimate is that animal products of all & any sort contain species-

specific proteins and hormones to which we human-animals are ill-suited. Though 

dealing with them might not immediately make us ill… it’s not that we’re allergic to 

them… they severely over-stress our body’s entire digestive & immune systems. We 

react badly to those proteins and hormones, seeing them as intruders. This renders 

those same organic systems of digestion and immunity fragile/over-sensitive, and 

prone to going haywire.   
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B. The mass-chemicalisation and industrial-intensification of farming has long-

since meant that land-based animal-products contain a host of antibiotics; and all 

fish contain heavy metals from our polluted rivers and seas. It’s all but 

impossible to find the same un-polluted quality of foods as our great-

grandparents ate, in those pre-intensification times before The Second World 

War. 

 

C. It’s not only the man-made toxic chemicals & metals in the food chain that cause us 

serious, life-diminishing harm. The most convincing medical researchers believe 

‘plaque’… a fatty deposit from the farmed-versions of meat and fish (that are many 

times fattier than their wild counterparts)… is fat that begins to line our blood-

circulatory system, even the tiny vessels/capillaries supplying our brain, and this 

narrowing and eventual clogging of those blood-routes is one part of the mechanism 

that directly links our food to a host of chronic and fatal illnesses, from heart disease 

and depression, to strokes and dementias.  

 

CAVEAT : all & any oils are simply liquid fats. No matter the marketing-smoke about 

them being cold-pressed and extra-virgin, those liquid fats will clog and harden our 

veins, arteries and brain-capillaries, in exactly the same way as animal-fats do. No 

matter they’re from nuts, seeds or olives, those oils are just too easy to over-use and 

thereby likely to have immediate impact after the meal, and also cause our brain & 

body serious harm as time goes by.  

It’s note-worthy that modern Greeks are one of the most obese nationalities in Europe, 

and their liberal use of olive oils has a lot to do with that tragic, life-diminishing fact.   

For exactly the same reasons, don’t make large handfuls of nuts & seeds the central 

component of your daily flora, because most types are comprised of well over 50% 

fat, such as pecans, cashews and walnuts… sunflower, sesame and linseeds. Far better 

to put a wide range of vegetables, grains, fruits and legumes (meaning all the various 

beans, lentils and peas) at the heart of your meals and snacks. 
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Let’s go very lightly with all the solid fats and liquid oils, since our cooking doesn’t 

need them; and herbs and spices bring so many more benefits.  

 

*** 

 

By contrast to all those hidden and insidious problems caused by animal products and 

processed foods… 

how do Wholesome Floral foods work so well for us?  

As far as the good science can tell, it’s probably a combination of at least three crucial and 

distinctive Benefits, 12 & 3 (that meat, dairy, eggs and fish, do not have). 

 

Benefit 1. First and foremost, it’s an undisputable fact that for a majority of individuals, our 

eating of FAR less animal products, salt and oils, results in us enjoying far better blood-flow 

to our entire mind-body system. This means far better blood-flow to your brain, face, heart, 

lungs, digestion, genitalia, and limbs…helping you feel, look and perform better.  

 

Benefit 2. the fibre found in whole-form/unprocessed plant-foods (particularly if they’re raw 

or have only been lightly warmed) is the one crucial nutrient for the 2kg/4lbs in weight of 

our accumulated microscopic organisms… the human-friendly forms of bacteria, fungi and 

viruses that have co-evolved with us to line our 28 feet of alimentary canal in order to help 

us transform our foods into life-imbuing chemicals. This microbiome (the word means ‘little 

life’), this ecosystem in our digestive tract, is so vital to our mind-body well-being, that I 

make it a centre-piece of my chapter-6B below: Care for The Nature-Trail   

 

Benefit 3. Plant-foods are naturally alkaline and so serve as an anti-inflammatory balm. It’s 

thought that ‘inflammation’… a situation in which the tissues of our brain & body are 

irritated and inflamed… is a root-cause of many of our mind-body ills; i.e. from depression 

to arthritis, from anxiety to skin problems, from migraines to allergies, it’s thought that a key 

causal-factor could be the inflammation of our tissues resulting from an adverse-reaction to 

animal-proteins. Good evidence strongly indicates that by cutting-out all meats and fish, all 
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dairy and eggs, and thereby dramatically reducing their accumulating burden upon our 

immune & digestive systems, we are preventing that source of internal-irritation, so our 

whole organism can heal itself.   

Our gut-microbiome of friendly bacteria will also thrive in the alkaline digestive 

environment created by wholesome floral foods. 

 

This Revolution in our way of eating is not about a War on Illness. 

This Revolution is about a Rapport with Nature  -  a close responsive dance between our 

human-animal Needs with the wider Natural World.  

Modern Medicine since the Victorian era from 1800 and beyond, has too often adopted a 

violently Militaristic approach so as to dominate and impose some notion of Human empire. 

The result has been a constant resort to corrosive chemicals and amputation-of-tissue. 

This mentality and rhetoric have been profoundly mistaken. 

Wisdom suggests we explore and understand Nature so as to work in rapport with our 

inalienable processes, our needs & drives. 

For instance: Antibiotics (that word literally means ‘against life’) uses micro-organisms to 

treat illness; we’re now realising that Pro-biotics can prevent problems in the first place. 

Surgery is used to cut-out disease; whereas freely available natural practices…. such as 

exercise, sleep, and friendship… can help prevent disease from occurring in the first place. 

  

In respect of our Nature…. 

it’s vital we take the right Nutritional Supplements  

We probably evolved on the central African coastlines eating unpolluted fish and kelps, 

while our skin bathed in sunshine. A million years on, if we’re wearing clothes in northern 

climates, all be it aiming to eat Wholesome Flora, it’s really vital that we supplement wisely: 

 

Supplement 1. 

I recommend you find a brand of all-in-one multi-vit & mineral pills or powder that is 

entirely derived from real foods, and not a collection of chemical substitutes that have 

never seen Nature. Being food-derived is such a welcome feature, but only very few brands 
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bother. Within our all-in-one supplement, (choose one ‘without added iron’), to be taken 

with a meal so as to aid absorption of the supplementary nutrients, we adults are looking to 

find the following:  

• Vitamin B12 (at least 150mcg), because in our evolutionary history, B12 would have 

come via bacteria in the good soil/the earth we would have eaten via our un-washed 

plants. Today’s extremely clean plants, (often grown in water), are no longer a source.  

If you use an entire B complex vitamin source, (and you’d be wise to do so), aim for 

one with folate rather folic acid.    

• Vitamin D3 (which is its highly body-usable form): aim for 2,000 international 

units, since we don’t get this nutrient from strong sunshine on our skin, in anything 

but the high-summer months; and the sunshine can’t have passed through glass to 

reach us, either. Glass negates its power. And, yes, though there is some vitamin-D to 

be found in both the algae-plant and the fish-derived forms of Omega-3, (see my 

commendations here below), it’s safe and advisable to take extra D3 in our multi-vit, 

since D is so essential to our healthy psychology.  

 

Such an all-round supplement will also contribute to covering other important bases: 

selenium, iodine, choline… which are nutrients that our foods, (so often grown in 

depleted soils), can sometimes fall short of. 

+ 

To aid their better absorption throughout the day, chew your all-in-one multi-vit & 

mineral pills or powder as a split dose: for instance, half with breakfast, and half with 

lunch. 

 

Supplement 2. 

at least one gram per day of an ocean-algae sourced form of Omega-3 oil, i.e. the oil 

derived entirely from a family of ocean-plants that directly brings us two crucial forms 

of Omegas, called DHA and EPA. Whether in a bottle or capsule form, this oil should be 

certified pollutant-free and sustainably-sourced. Take that minimum of one gram of DHA & 

EPA forms, in addition to any land-plant sources that have the ALA form of omega 3. (ALA 
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is abundant in a variety of seeds and beans. You’ll find 2 or 3 grams of ALA in a tablespoon 

of hemp oil.)  

Those three forms of Omega… DHA, EPA and ALA… are NOT interchangeable, and we do 

seem to need all three forms. It’s well worth getting this 3-way equation right, because 

Omega-3 oil is likely crucial for our brain-health and buoyant moods. Indeed, it’s the very 

same oil that forms the wrapping around the vast collection of neurones that make up your 

brain. Omega-3s are also helpful for just about every other tissue in the body, not least 

because the oil is such a powerful anti-inflammatory balm. 

(Note that a modest serving of oily fish… such as wild-caught mackerel, Alaskan salmon, or 

sardines… would provide 4 or 5grams of Omega-3, so our minimum supplement-level of 

one gram, is far from overdoing it.) 

 

A note to be clear on the above Supplements: meat gets its B12 from the bacteria in the soil 

that the animal grazes on; just as fish gets its very particular omega-oils from the ocean-

plants/the algae that the fish consumes. There is nothing intrinsic to meat or fish that our 

human species needs. Planet Earth’s floral and microscopic dimensions once provided all the 

nutrients for us, but mis-use of modern technologies have broken the supply-chain.  

 

Health Warning: if you don’t take action with the above supplements… the Bs, D3 and 

Omega oils… yet are eating mainly or only floral foods… most credible scientists and 

clinicians agree that you put yourself at high risk of serious deficiencies  -  deficiencies 

whose symptoms of mind and mood and body could easily creep up on you without you 

realising.  

Though I dearly wish we didn’t need supplements, and could source all our healthy-nutrients 

from good natural foods, unfortunately that ship has long-since sailed… some 75 years 

ago… as ‘farming production’ after the Second World War became ever more industrialised 

and sterilised. To right the wrongs, the above supplements are part of the price each of us 

pays, if we wish to keep the poisons out of our body and save the planet. 
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If you pay proper attention to creating a highly varied and correctly supplemented diet for 

yourself…  

You will not need additional protein, (no matter you’re an athlete), because in a big bowl 

of whole oat porridge with two heaped tablespoons of pumpkin and sunflower seeds, and a 

handful of mixed raw nuts, with some fresh fruit mixed in, you’ve probably gathered 30 

grams of protein right there. Harvard University advises that circa 50gms per day, is quite 

enough for a highly active adult woman or man.  

You will not need additional calcium (no matter your age or gender): there’s ample in 

green veg and a host of other floral foods which usually provide a more readily absorbable 

form of calcium than any dairy foods can offer. 

You will digest enough iron… as long as you observe some simple rules, because the 

particular type of tannins in black or green teas, and in all coffees (including all de-caf 

versions), seriously prevent your absorption of the iron found in plant-foods, as do the 

chemicals in spinach. We need to be strict in avoiding those iron-inhibiting foods/drinks for 

the two hours before & after at least two of your three daily meals.  

(Tannins are a range of astringent chemicals that are naturally occurring many foods, but a 

particular iron-inhibiting type occurs in teas, coffee and some red wines.) 

Red teas, such as Redbush or Rooibos tea, do not have such tannins, so are fine 

replacements.  

(Herbal and fruit teas are usually tannin-free, but it’s worth checking one by one.)  

It’s also good news that the vitamin-C found in fresh uncooked fruits (cooking damages 

vitamin-c) will nicely enhance your absorption of iron when eating any of the array of iron-

rich floral-foods: seeds, nuts and dark green veg such as broccoli; hummus, beans, lentils and 

other legumes; quinoa, oatmeal and other grains.   

Understanding those chemical-equations is vital to all of us, but particularly for menstrual 

girls & women.  

And there’s a wider principle at work here: for any food to be nourishing, it needs to be well-

absorbed into our body-tissues. This relies very largely on helpful ‘combination codes’: for 

instance, the vitamin-A in carrots or leafy greens will benefit from being eaten with raw nuts, 

because nuts contain vegetable-fat, and fats increase our uptake of A. As a general rule, its 
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best to mix small quantities of a broad and colourful range of foods in the same meal, in the 

likelihood that the elements increase each other’s efficacy. 

 

Many Olympic medalist and premiere league professional athletes in every sport …from 

recent Wimbledon winners, to Formula-1 champions … whether they rely on physical & 

mental strength or speed, agility and stamina… plus leading Artists and Nobel 

Laureates….they choose to eat entirely ‘animal-free, natural-form flora’. They feel this 

source of nutrition, when it fully-incorporates the most trust-worthy scientific guidelines on 

variety, combinations, and supplementation, is a way of being that improves their 

performance and enjoyment of life, as well as it saving the beautiful bio-diversity of our 

small blue planet. Our human lives really can thrive on this extra-ordinary approach.    

 

That said, there are an equally large number of star-performers…Wimbledon Champions 

and Major league athletes… who take none of the precautions and protocols that the above 

pages advocate. Those hotshots clearly get away with it.  

So, what are YOUR chances that animal-free eating will be Life-Transforming? 

There is no definitive answer to this question. 

No one has done the golden experiment over 20 years, of closely following thousands of 

people who are applying most or all of the above nutritional-principles on a fairly regular 

basis. …and then comparing them with those that choose not to.  

But what has become clear is there is no one approach to fit all. Each body is different, and 

our responses to food can be quite varied, even between identical twins. 

When it comes to our human capacities to cope with one way of eating versus another, it 

seems that Nature is, yet again, pursuing her highly successful strategy of Colourful Variety 

spread out along a broad spectrum. 

Yes, it appears that up to 50% of folks appear to get away with disregarding all the 

best advice: instead they gorge on a diet rammed with animal-proteins, and a fairly random 

intake of salt, oils, sugars… and also take a cavalier approach to alcohol and tobacco, heavy-

metals and noxious chemicals. They eat what they’re given, and still live quite healthily into 

old age. A case in point would be the scientist, Sir Isaac Newton, who was likely autistic, 
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workaholic, sleep deprived, poisoned himself with mercury, and never consummated a 

relationship with physical intimacy; yet, he still lived to be 84… all be it prone to bouts of 

deep depression. 

But 50% of us are more sensitive to the dangers:  

the novelist, Jane Austen, who didn’t drink and loved to dance, died of cancer age 41. 

 

This un-certainty about outcomes, raises at least two BIG questions:  

 

i) Are you willing to gamble where your particular allocation of DNA places you on the 

spectrum for how your physical health responds to your nutrition?  

 

ii) Does the pleasure you take from your eating-habits sufficiently out-balance the host of 

health-problems you’re currently experiencing, (the mystery allergies, headaches, moods, 

and weight issues), plus the hidden problems you might be storing up, (arthritis, heart 

disease, cancer, stroke and dementia) ?  

 

But there’s also a third, planet-sized question, it’s vital to pose:  

Do you find the predictions regarding the health of Planet Earth, sufficiently convincing? 

The Skills of Radiant Well-being should positively transform not just us, but The 

Natural World we so intricately belong to. 

Nowhere is this more true, than of what we choose to eat. 

So when we calculate the possibilities of radically transforming what we eat, let’s remember 

that the global meat & fishing industries out in the wilds and out of sight, are undeniably 

devastating our Earth’s forests and ocean ecosystems. 

It seems to me, that all this underhand desecration of our home planet, is only to stock 

highstreet supermarkets with the slyly-advertised products that surrepticiously poison you 

and I and those we love.  

We can effectively prevent all of that, if we each eat a carefully chosen form of only one of 

those animal-foods, only once per week  

If we can stick to the floral strategy for 20 meals out of our 21 weekly menus… 
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this rough equation will reduce by at least twenty-fold the financial incentive for all the 

industrial-farming destructiveness of the planet. 

By these means, as in every other aspect of our lives, our buying choices will very directly 

effect which industries are in power, and by consequence, the well-being of the world.   

 

*** 

 

My Sources of Evidence 

regarding floral-eating versus animal-products 

 

Most of us have grown up with what we were led to believe was “sensible nutrition for our 

all-round health”; but a good convergence of evidence has emerged to protest against those 

norms as being seriously misleading to us. That evidence proposes a far more promising 

approach.  

 The links below point you towards the robust evidence for the myriad benefits possible for  

our individual health and to Planet Earth. They centre upon our adopting a largely or entirely 

plant-food & whole-food way of eating (in contrast to our consuming any animal-products); 

and that those wholesome plant-foods should contain very little or no added-forms of salt, 

oils and sugar, of any sort. 

 

Caveat: in contrast to those key principles above that I heartily commend for healthy 

nutrition… 

Vegan Foods are very often heavily salted, sugared, fruit-juiced, and oiled, all of which, 

unless done very sparingly indeed, can cause many of us human-animals serious if 

insidious troubles for our mind-body system… troubles that accumulate and show 

themselves over the short, medium and long-term.  

This point is so important, forgive me if I go on about it:  

Veganism isn’t necessarily concerned with or aiming for your human health, it’s absolutely 

priority is about the well-being of the planet’s other animals… and very fairly so. 
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See https://www.vegansociety.com/about-us/history  

But this priority of other animals, can often mean that vegan foods for us humans are heavily 

laden with … 

• salt (no matter of what sort)  

• nut and vegetable oils (no matter of what sort) 

• fruit juices (minus the fruit) or sugars (no matter of what sort) 

…and the best evidence indicates that those salts, oils and sugars/juices will insidiously 

cause at least 50% of us human-animals, a whole mess of serious troubles for our arteries, 

heart, brain, genitals and other vital organs and processes.  

Food calling itself vegan is no guarantee at all that the food can also rightly call itself 

nutritious for you, and human-body friendly. You have to be far more vigilant about what 

you eat, than simply reaching for vegan without asking key questions about the hidden 

ingredients. 

 

I cannot find any credible and bonafide Medical Scientist nor Practitioner denying the 

following : that such a plant-rich wholefood way of eating, (very low in added salt, oils and 

sugar) is by far the best way for an individual’s health here & now, and will also serve them 

very well far into the future. Converting to such foods (rather than animal-foods) is also vital 

for the planet’s health, too.  

Global warming and the desecration of natural species of fauna & flora all would be vastly 

mitigated by such plant-rich eating.  

The whole subject of food, is a superb example of how an individual’s enlightened choices 

and skills, can benefit the world around. 

Well-informed individuals, families and communities can, by making particular decisions 

everyday, persuade the profit-motivated Governments and Corporations to make life-saving, 

planet-saving changes. 

  

There is excellent evidence that cardio-vascular diseases (i.e. of the heart and arteries)… 

which is by far the biggest killer of middle-age women & men, and older… can be prevented 

(in a majority of people) and reversed (in a majority of people) very directly and affordably 
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through plant-only wholefood eating i.e. the food in its original, full-fibred, un-processed 

form; with no animal-products; and very low oils/salt/sugar.   

Evidence is also mounting (though not yet beyond all reasonable doubt) that the same 

effect of prevention & reversal of disease could be true for the serious auto-immune diseases 

of Arthritis, Crones, Cholitis, Multiple Sclerosis, and for Diabetes-2 

Floral eating may also majorly reduce the likelihood or, or even heal, the various forms of 

Dementia, but medical science hasn’t done sufficient studies yet to make this a robust, 

reliable statement. It’s simply a likelihood.  

It has been postulated, though has yet to proven beyond all reasonable doubt, that our bodily 

inflammation/stress in response to animal proteins, i.e. fish, dairy, meat, eggs, is the 

underlying mechanisms by which we fall ill to all of the major illnesses/diseases which beset 

we 21st Century humans. 

When faced with other potential irritants in the environment (whether that be urban 

pollution, domestic perfumes, house dust, damp-moulds, or natural pollens), there is good 

evidence now that we can suffer from a nasty gang of auto-immune diseases  -  ranging from 

arthritis to skin conditions, and from irritable bowels to asthma and seasonal allergies; and 

they’re only the most visible ills we can most readily and immediately be aware of. This 

naturally raises the question: is damage being done insidiously on our insides?     

 

Let’s hear now from some of the leading voices in the field 

This four-person panel who convened in summer 2018, are very senior and 

traditionally trained & qualified medical-doctors and medical-scientists. Their 

reasoning and evidence is compelling. The presentation is 2.5 hours long: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KeKelRpEgdI 

The you tube title for that panel-debate is :  

World's Top Nutrition Experts Explain Scientific Proven Benefits of a Whole Food Plant-

Based Diet. 

They are unanimous in the opinion that animal-proteins are the major root cause of the 

pandemic of 21st Century serious and fatal health problems, above and beyond the problems 

caused by the fats, hormones and antibiotics so pervasive in all animal-products. 
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Here is more information about that distinguished panel, since they each are key players in 

the plant-based, wholefoods movement:   

• Dr Pam Popper  https://drpampopper.com/  sits on Presidential Advice Boards representing 

Medical Physicians. 

• Dr Kim Williams is a former President of The American Association of Cardiology. 

• Dr Cal B. Esselstyn is an eminent cardio-surgeon and medical innovative-thinker 

http://www.dresselstyn.com/site/  

• Professor T. Colin Campbell is Professor Emeritus of Cornell University and 

Director/Author of ‘The China Study’ which concluded it was most likely that animal protein 

in Western-hemisphere diets caused cancers of all sorts. 

** 

Here, too, is the spring 2020 version of that panel-presentation by four different specialist 

medical doctors:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XMRAzAhiJww 

Other distinguished Medical Doctors who would describe themselves as Whole Food Plant 

Based advocates, are:  

Dr Milton Rene Mills  

Dr Garth Davis https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_yRogNVc410 

Dr Goldhamer 

Dr Lile https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0us8aHsRlps 

** 

Nutrition is neither taught to Medical Students nor is it part of the compulsory in-

service training for already Qualified Doctors 

If you’re intrigued by the nutritional possibilities for transforming your health, you could do 

very well by consulting a trusted and up-to-date Medical Clinician about the potential role of 

your daily food & drink as being both the major cause of your current ills, and the most 

promising remedy. But please be aware that it’s only in the past three or four years that 

Medical Schools… in the USA and UK, for instance… have begun to provide even a few 

hours of teaching on the potential impact of our nutrition on our illness-prevention and 
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recovery. It’s simply not part of a conventional Doctor’s standard-training, nor is it a part of 

their career-long professional development.  

The prevailing tools of mainstream Medicine… are pharmaceuticals and surgery. 

Thankfully, the internet can link you to the opinions of a growing legion of highly credible 

and seasoned Medical Doctors who are now speaking out against those life-debilitating 

omissions in the mainstream education of their professional colleagues.       

We haven’t got to wait obediently for academic geneticists in league with the pharmaceutical 

companies to sell us their treatments. We can prevent mind-body problems and encourage our 

prowess, right here and now, by using good nutrition as part of an entire life-style likely to 

bring game-changing benefits to us, in the immediate future as well as the long-term.   

** 

To explore my statement about the omission of nutrition-training, you might like to 

visit these webpages:  

this 2018 BBC News article is titled: “We learn nothing about nutrition, claim Medical 

Students” :  https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-43504125 

+ 

this autumn 2019 article refers to a Harvard full Professor of Epidemiology and Nutrition, 

Walter Wilett, who co-authors an opinion piece arguing that, on average, Medical Schools in 

the USA currently teach 19 hours, nineteen hours, on the Subject, and that this handful of 

hours tends to focus narrowly on rudimentary information, such as vitamin deficiencies, 

which is only one tiny part of what the field has to offer for mind-body well-being:    

https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/hsph-in-the-news/why-medical-schools-need-to-teach-

nutrition/ 

+ 

https://blogs.harvard.edu/clinicalprobono/2019/10/11/harvard-group-recommends-increased-

nutrition-education-for-doctors/ 

** 

Here are four more highly credible, very senior Medical Doctors in 2017 talking about 

plant-based whole-food eating, and its usual healing effects re chronic diseases such as heart 

disease, cancer, arthritis, psoriasis, diabetes, and high blood pressure: 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xl8zNztsoGg 

** 

 The opinion of various trust-worthy institutions and individuals, advocating a radical 

re-think of our approach to eating:   

 https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/becoming-a-vegetarian 

 + 

 https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/eat-more-plants-fewer-animals-2018112915198 

+ 

The world-renowned and pre-eminent University of California Clinical Medical Professor, 

Dr Dean Ornish, MD, speaks here with the Cardiologist and Director of Cardiac 

Rehabilitation at UCLA, Dr Tamara Horwich, MD: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtLv6hRwAN4 

Lifestyle Medicine is a term coined by Dean Ornish, and his wife, Anne Ornish, a well-

being counsellor. Together, they advocate very credibly that one’s approach to health should 

include more exercise, more loving relationships and sociality, and less stress (being 

achieved through some form of meditative-activity that calms our mind-body system).  

I personally suggest the latter could be achieved in a host of ways: through gardening, hitting 

a hundred balls (tennis or golf), or the likes of Tai Chi.  

The 2019 documentary feature-film, GameChangers, included Dr Ornish proposing on 

camera that available evidence currently indicates that a plant-only wholefood diet probably 

reduces risk of heart disease by 50%; whereas diets high in animal-proteins increase risk of 

cancer deaths by between 4 or 5 times. Dr Ornish adds that plant-only diets allow better 

recovery in athletes, perhaps because the diet actively improves blood flow while actively 

reducing inflammation.   

** 

In that same documentary, GameChangers, we also hear from Dr Aaron Spitz, M.D. 

who is a board-certified urologist and a leading expert in male sexual health and fertility. He 

serves as the lead delegate representing all of America’s urologists to the American Medical 

Association (AMA); his MD is from Cornell University Medical College, with specialist 

training at Baylor. 
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Dr Spitz expressed the opinion that it was likely that plant-only eating would very 

considerably increase the frequency, duration and strength of erections in many men (the 

same night following plant-only/animal-free foods) compared to when they ate meaty meals. 

By wearing devices on their bodies overnight, the three young male professional athletes 

monitored in the documentary, were recorded as having erections for an average of over 

three times greater duration, and more than 10% stronger (i.e. blood-enfused), after eating a 

plant-based dinner compared to when they ate a meat one (of pork, beef or chicken). 

However, what was not made clear was whether this was because meat diverted more 

bloodflow to digestion; or whether animal-fat in the bloodstream was inhibiting the genital-

inflation; or because of some other mechanism(s).  

If you’re male, and this immediate impact of food on erectile-function sounds implausible, 

then why not devise an experiment to test this on yourself?  

If you’re female, does what you eat effect your sensitivity and activity in some comparable 

way? 

**  

In this 2018 TedX talk, the nutritional-chemist and Professor Emeritus of Cornell 

University, Colin T. Campbell, proposes that our medical system that is meant to prevent 

and cure disease, is corrupted by its drive for financial-profit; and that a radical approach to 

our nutrition could do far better.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmWoWOM16uE 

** 

This following paper recounts a major study following 200,000 nurses and doctors in the 

USA for 20 years, which provides highly regarded evidence:   

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5555375/ 

Their health was monitored over two decades, and revealed diet’s connection to heart-

disease. 

** 
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The senior physician Dr Michael Greger, MD, notable for his flamboyant presentation 

style, is a respected advocate for whole food plant-based eating, and runs a charitable 

website at www.Nutritionfacts.org 

** 

On the matter of eggs and fish, in particular 

In this panel-debate at  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wxyQNLbwPvI 

the gentleman who first answers the question about eggs and fish, is the cardiologist Dr Baxter 

Montgomery, M.D of Huston Texas. 

The 2nd speaker is Dr Michael Klaper, MD (see https://www.doctorklaper.com) 

 ** 

On the matter of Dairy in particular 

Dr Alan Desmond, a British consultant gastroenterologist, talks about the causes and 

remedies of serious digestive troubles, and singles out dairy-products as being a common 

culprit:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZyeIxQb_C4 

** 

Here are two Personal Life-Story and Professional Practice histories, presented with great 

dignity and acumen, to the 2020 United States Dietary Guidelines Committee, by two 

practising and experienced Physicians who advocate a dramatic overhaul of the guidelines on 

how we should eat to promote our good health, and reduce our illness: 

Dr Brooke Goldner, MD:  

https://www.plantbasednews.org/lifestyle/-doctor-reversed-lupus-plant-based-diet 

Be sure to scroll down the page to the excellent Stanford University trained Medical 

Physician, with 20 years experience, Dr Milton Mills, MD. 

Contesting the above views on dairy, a 2019 Harvard summary argues that cow’s milk 

is neither a dietary villain nor hero: 

https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/dairy-health-food-or-health-risk-2019012515849 

 ** 
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A Rapport with Nature, not A War on Illness. 

 

If what & how we eat has caused many of us problems,  

perhaps what & how we eat can solve them. 

This is somewhat akin to how Aikido (the Japanese Martial Art that intriguingly means 

‘Way of Love’) skilfully seeks to re-direct the attacker’s own violent-energy to benevolently 

neutralise the attacker. 

 

Making the case to Save the Planet 

There is, these past few years, compelling and damning evidence, readily available via on-

line documentaries and bonafide peer-reviewed research by the most trustworthy scientists, 

about the vast majority of mainstream meat and fish: how carelessly & cruelly it’s produced 

& processed, plus the insidious effects that its many toxic-constituents will unavoidably have 

upon our human well-being, since those hidden additives are culpable of every sort of 

serious chronic disease, from heart-problems and arthritis, to cancer and depression. There’s 

a frightening army of reasons those animal-products can overload our immune system and 

surepticiously undermine us, not least of which is the cocktail of high-power growth 

hormones and antiobiotics that are so intensively & routinely used in raising industrially 

farmed-animals, (farmed-fish included), drugs that will end up inside our systems and 

playing havoc with our bodies (unless the product is officially stamped organic, wild and 

free-range). That’s to say nothing of the heavy-metals and other environmental poisons and 

infections from which all fish and livestock and their component products routinely suffer, 

no matter how caringly farmed or fished… and all of which we end up consuming if we eat 

their products.    

Here are some compact articles summing-up the environmental benefits of eating only 

Floral Foods: 

https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/health-and-families/veganism-environmental-

impact-planet-reduced-plant-based-diet-humans-study-a8378631.html 
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+ 

http://www.ox.ac.uk/news/2018-10-12-balanced-plant-based-diets-improve-our-health-and-

health-planet 

+ 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/articles/vegan_vs_flexitarian 

 + 

 https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/sustainability/plate-and-planet/ 

 ** 

 And it feels right to mention this dynamic outfit:  

 https://rebellion.earth/the-truth/about-us/ 

 and also the admirable campaigning by the Swedish teenager, Miss Greta Thunberg. 

** 

 

There are all highly credible documentary-films  

bearing upon the subject of how we eat: 

https://www.forksoverknives.com/the-film/#gs.cpeuhp 

+ 

https://www.whatthehealthfilm.com/ 

+ 

https://www.cowspiracy.com/ 

 ** 

Many highly credible commentators in this field of nutrition, claim there are deliberate 

attempts to spread doubt and confusion on these topics; i.e. there are obfuscations 

orchestrated by established industries and companies with a vested interest in members of 

the general public consuming more animal-proteins, not less or none at all. The 

documentaries above attempt to explore those claims. 

  

How to Safely Supplement our floral wholefood eating 
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Natural Historians and Evolutionary Biologists agree that the direct ancient ancestors of 

our species very likely lived through many thousands of generations on the African 

coastlines or by inland waters. We survived by eating the land-plants and most particularly 

foraging among the rockpools for fauna & flora, which would neatly explain our brains 

being so rich in, and reliant upon, precisely the sort of EPA and DHA-forms of omega-3 oils 

found in such abundance in the fruits of the seas and rivers, i.e. the algae and planktons, and 

those fish and shellfish that eat those plants and tiny organisms.  

We might have been able to continue that fish-rich diet into the 21st century AD, without 

caution, had we not compromised that food-source with heavy-metal pollution (such as Lead, 

Cadmium, Copper, Manganese, Iron, Mercury, Arsenic and Barium) that primarily effects 

the bigger fish; but there days, few if any aquatic-creatures are exempt from those poisons.  

Oh, and we humans also moved way up north, moved inland, and pulled clothes on. 

**  

About our fish-eating ancestors:  

 https://www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/evolution-world-tour-the-cradle-of-

humankind-south-africa-5940184/ 

 + 

 https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/should-you-be-taking-an-omega-3-

supplement 

 ** 

 Why we should consider algae-derived Omega-3 oil, naturally rich in EPA & DHA 

 https://www.plantbasednews.org/post/should-vegans-concerned-about-omega-3s 

** 

Evidence that ocean-sourced omega-3 fish oils very likely have a role to play in 

preventing and alleviating a range of depressive symptoms:  

https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/omega-3-fatty-acids-for-mood-disorders-

2018080314414 

The brand I personally use at time of writing, is the bottle of Norsan Omega-3 Vegan that 

provides 2grams of the bio-usable form of oil, per teaspoonful. 
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(Sure, eating freshly-harvested algae would be even better, like our ancestors in Africa 

would have done; but the bottled oil seems sufficient on this occasion.)   

** 

Why we should consider Vitamin D supplementation: at least 2,000 i.u. (international 

units) during the dull-weather months (which in northern Europe, is most months), during 

which strong enough sunshine does not reach lots of our skin for twenty minutes each day.  

https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/vitamin-d/ 

** 

 Ensuring sufficient Iron Absorption 

https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/iron/ 
** 

Keep our eyes on Choline :  Though it sounds to me like a country ‘n’ western singer, the 

sister of “Joline, Joline”… the bio-chemical facts of the matter tell us that Choline is a 

nutrient of particular importance to our brain and nervous system, and though you might find 

150grams in a modest portion of fish, you’ll find only 50grams in a bowl of porridge, or 

5grams in any fruit. So, if we’re going mainly or entirely ‘Floral with our food’, we’ll need 

to find ourselves circa 500 mg per day, and it’s possible we might need to source this from a 

supplement. 

In our evolutionary upbringing this past six million years on the African coastline, we would 

have naturally absorbed ample Choline from our high fish consumption. But now, because 

all fish….wild, deep seat, river or farmed… is likely loaded with metals from our polluted 

waters (no matter it’s an inland waterway, the rain that fees it is likely carrying pollution), 

we are best advised to eat fish sparsely and compensate with an algae-sourced omega-3 

supplement…and perhaps some added Choline. However, the verdict on Choline is yet to be 

clearly agreed upon. 

Here’s the British Medical Journal (BMJ) on Choline:  

https://www.bmj.com/company/newsroom/suggested-move-to-plant-based-diets-risks-

worsening-brain-health-nutrient-deficiency/ 

+ 
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https://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2019/08/29/vegans-could-lacking-crucial-nutrient-

brain-health-warns-expert/ 

+ 

https://nutrition.bmj.com/content/early/2019/09/03/bmjnph-2019-000037 

+ 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-49509504 

** 

Evidence re a general multi-vitamin: 

https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/multivitamin/ 

At time of writing, I personally use the real-food-sourced brands: Pure Synergy and 

Garden of Life. 

** 

By the way: if your digestion is routinely too slow or fast, (resulting in diarrhoea or 

constipation), a psychotherapist could teach you how to use your imagination to quite 

straightforwardly re-train your digestion, likely requiring just a couple of therapy sessions to 

do so. However, it’s vital that first of all that you and a medical physician explore the 

possible physical reasons for such symptoms; i.e. some infection, disease, or a reaction to 

what you’re routinely eating. 

** 

 

Elite Performers on Plant-Based Nutrition 

Here, as mentioned several times above, is the autumn 2019 documentary film about plant-

based athletes of every ilk. It is produced by James Cameron and Arnie Schwarznegger, and 

shot by the Oscar-winning documentary-film director, Louie Psihoyos. 

https://gamechangersmovie.com/   

** 

Also… 
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Novak Djokovic, Wimbledon 2019 winner of the Men’s Singles, is plant-based and dairy 

free, gluten free, and sugar free. Here he speaks to camera on the matter: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uj2VlfpLwyM 

 ** 

World-first Free Solo Climber, Alex Honnold, famous for his ascent of El Cap, says he 

went vegetarian to minimise the harm he was personally doing to the Earth, and then looking 

into it, he realised it was better for his health, too.   

** 

In her MasterClass.com lessons, tennis champ, Serena Williams, says she doesn’t eat red 

meat or chicken. Just fish, with an emphasises on green vegetables. “Changing my diet has 

really benefitted my endurance.” 

 ** 

Here’s an accumulation of interview quotes with impressive athletes who have radically 

transformed their diet:  

https://www.businessinsider.com/elite-athletes-who-are-vegan-and-what-made-them-switch-

their-diet-2017-10?r=US&IR=T#hannah-teter-snowboarder-7 

 

 Contradicting that convergence of opinion cited by the above athletes, there’s self-

evidently a case for some individuals doing well as an omnivore.  

Here are two wonderfully world-leading athletes who seem to follow few if any of the 

suggestions that I recount in my Chapter 5a on what foods to eat or avoid. 

At age 38, here is the living tennis-legend, Mr Roger Federer:    

https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/health-and-families/what-does-roger-federer-eat-

drink-diet-tennis-wimbledon-a8339711.html 

+ 

the American Women’s USA Football Captain, 2019, Ms Megan Rapinoe: 

https://www.wellandgood.com/good-food/megan-rapinoe-diet/ 

** 

But let’s not draw the false conclusion that the wide variety of practises and opinions 

pursued by equally impressive athletes, is telling us that nutrition doesn’t matter.  

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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I would say that we each of us could progressively experiment with our own particular needs 

if we want to improve how we feel and perform.  

Let me use the analogy of staying well in cold weather: while one person will need to wrap 

up very warmly, another might be fine in only a T-shirt. The thing is to know what YOUR 

mind & body need to live well. To which end: run the experiments in your own life, and 

keep well-informed and versatile in the face of good ideas and good evidence coming down 

the line.  

 

What are the odds we’ll fall ill (in mind or body) 

I fully concede that self-evidently many modern-day individuals seem to have survived into 

fine old age without ever suffering either serious or chronic illness, despite their high-risk 

eating and lifestyle habits when measured against the advice of plant-based whole foods, low 

in salt, oils and sugars. 

My caution is this: what good to us and those we love, is a philosophy of “Maybe I’ll be one 

of the lucky ones”?  

Are we really willing to gamble with the Russian Roulette of heart-attacks, strokes or 

dementia?  

If we booze and eat a tasty range of animal-products soaked in oils, salt and sugar, and do it 

‘all in moderation’, (sounds so very sensible, doesn’t it), maybe this way we only risk ‘in 

moderation’ getting arthritis, cancer, diabetes, heart-disease and dementia. 

 

I wish to suggest there’s another more cheering way of looking at our choices:  

Well-being is NOT about the absence of illness; it’s about exploring how good life can get 

when our physical vigour & creative psychology are glowing with vibrant health. 

Experimenting with the principles of our daily nutrition can allow us search for our best. 

 

What exactly is found on a menu that is… 

Earth Friendly, Animal Fair, Wholesome Floral eating? 

Our good friends will be the full range of unroasted/unsalted nuts & seeds; whole-grain un-

ground cereals; deep green salads; lilaceous veg (from leaks & shallots to onions and 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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artichokes), and the legume-family, meaning beans of all sorts; plus tart-tasting un-sugary 

berries and other fruits (not juiced, but with all the fibrous mush still there in smoothies 

which do not deplete the fibre-content at all). 

If you don’t recognize a veg, fruit or herb, then go ahead and try it. 

Beware the sneaky ready-made products that though they fairly call themselves ‘Vegan or 

Plant-Based’, they spoil it by being laden with salt, some form of sugar or fruit juice, and 

various oils. 

We need a wide variety of colourful foods, herbs & spices (those strong colours and 

distinctive flavours usually denote powerful nutrients), and lots of it to be raw, or only 

warmed by your cooking, (but not heated so it’s hot to the touch. Keep it below 40 

centigrade). This way, the vital digestive-enzymes that are only found in raw veg & fruit will 

remain active so as to help our guts digest the meal. Ingredients are also best eaten whole-

form, such as un-ground jumbo porridge oats, because that whole-food fibre is so helpful to 

our gut-probiotics since it’s largely what the little guys live on.  

Snack on home-made, salt-free humous instead, with carrots, celery, and broccoli.   

** 

Just to be clear, here’s where to get your protein: 

In short, mix these six food groups so you get a full range of protein-types.  

This first set are very high in protein: 

• Seeds: hemp, flax, chia, sunflowers and pumpkin  

• Nuts of every ilk 

• Beans and peas and lentils and soy products 

The following aren’t as rich in protein as the above, but they offer different types of protein 

vital for us, so we must be sure to include them: 

• Veggies  

• Fruits  

• Whole Grains (from quinoa through to oats)   

https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/howto/guide/best-sources-protein-vegans 

 

Allow me to illustrate how readily you can eat adequate protein: 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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The key is to have a wide variety of food-types so as to cover all the protein bases:  

have a medium bowl of porridge flavoured with one heaped spoon of hemp seeds, and one 

such spoon of sunflower seeds, plus a small cup of mixed nuts, and that’s circa 40 grams of 

protein right there, which is well over half the highest recommended intake for an 80 kg 

person, and the entire day’s dose for a 50kg person. 

Treat yourself to a large plate mixing beans, lentils, grains, vegetables and fruit, and you’ve 

eaten another 30grams of protein. 

 

Additional Principles for Nourishing Your Mind-Body System with 

Earth Friendly / Animal Considerate / Wholesome Flora eating. 

 

a) Arrange for far more fibre, particularly of the sort derived from a wide-variety of lilaceous 

vegetables (and who doesn’t want to eat ‘lilaceously’) such as Leeks, Onions, Garlic, 

Jerusalem Artichokes. Add to that green bananas, carrots, broccoli.  

Note that this ‘wholesome’ approach is the opposite of juicing, which foolishly discards the 

health-bringing fibre.  

All nuts and seeds and whole cereals are a good source, (particularly porridge oats & bran, 

which are naturally gluten free), but be sure your cereals are ‘whole grain’, meaning they’re 

still in their original form, and have not been ground-down into powder or flour, a processing 

which forfeits much of their goodness. (You could bake your own mulit-seeded and un-

salted bread.) Among its many benefits, fibre particularly nourishes those two kilograms of 

profoundly helpful probiotic-life taking care of your lower/large intestine. 

b) Minimise the ‘Over-Fast Carbs’ such as bread, white potatoes, pasta, pizza, rice and 

sugary/sweet foods, perhaps choosing just one of these to have just once per week. They 

mess with your insulin (which can lead to Type 2 diabetes), and deplete your microbiome.     

c) Choose fruits that aren’t particularly sweet, such as tart-tasting berries, green bananas, 

sharp apples, cooked rhubarb, cooked cranberries, and fresh lemons (I urge you to eat the 

whole lemon… skin, pith and all… if the lemon’s unwaxed and organic.) 

d) Look for colourful vegetables & berries, because the natural chemicals that cause those 

colours are especially helpful to us.   

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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e) Treat yourself to fresh herbs, colourful spices 

https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/can-everyday-spices-make-you-healthier 

f) Make a point of eating one un-familiar element every day, as part of your campaign to 

widen your menu, because it’s that strategy of ‘widening-variety’ which serves to broaden 

the diversity of microbiota that blossom in your guts; and that internal-diversity is super-

healthy for you.  

g) Seek-out supplement-brands that are wholly derived from real foods, which makes their 

nutrients far more bio-absorbable, and will help you avoid the mild deficiencies that can 

cause us a host of mood and physical problems. Find an all in one multi-vitamin & mineral 

compound, because the different ingredients work better together, synergistically. Be warned 

that, currently, almost all supplement brands are completely artificial chemical-substitutes 

that have never seen real food; so we have to be discerning.   

h)  Consider the role of Digestive Enzymes in Raw Foods, that help your digestion make the 

most of your foods, because stomach-acids can become weaker as we grow older, 50+. 

Thankfully, foods in their natural & original state, i.e. raw/uncooked, are rich in such 

enzymes. (Foods can be nicely warm, but to protect the enzymes, should not be exposed to 

heat above 40 degrees-C.)l Vegetables and fruits, and in particular avocado, ginger, banana, 

papaya, pineapple and kiwi, are all natural aids to healthy digestion. It would be wise to have 

something raw with every meal; and try lightly cooking foods rather than using un-necessary 

high temperatures that can diminish their nutritional value. 

 ** 

 Here, in 2019, is yet another range of credible Medical Doctors talking enthusiastically about 

their favourite foods… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=117lY1IF9ew 

  

Gluten-Sensitivity as a potentially serious irritant  

 If problems persist for you, then suspect gluten, or chlorinated tap water; suspect the 

medications you’re on, the alcohol and caffeine you consume. They may be part of the 

combination-lock keeping the problems in place, and therefore your dumping them could be 

part of the Combination Release-Code. If you want to find out, then run the experiment: for 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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instance, exclude gluten for a month, and take ‘balancing precautions’, such as deriving your 

wholegrain fibre and nutrition from other sources, such as lots of ‘certified gluten free’ 

whole grain porridge oats, and a good quality food-derived multivitamin and mineral. 

 ** 

 This TedX talk by New Zealand Medical Doctor, Rodney Ford, suggests that eating gluten 

can risk causing a range of seriously debilitating symptoms that could include one or all of 

arthritic forms of joint pains, skin issues, allergies, asthma, fatigue, and a host of difficulty 

with digestion.  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6JrHteOsII 

   

Household & Personal Products that can insidiously poison human beings 

Since we’re taking this much trouble to keep the irritants and poisons out of our body and off 

the planet, it makes intuitive sense that our soaps, shampoos, toothpastes, perfumes, 

colognes, dish-washing liquids, clothes cleaners, and household cleaners and air-

fresheners should be made exclusively from gentle ingredients that we could safely eat… 

literally eat.  

They need to be this benign because they end up in our body one way or another.  

We should bear in mind, too, that olfactory signals go directly from our nose to our brain’s 

alarm system, unfiltered, which is why we’re easily and unavoidably disturbed…consciously 

or sub-consciously… by unpleasant or harmful odours. We’re scent-sensitive animals. 

But it’s my view that none of the mass-market products meet a sufficiently considerate 

standard, (or are anything less than toxic), unless we carefully choose them in a health-store, 

or make our own from benign ingredients. There are too few if any statutory regulations on 

such perfumery products, (since they’re neither food nor medication), so we need to study 

the ingredients and wonder if our fatigue, headaches, ibs, bad moods, rashes and allergies are 

partly or entirely because our brain & body are already fighting so hard to flush-out the 

chemicals that we unwittingly ingest everyday through such cynically-sold personal-

grooming and household products. 

Could we each make our own far safer versions of such daily items? 

I refer you to this slim but excellent book: The Case Against Fragrance, by Kate Grenville. 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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 ***  

 

To explore my statement about the omission of nutrition-training for Medics, please 

visit these webpages:  

this 2018 BBC News article is titled: “We learn nothing about nutrition, claim Medical 

Students” :  https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-43504125 

+ 

this autumn 2019 article refers to a Harvard full Professor of Epidemiology and Nutrition, 

Walter Wilett, who co-authors an opinion piece arguing that, on average, Medical Schools in 

the USA currently teach 19 hours, nineteen hours, on the Subject, and that this handful of 

hours tends to focus narrowly on rudimentary information, such as vitamin deficiencies, 

which is only one tiny part of what the field has to offer for mind-body well-being:    

https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/hsph-in-the-news/why-medical-schools-need-to-teach-

nutrition/ 

+ 

https://blogs.harvard.edu/clinicalprobono/2019/10/11/harvard-group-recommends-increased-

nutrition-education-for-doctors/ 

** 

  

 

Ch.6D   

 

Caring for The Nature Trail, from top to bottom 

 

You have 20 to 30 feet, i.e. 6 to 9 metres, of a soft & squidgy digestive-system,  

which will thank you for treating it beautifully. 

  

Treat your Gums, and Garden your Gut Flora;  
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take out Salt; Fast to Flourish; Squat don’t Sit. 

 

What follows is my un-abridged take on those five topics, 

 plus my Sources of Evidence. 

  

Here goes….  

Treat your Gums 

Chronic Tissue Inflammation as a likely root-cause of serious illness in brain & body 

https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/playing-with-the-fire-of-inflammation 

 

In that autumn 2019 web-page article, please note the importance placed on keeping gums 

healthy, (perhaps via seasonal visits to a dental-hygienist for de-scaling, and using a daily-

flossing routine, and a homemade salt-water mouthwash, and sodium-bicarbonate as an 

additional toothapste), because our gums are especially prone to being a site for tissue-

inflammation, (a clue to this can be the bleeding of gums when brushed that indicates some 

level of gum-disease/gingivitis), and these inflammatory cells can spread via our 

bloodstream, causing problems for the brain, heart, joints, lungs, skin, digestion, and other 

bodily functions. 

(In the interests of healthy gums, you can see why truly creative Dentists advise us to kiss 

frequently and pursue partner-dancing, as an incentive to keep our oral skills well-honed.)  

Note, too, in that Harvard article, the emphasis on including anti-inflammatory food types in 

our meals, and aiming to be slim around the waist/abdomen. 

 

Garden your Gut Flora: nourish your Inner Wild. 

‘Probiotic’ is Latin, meaning ‘Friendly to Life’, and our all-round wellbeing absolutely needs 

us to consume foods alive with the feisty microscopic-organisms that can have transforming 

Benefits for cheerful moods and clear thinking, as well as reducing depression and anxiety. 

This invisible and long-overlooked ‘gut-factor’ can also bring dramatic improvements to 

your digestion, resistance to colds and other infections, while remedying allergies, skin 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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issues, chronic fatigue and very likely ‘weight problems’…plus a host of other hitherto 

intractable disorders. 

But how exactly?  

Our mind & body have evolved symbiotically with the vast range of bacteria, fungi and 

viruses that live in our intestines and help digest our food. To be healthy, an adult’s 

digestive-tract with its 20 or 30 feet or so of intestines, should be host to circa two 

kilograms/four pounds of these micro-organisms. However, in the past 75 years, this mini 

eco-system (called a ‘microbiome’) in our guts, has been severely depleted and imbalanced 

by the runaway use of antibiotics and other medicines… those taken directly and those 

hidden in our processed-meats and farmed-fish. We’ve also deadened our food: our 

supermarkets increase ‘shelf-life’ by irradiating, heat-treating, spraying and sterilizing, 

everything they sell.   

The big supermarket food is so sterile, we might as well chug back the courtesy- bottle of 

‘hand sanitizer gel’ they have for your use at the check-out. 

Resuscitating your gut’s health, is not helped by the live yoghurts and fancy ‘shots’ they sell 

in their chiller cabinets… those tv-advertised brands, thick with artificial sweeteners, while 

containing just a single ‘patented strain’ of bacteria. Those mass-market cannon-fodder are 

pathetically under-powered yet they wildly over-claim.  

Instead, find a good healthfood store, or simply make your own ‘living foods’ that can 

provide a wide spectrum of beneficial bacteria by the tens of billions per serving. You could 

start with raw coconut-water kefir, but every Human Society has its own elixir of such 

fermented & unsweetened ‘living food’ which historically provided its people with pro-

biota: German Sauerkraut Indian lassi, Korean kimchi, African fufu, Japanese miso… (be 

sure to find low-salt versions of these foods, since more than 3 grams per day of salt risks a 

serious array of health-problems for women and men alike.) 

We could also try un-sweetened brands of kombucha to drink, and un-pasteurised cider-

vinegar as a dressing for salads. Note that these are all raw foods, because heat would only 

kill the friendly bacteria we’re aiming to ingest. 
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Why is it so worth enriching the range of your microbiome ? 

The best research in the field indicates that the really good-health of your microbiome…and 

thus your own all-round vitality of mind & body… is a direct result of your ‘microbial 

diversity’ i.e. how many different species you have in your digestive tract.  

This healthy microbiotic diversity is overwhelmingly created by the combination of two 

factors :  

1. How great a diversity of plant-foods you consume. Let’s take comfort in knowing that 

the word ‘plants’ encompasses an astonishing range of herbs, spices, nuts, seeds, grains, 

vegetables, legumes, and fruits. Since breadth of variety is so important to your health, 

try adding two entirely new foods to your weekly menu, every time you shop. Think of 

the vast array of mushrooms, fresh herbs and seeds you may never have considered, but 

can now. 

2. How much plant-fibre you eat. (An adult is aiming for 40grams plus per diem, easily 

achievable on your plant-focused diet.) Please rest assured that a food-blender (as 

opposed to a ‘juicer’ that stupidly takes the pulp out) does no harm to that all-important 

fibre.  

Note how those research-findings regarding probiotics… i.e. the crucial benefits bestowed by 

those two factors of high-fibre and plant diversity… are strikingly in line with compelling 

evidence about our best health being derived from eating Wholesome Flora foods, rather than 

animal products… meat, fish, dairy and eggs… which contain no fibre at all. None. Animal 

products seem to play no role in improving the health of our microbiome. None at all.  

 

Our four pounds in weight of microbial-friends achieve their benefits for us solely by using 

plant-fibre as their fuel to help them break down our various foods into the chemicals most 

useful to us.  

And this process can work wonders for our brain-body health. 

This relationship would explain why Harvard University Medical School’s public health-site 

robustly commends probiotics in both food and supplement forms, to maintain health. It’s 

also rather motivating to know that the diversity and thus health of our microbiome is only 
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marginally an inherited quality (the estimates are just 25% at most for its genetic 

determination), which means that 75% of its healthy diversity relies very largely on the 

quality and range of plants we choose to consume. It’s now known that even identical twins 

will have no more than 25% of the same strains/types of microbial flora in their gut, which 

underlines quite how unique and distinctive is an individual’s microbiome… more so even 

than a fingerprint. This gut-flora difference can explain why one twin might be slim, and the 

other chubby.   

 

We can be thankful to the Probiotic revolution for reminding us how we’re a biological 

organism not a digital or mechanical one. Good research has made it clear that each of us is 

not some sterile, solitary Human Creature; in microscopic-reality, we’re a thriving 

community of living organisms… a live band of biodiversity… host to and served by a vast 

range of helpful viruses, bugs, and yeasts. It’s not too far fetched to say that each of us is a 

quite unique walled garden of fauna & flora… no, let’s not say walled, because our skin is 

more of a fence of flexible willow, letting in the light. Medical Science is only now realizing 

that if we ignore or carelessly deplete our deeply helpful ‘microscopic world’, and fail to 

tend to this invisible garden, we’ll likely be the worse for it in mind & body, and so will 

those closest to us. (Our microbiomes tend to get shared around.)  

To guard against these ills, let’s set out to make ourselves a thriving wild-life sanctuary. 

 

And now for 

the Sources of Evidence and Special Notes on probiotic foods and floral fibre 

 

Harvard University’s School for Public Health Advice now offers clear support for probiotic 

foods eaten daily to maintain the health of mind & body: 

https://www.health.harvard.edu/vitamins-and-supplements/health-benefits-of-taking-

probiotics  2018 

+ 
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https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/gut-feelings-how-food-affects-your-mood-

2018120715548 

** 

And the work of King’s College London Professor, Tim Spector, concurs with: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-LUuqxQSaFQ   

Prof Spector is a senior British medical scientist, and the UK’s leading voice in this field. 

He speaks for three minutes here in May 2019:  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zvknqp3 

+ 

He speaks for 15 minutes here, late 2018: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWpKHpX2N00 

and gives an hour’s presentation in 2019:  

https://www.health.harvard.edu/vitamins-and-supplements/health-benefits-of-taking-

probiotics  2018 

The Professor’s website is at http://www.tim-spector.co.uk/the-author/ 

+ 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6425910/  is a technical review considering 

the controversies and cautions. 

+ 

 Here’s a respectable piece of research that rightly raises cautions about the idea that 

probiotics will always deliver benefits to everyone: 

 https://www.newscientist.com/article/2178860-probiotics-are-mostly-useless-and-can-

actually-hurt-you/ 

 And this following Guardian article helpfully expands upon the implications of that 

cautionary research:  

 https://www.theguardian.com/science/2018/sep/06/probiotics-not-as-beneficial-for-gut-

health-as-previously-thought 

 ** 

 Fibre is great for our microbiotic health: all plant-foods have fibre in varying amounts; yet 

NO animal products do. 
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 A banana might contain 4 grams of fibre; an artichoke 10g; a cup of raspberies 8g. It’s 

widely agree that a human adult would do well to have 30grams or more of fibre per day. 

** 

Finally: I note that the topical application of probiotics… by which I mean applying the 

cultured foods or probiotic powders to one’s skin… is fast emerging as a useful means of 

restoring a healthy balance to the natural and protective microscopic life-forms which are 

abundant throughout and all over our body, creating as they do an effective barrier against 

illness and infection. Such ‘topical application’ is a promising field worth keeping our eyes 

upon through our research on trusted websites (e.g. Harvard Public Health) 

For instance, using the commonly available bacillus probiotics (e.g. Lactobacillus; ) 

dissolved into water as a daily nasal-sinus wash for a few days at the beginning of the 

‘hayfever season’, in order to balance the relatively harmless but likely irritating ‘staph’ 

colonisation that can so often reside in the nasal passages, as this 2018 study identified: *** 

 

Stop Salt from Killing you and your loved ones. 

Kick-out this insidious harm hidden in shop-bought foods. 

No matter it’s pink, sea, mined or rock, SALT is the primary cause of the heart disease that is 

your Nations, any Nations, biggest killer.  

Heart-disease (most often caused by excessive dietary salt causing hardening of the arteries) 

kills five times more women than breast-cancer.  

Excessive salt is also the major cause of strokes, because salt causes your body to bloat-up 

with at least 1.5 litres of extra water, and like too much water in a central-heating system, it 

causes us high blood-pressure which can result in heart-attacks, or our body can begin to leak 

on the inside causing strokes in the brain.  

That tension you’re feeling, could quite likely be your over-pressurized body (…the high 

blood-pressure from which one in three adults suffer). 
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As if the above charge-sheet for ‘violent assalt’ wasn’t enough, the unnecessary white 

additive is also a virulent cause of thinning of the bones (osteoporosis), stomach cancer, and 

kidney disease… and is a common reason for erectile-dysfunction due to high blood pressure 

damaging the relevant veins & arteries.  

Salt is linked to obesity among children because they quench their salt-induced thirst with 

sugared drinks.  

The damage and dangers that salt presents, explains why the most trustworthy and unbiased 

sources on the subject, such as Harvard Medical School and The American Heart 

Association, all agree that: 

the upper daily limit for adults should not exceed 3 grams (i.e. 3,000mgs) of salt, an 

amount which is comprised of about 1.5 grams of sodium, which is the particular mineral 

that our body can’t tolerate in the sodium-chloride compound we call salt. Sodium 

bicarbonate used in baking, is 50% sodium, so every teaspoon of that you use, is like a 

teaspoon of salt. There are sodium-free alternatives. 

Children should have no more than a fraction of the adult upper-limit of 3gms of salt.  

Salt naturally occurs in all our foods, so we don’t need to add any at all.  

The serious trouble is, you’ll find even a seemingly healthy shop-bought supper or snack… 

let’s say a ready-made organic soup with two slices of toast and humus… has probably 

delivered your daily limit in just one sitting. You’ll soon realise that powerful and 

unscrupulous food-purveyors or restaurants can easily sneak 10 grams of the stuff into our 

daily menu (i.e. over three times the adult-limit), and they do so for two self-serving reasons:  

• it gives their food-stock a longer shelf-life, 

• it fools our taste-buds into eating and drinking excessively. 

To properly protect ourselves, we’d do well to have far less than the absolute maximum 3 

grams of salt, eventually aiming perhaps for something around a single gram per day, 

since there is absolutely no harm in minimizing our intake. To achieve this dramatic 

reduction, we can cut-down on the salted shop-bought foods, and flavor our home-cooked 
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meals with fresh herbs and dried spices like we’re one of those colourful master-chefs. Your 

life depends on it.   

 

And now for 

the Sources of Evidence and Special Notes on Salt 

 

https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/salt-and-sodium/ 

+ 

https://www.health.harvard.edu/newsletter_article/Potassium_and_sodium_out_of_balance 

 ** 

 Here’s an article on The Washington University Global Study (2019), research that was 

sponsored by the Gates Foundation:    

https://www.bbc.com/news/health-47734296 

We learn that heart and vascular disease kills ten times more than cancer, and salt is the 

biggest/most violent culprit…killing by stealth. To be clear: this is NOT about obesity, it’s 

about foods that are toxic because of their salt and sugar:  

+ 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/3v9Kgvm3WN25Rf89m1PtvtN/should-i-avoid-

salt 

** 

Here’s the eminent Professor MacGregor in an 8 minute interview with the BBC’s senior 

Medical Scientist, Dr Mike Moseley. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/3v9Kgvm3WN25Rf89m1PtvtN/should-i-avoid-

salt 

If you enjoyed that, then try this link to a BBC radio programme/series called The Life 

Scientific, in which Professor MacGregor makes a very strong case for completely changing 

one’s view on how much salt that you and your loved ones routinely consume (so much of 

which is hidden in your shop-bought snacks and meals): 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b08n2ltq 
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** 

Let me say it again, because it’s such a disruptive but life-saving fact: Heart and 

Vascular Disease kills more of us than Cancer, and Salt is the biggest culprit. For instance, 

it’s estimated there are18 times more deaths from a salty diet in China, than in the less salt-

seasoned Spain…. deaths that are entirely avoidable. 

It’s a sad fact of political life, that the immensely powerful supermarket chains and the 

trans-national food industries that supply them, effectively bully our governments into 

keeping quiet on the subject of salt.  

** 

The forgotten hero of the Secret Salt violent crime-story, is the electrolyte mineral we know 

as Potassium (K in the Periodic Table), which effectively flushes-out Sodium through our 

urine. Trouble is, we rarely get enough K. For our heart, kidneys and whole body to work 

well, we regularly need around 5 grams of potassium per day, (do note that is grams not 

milligrams), and getting that amount takes focused consideration: some potassium-rich foods 

are avocados, broccoli, tomatoes, beans of all sorts, beetroot, coconut water, and bananas 

that are still green.    

All of the above evidence is why we need to seriously hunt-out the Secret Salt (hidden in our 

foods), and impressively increase our Potassium. 

 

*** 

 

Fast to Flourish  

Give eating a rest for 16+ hours, twice per week, 

on non-consecutive days. 

For instance: Fast between 8pm in the evening  

and noon/lunchtime the following day.  
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Well-conducted research suggests several dramatic benefits of Fasting, which is a time-

honoured form of healing and cleansing that we can explore with a variety of different 

protocols (such as the 16 hour regime of Intermittent Fasting, exemplified above). Turning-

off the food-supply allows your body to do all sorts of repair and building work, but that’s 

not all.  

Give your Guts some time off, and they’ll really thank you for it: 

 

Likely Psychological Benefits of Fasting    

➢ sharpens your problem-solving abilities 

➢ makes you more sociable  

➢ more exploratory and experimental  

 

Likely Physical Benefits 

➢ wakes-up your immune system 

➢ revs your metabolism   

➢ burns through your fat-deposits   

 

Relax into letting yourself grow hungry between meals, and have cups of fresh lemon & 

ginger tea and such like to soothe and rekindle you during the healthy postponement of food. 

Yes, 16 hours without food might sound daunting, and 24 barely imaginable, and you’ll 

worry that by mid-afternoon you’ll just bite the head off a friend’s budgerigar… albeit with 

some chili-dip & chardonnay…  

but you won’t.  

What you’ll discover, is your ability ‘to go without’, rewarded by that first meal’s delicious 

contrast to the hunger. This ‘awakening of the senses’ could be transforming in many other 

aspects of life. Fasting of all sorts seems to challenge our whole organism to do better and 

improve its game. Clearly, our feeling hungry for something (or someone) is NOT the 

enemy. Quite the contrary, it seems to fire-up the healthy Hunter-Gatherer in our Human 

DNA, helping us stay highly receptive, open-minded, and attuned to opportunity.  
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On top of which, there’s a life-affirming joy in the keen anticipation of the feast to end the 

Fast. 

 

And now for 

the Sources of Evidence and Special Notes on Fasting 

 

‘Hunger drives Life’ is the title of a 2016 research paper by a full Professor and Chair 

of Department at Yale University, Tamas L. Horvath, in the Department of Comparative 

Medicine and Professor of Neurobiology and Obstetrics and Gynaecology of Yale 

University’s School of Medicine: 

 https://www.mdmag.com/conference-coverage/ada-2016/tamas-horvath-from-yale-

university-taking-a-scientific-look-at-effects-of-hunger 

His paper deserves that title, because well-conducted research suggests several dramatic 

benefits of Fasting, which is a time-honoured form of healing and cleansing that we can 

explore through a variety of different protocols.     

** 

These phenomena of improved problem-solving and social abilities observed in a laboratory 

animal that is being made to ‘Fast’ (for 24 hours or the like), might have something to do 

with the phenomena demonstrated by the eminent American Urologist, Dr Aaron Spitz, MD, 

in the 2019 documentary film, GameChangers (produced by James Cameron and Arnie 

Schwarznegger, and shot by the Oscar-winning documentary-film director, Louie Psihoyos, 

https://gamechangersmovie.com/   

When compared to a plant-only dinner (free from animal-proteins) eaten by three young 

professional athletes, (who wore measurement-devices on their bodies overnight), it was 

shown in the documentary that a meat-rich dinner resulted in at least one third the number 

and duration of erections that night, and at least a 10% reduction in their strength.  

This raises some questions. For instance…  

if what we eat can so dramatically effect blood-flow to our genitals for many hours following 

that meal, can it do something of the same for blood-flow to our brain? 

And what are the longer-term effects of such eating? 
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But let’s remember, what was not made clear in the documentary/by the three man 

experiment, was whether the genital effects were because meat diverted more bloodflow to 

digestion; or whether animal-fat in the bloodstream was inhibiting the genital-inflation; or 

because of some other factor(s). 

** 

If you’d be interested in fasting for a full 24 hours, a couple of times per 7 days per 

week… checkout an approach to ‘waking up the digestive system/metabolism’ and your 

drive for living life, by the BBC’s Dr Michael Mosley and what is called the 5:2 diet. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/lifestyle/wellbeing/diet/10839520/Can-Dr-Michael-Mosley-and-

the-Fast-Beach-52-diet-get-me-fit-for-summer.html 

+ 

http://www.smh.com.au/lifestyle/what-michael-mosley-has-learnt-since-the-52-diet-

20170221-guicoz.html 

*** 

 

And at the end of the inner journey, Squat don’t Sit 

Sitting on chair-high toilets is a modern contrivance entirely un-helpful to our human bodies. 

Before the widespread imposition of loo-seats in the late 1800s, almost everyone squatted 

down on their haunches, exactly as Nature intended… and many Middle and Eastern cultures 

prefer to respect this instinct.  

For us Westerners, if we do have to sit, we could easily raise-up our feet on a cardboard box 

or some such, so this knees-up and slightly tucked-position can serve both to stimulate our 

insides and to better align the outward-channel.  

Notable, too, is that other cultures choose to use running water to cleanse the body after 

elimination, not resorting to grossly ineffective loo-paper.   

The way in which disrespectful toileting practices have been imposed upon us as a Western 

population, starkly illustrates how, during the 1800s in particular and ever since, amid the 
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rush to engineer high-intensity mechanization and a condensed urban ‘workforce’, many 

fundamental aspects of our personal life and healthy Human Nature have been neglected or 

repressed in the pursuit of big-institutional profit.  

Much of the social, psychological and physical malaise of our 21st Century has its roots in 

those systematic distortions.  

To right those wrongs, we could seek to understand and better respect the natural dynamics 

of our animal-biology, since doing so will be central to a sophisticated level of well-being  

 

And now for 

the Sources of Evidence and Special Notes on Squatting on the loo 

Here are some credible opinions on this delicate subject:  

 http://www.naturesplatform.com/health_benefits.html 

 + 

 https://www.health.harvard.edu/digestive-health/coming-to-terms-with-constipation 

 + 

 https://www.evidentlycochrane.net/feet-up-constipation/ 

 + 

 The young German Scientist of Gastroenterology, Giulia Enders, is a fine spokesperson for 

the field of gut health https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ-C99FwRHQ 

** 

Our Western combination of un-natural habits…over-eating and under-squatting… is likely 

to exacerbate the constipation causing the hemorrhoids thought to effect to some extent 

around 75% of Western-world adults aged over 45. 

 To assist your body’s natural processes, while using a conventional loo seat, sit on the loo 

and one leg at a time, pull a knee up so that your heal can rest against the front-lip of the loo 

seat. Once both feet are has the heal/sole against the front-lip of the loo seat, this position 

immediately triggers the natural opening and emptying of your bowels, quite as if you were 

squatting (squatting with the sole of your feet on the loo-seat). 
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 If you can’t comfortably manage that position, find a bathroom pedal bin or large box to rest 

your feet on while you sit on the loo, so that you’re thighs and knees are elevated, thereby  

triggering the natural urge and means to expel. 

 

To avoid indigestion of any sort, 

now you’ll be eating so much health-bringing fibre,  

here are three ingredients to enhance every snack & meal. 

 

• Only eat when you can do so slowly, feeling calm and truly hungry. How about taking 

three slow-motion deep and long-paused breaths through our nose, before eating; and 

repeating this immediately after the meal or snack.  

Eating Slowly, and Appreciating the Process: Harvard 2019: 

https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/8-steps-to-mindful-eating 

 

• Be sure to chew the nutrition out of the wholesome flora and into your body: this is 

achieved by smaller mouthfuls, chewed 20 to 30 times, until the food is a paste, all of 

which takes concentration and practice (particularly for all of us who learned to rush 

our food at school). To achieve this slowing up and increased chewing, it can help 

if we put down our cutlery or our food, in between mouthfuls. Getting things off 

to a good start by these means, reduces the chance of gas and discomfort. As we get 

older, our stomach acids can become weaker, making the thorough chewing of smaller 

mouthfuls, even more helpful.  

 

• The islanders of Japan’s Okinawa, some of the  world’s physically healthiest and 

most long-lived people, have a custom of stopping every meal well before feeling 

full. They call this “Hara Hachi Bu”, meaning “belly 80% full”; and tradition 

says that to fill the remaining 20% “only feeds the doctor”. 
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Taking Stock  

of how we eat, digest, and eliminate 

 

Health Warnings 

In my eagerness to champion Nature-Respectful approaches, please don’t think I’m 

advocating some crackpot shunning of Modern Medicine’s technologies… 

such as technologies for the diagnosis of, the treatment of, or inoculation against, serious 

diseases or illness.  

Not at all.  

What I’m advocating is that ‘eating wisely’ and keeping up-to-date with the most 

trustworthy evidence on such matters, is taken-up as a substantial part of our unified 

approach to illness and to well-being, so as to serve us human-animals as a profoundly 

natural strategy that can be concurrent with, and complementary to, the best medical 

practices.  

However, I do wish to emphasise the fact that official advice and legal enforcement from 

our Governments and mainstream authorities, can often lag many decades behind what has 

been revealed to best serve our all-round well-being. This means, that as dynamic 

individuals, we really do need to investigate matters for ourselves, looking for a robust  

convergence of advice among a range of trust-worthy sources.    

The ideas I propose throughout this Chapter 6, like every other page of this Companion, can 

do no harm. They are not dangerous to health. The worst they can do, is not work to achieve 

what you wanted. But you would still be very sensible to seek the advice of your trusted 

Medical Physician to reassure yourself that my suggested protocols do not detract from their 

prescribed approaches. You are a unique individual, so tailor-made advice is welcome.   

 

I also urge you, whatever your circumstances, to consult a well-chosen Psychotherapist, 

Nutritionist, and Physio, for one exploratory discussion of what insights their particular skill-

set could offer you. Working with such professionals can bring breath-throughs.  
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Please note that a child or infirm person, a pregnant woman or one hoping to become so, or a 

new Mum breastfeeding her baby… these individuals should always seek a well-informed 

and trusted General Physician’s first-hand advice before changing their daily nutrition… and 

most particularly before consuming fermented or unpasteurized foods, probiotic pills, rare 

herbs, nutritional-supplements of any sort… or before embarking upon a Fast, cold showers, 

or new exercise regimes. 

As in every other aspect of life, individuals can react very differently from each other, so 

please investigate what combinations work well for you. 

 

We don’t need precision nor total adherence with any of the above protocols, 

so don’t worry yourself into micro-managing every meal or Fast. It’s the general principles 

guiding our daily habits that are the key ingredients to all-round health. The goal is to 

minimise or eliminate our consumption of animal-products so they don’t insidiously inflame 

our immune-system … inflammation that can cause an accumulation of moderate ailments, 

and a gang of fatal ones. As part of our integrated healing-revolution, we could choose to 

nourish ourselves with the widest possible variety of life-enriching foods. Let’s aim to 

combine…  

 

➢ floral and wholesome meals and snacks, with far more probiotic and raw  

➢ a super-low approach to… salt, oils of every sort, sugars, caffeine and alcohol  

➢ a food-sourced all-in-one supplement brand with good strength vitamins B and 

D, then add to this an algae-derived Omega-3 oil.  

➢ good iron-absorption by combining foods in helpful ways. 

➢ Fasting… slowing… chewing… and squatting. 

 

The principle of Combination Codes and Synergies is crucial to the nutrition debate  

No long-term, randomised-participants Study has yet put floral whole-foods eating, wisely 

supplemented, while avoiding salt, oils, sugars and alcohol… and combined this with Fasting 

and squatting… along with lots of time invested in friends, sensible exercise, emotionally 
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expressive activities, and adequate quality and quantity of sleep. Such a host of beneficial 

factors when brought together sustainably over months and years in a whole philosophy of 

living, could considerably multiply each other’s effects, creating a life-winning combination. 

You and I could run that experiment…. 

Each of those factors working together can literally transform the chemical-

composition of our every cell, so as re-make our thoughts and our feelings, our shape 

and our scent. We can become ever more, and in every way, a wild-life sanctuary & a 

nature reserve… and so will our home-planet.  

  

Other note-worthy opinions on diet & health generally… 

“What is not widely known is that the risk of health-problems starts when someone is 

only very slightly overweight”, says the World Health Organisation website, explaining 

that the excessive fat accumulation predisposes the individual to cardiovascular disease 

(mainly heart problems and stroke….a stroke being a blocked or burst vessel in the brain), as 

well as cancer (of the breasts, prostate, liver, kidneys and colon), diabetes, serious joint-

arthritis, and kidney disease. 

Collateral problems of being overweight include fatigue, shortness of breath, trouble 

sleeping, snoring and, of course, the persistent sense of shame and guilt, however un-

deserved. 

There are absolutely no positives, so our learning to work skilfully with our body’s genuine 

needs for, and responses to, various foods and eating regimens, is vital. 

** 

The Chief Medical Officer for England, the first woman in the post, Dame Sally Davies 

(now the Master of Trinity College Cambridge University) said on BBC Radio 4’s Desert 

Island Discs programme, in July 2019: “We need an environment where it’s easy to take the 

healthy option… “that means low in fat, low in calories, low in salt.” 

 

In Schools Dining Halls and Work-Place Canteens 

The potential of such likely health-gains, now and later down the line, are so great, it’s high 

time our work-places and educational-institutions embraced these profoundly helpful living-
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foods and the wholesome, raw plants that nourish them, while excluding all the processed, 

salted, oiled and sugared products from our dining-halls and cafeterias. Such radical 

improvements in what we routinely eat, are likely to have radical consequences for how well 

we all feel and think and behave, and how rarely we fall ill. 

 

Notes on the Conclusions relevant to the entirety of my Chapter 6  

   

A Rapport with Nature, not A War on Illness.  

Our culture is far too quick to use a vocabulary/a rhetoric that incites or implies violence as a 

means to solve problems: 

in 1994, the front page of TIME Magazine namechecks ‘The War on Cancer’ 

http://content.time.com/time/covers/0,16641,19940425,00.html     

25 years later, The Economist is still using exactly that same phrase 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQ-MGLyOkZI 

This language about “Fighting and Beating Cancer” is just one notable example among many 

of our Culture’s constant appeal to violent methods. 

I regard this as a terribly dangerous precedent, and I wonder how such marketing might be 

fuelling knife-crime among our youth… violence towards women… and Fascistic bullying 

from a host of powerful institutions, both Corporate and State. 

** 

 A hopeful Dad’s health and DNA at the time of conception: 

 This NYT article quotes research done at Toronto University and Stanford University: 

 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/25/well/family/the-risks-to-babies-of-older-fathers.html 

** 

Though Girton College was founded for women in 1869, it was not until 1948 that 

Cambridge University allowed those women to be awarded proper degrees. Shamefully, 

Cambridge was the very last British university in the country to do so. It seemed not to 

matter to Cambridge that Florence Nightingale had revolutionised battlefield medicine since 

the 1860s, or that George Eliot had written Jane Eyre; that British women had been nurses 

during the first world war, and courageous agents during the second; nor that Beryl Markam 
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had flown west across the Atlantic from England to Canada. All of this had occurred well 

before Cambridge University was compelled by the tide of public opinion, and the self-

interest of their finances, to concede it was wilfully betraying and depriving whole 

generations of young adults of proper and equal acknowledgement of their scholarship. 

It’s an ugly but cautionary reminder of the intransigent selfishness and spite of individuals 

who can hide behind institutional power. 

** 

Following on from statements made in the opening 20 pages of my Companion, it’s my 

on-going contention (of which I invite debate & investigation) that there exists a cabal 

of goliath, profiteering global-industries, aided & abetted by elements within our 

governments, who are guilty of playing fast and loose with the lives of every nation’s 

citizens, and that self-serving cabal have been doing so for some time now. 

I’m herewith suggesting that we… as individuals, partnerships, families and communities… 

increasingly seek root-cause remedies by deploying fundamental principles, and that we do 

so through an on-going process in which we explore, investigate and experiment. Let’s be 

sure to keep our innovative investigations of the real world… as wholesome… first-hand… 

close-quarter… face to face… effortful… and as fully respectful of the Nature in & around 

us, as we possibly can. 

It perhaps goes without saying that this approach advocates us being healthily sceptical of 

anything synthetic, fractured, remote, second-hand, anonymous, disembodied, and effortless. 

 

Our Cultures proceed as if we can ignore our own bodies, and other people’s, most of 

the time, much as we ignore Reality and Nature most of the time.  

We can... but we can’t get away with it.  

Insidious sickness and profound loneliness are part of the price we’re paying for our 

Culture’s cowardice and complacency; while extinction could be waiting in the wings.   

 

 

Let’s pause to consider: 

How can we be sure these well-being principles will work? 
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How can we be sure what will work? 

In the Human Sciences of Psychology, Medicine, Politics, Sociology, and Economics, there 

are rarely if ever ‘proofs’ as one might find definitive facts in The Physical Sciences of 

Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Astronomy, or in Logic and Mathematics. 

This absence of definitive proof in The Human Sciences, is entirely because it is so often 

plainly callous or cruel to intrude upon or risk controlling all the factors that can affect an 

individual, to a sufficient extent necessary to exhaustively and incontrovertibly identify & 

isolate the ‘active ingredients’. 

 

What the Human Sciences have instead, is ‘the weight of evidence’ for & against a 

conclusion or a course of action. 

But when we’re weighing up that evidence, let’s remember that no one ever did a 

randomised control trial in humans to demonstrate that smoking causes cancers.  

Scientists simply observed groups of people who did, and groups who didn’t.  

That so called ‘observational evidence’ overwhelmingly indicated that smoking causes 

cancer (and studies of other animals forced to inhale smoke, supported that hypothesis). 

 

Professor Lord Martin Reiss, the Cambridge astronomer former and President of The Royal 

Society,  (one of the world’s best regarded scientific communities) : “there is not one 

scientific method: they are bound by logic and forming and testing hypotheses in a logical 

way”. 

 

So we shouldn’t fall foul of the naysayers claiming we haven’t the proof, or we can’t be sure 

of how to proceed. No, we can’t be certain, but we can take a well-calculated and well-

educated guess inferred from the facts, and be prepared to be versatile on route as better 

evidence emerges.  

** 

The so called News, or “Breathless Sensationalism” is how the London High Court Judge 

described the un-lawful reporting of one particular televised police-operation against an 
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innocent individual, (in England, 2018), a story that was overseen and defended by the same 

BBC Editor who then went onto become the current Head of BBC News. That disapproving 

Judge imposed penalties of over one million pounds on Britain’s so called ‘Public Service 

Broadcaster’   -   and the BBC then indignantly challenged the Court’s ruling… un-

successfully.   

So let’s be aware that no matter where we are in the world, our national broadcaster’s 

‘News’ is not simply information, it’s most likely sensationalised entertainment, or bias 

propaganda, or even misinformation… that is strongly branded, put to music, and used to 

manipulate (directly or sub-consciously) not simply ratings but public behaviour.   

So the old adage of this Companion applies: we can’t let other people do the thinking and the 

finding-out for us. 

** 

Scientists aren’t a priesthood, and the declarations of science are not right in and of 

themselves. Science attempts to be a logical way of investigating the world. 

** 

When courage comes together with a thorough understanding, wonderful things can happen. 

** 

 

Notes on Ch.7a   

How exactly do we make our Biggest Mistakes, our Dreadful Mis-Judgements ?  

  

On this subject, there does exist a body-of-knowledge, though it’s far more fragmented than 

you might expect. Our insights into ‘serious mistakes’… or a set of skills & principles to 

avert them… do not seem to have reached most arenas of society, let alone the subject being 

thoroughly explored in our Schools or Universities. (In this regard, this elusive subject is 

much like The Study of Inspirational Lifetimes, which is a field-of-enquiry that I gladly 

outline in the penultimate section of this archive of Notes, some 30 pages hence). 
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Immediately below, I cite eight notable voices who tackle the subject of serious 

mistakes/errors of judgement. You’ll note that those authors’ interests are quite 

specific. by comparison to the general and wide-reaching approach I have very 

deliberately taken in my Companion chapter. 

The exception to taking a specific focus, is the voice of Commander Chris Hadfield, 

who speaks as quite possibly the world’s most experienced living Astronaut, in his 

memoirs, An Astronaut’s Guide to Life on Earth:  

“A funny thing happened on my way to Space: I learned how to live better and more happily 

here on Earth. Over time, I learned how to anticipate problems in order to prevent them, and 

how to respond effectively in critical situations. I learned how to neutralise fear, how to stay 

focused, and how to succeed…. We’re trained to look on the dark side and to imagine the 

worst things that could possibly happen.” 

He points out that wondering ‘What’s the next thing that will kill me?’ is one of the many 

cautionary mantras and problem-embracing trains of thought that an Astronaut acquires in 

training. 

The Commander felt that :  

• So often, we don’t know what we don’t know. Which is dangerous to us…. 

• The best insurance policy is training. 

• Rehearse how to be competent in the face of catastrophe. 

• Anticipating the problems is the best way to avoid them. 

He applies his ‘how would I deal with really sticky problems’ approach, to the whole of life. 

He continued doing this all the way through his career. He calls it intensive preparation and 

playacting, that is characterised by:  

methodical, highly realistic simulations; conjuring as many awkward twists & turns as 

possible; recognising and understanding risks and methodically reducing them; and rather 

than visualising victory, visualising what can wrong, and what exactly you’ll do about it. 

Here’s Chris again: “Luck isn’t constant, doesn’t distribute itself evenly in events or life. 

Sometimes you just need to be well-prepped and that’ll change everything. Other times, 

sheer luck will be the biggest factor.” 

** 
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Risk Analyst, former Trader, and current NYU Professor Nassim Nicholas Taleb, 

author of three excellent big-idea books: Black Swan, Anti-Fragile, and Skin in the Game. 

Nassim Taleb cautions us against thinking that taking the middle ground is a safe course of 

action. He argues that it’s better to take a broad stance: invest most of our stock in something 

very stable, but also be sure to invest some affordable portion of our resources in a high-

risk/high-return venture. 

He also cautions against being fooled by the hubris of ‘academic opinions’ by tenured 

Professors who stand to lose very little themselves (“they have no skin in the game”, as 

Taleb puts it), should they make a serious mis-judgement in their pronouncements or 

predictions. 

** 

It’s noteworthy that in 2020’s ‘Covid responses’, the small cadre of Academic Scientists and 

Mathematical Pandemic-Modellers who were spotlighted by so many Governments to justify 

their public policies, were accused by on-the-ground Clinical/Medical Practitioners of 

grossly under-estimating (or simply not considering) the very practical human costs to entire 

nations and their citizens that resulted from the directly ensuing deaths-from-other-illnesses, 

from prolonged social-isolation, and from the incalculable damage to working lives and the 

economy.  

** 

➢ Harry Marcopolos, an Investment-Bank Analyst turned veteran Corporate-

Fraud Investigator/Forensic Accountant, in the United States, coined the 

following phrases: “Maths is Truth”, (by which he meant we should ignore ‘political 

rhetoric’ and study the empirical evidence/the real figures telling us what actually 

happened);  

➢ “people have way to much faith in large organisations”  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vctb3e0jb0  

** 

Michael Lewis, international best-selling author of The Big Short, in which he described 

in forensic detail how Wall Street and the world investment-banking industry, and their 

confederates within our Governments and the Official Regulators of government 
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bureaucracies, conspired with each other to deliberately mislead the general 

public/customers and citizens, in a criminal financial fraud over many years: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=stnGC9jL8Fk 

Furthermore, the Big Short film proposes that those Banks, those Regulators and 

Governments, may have entirely neglected to put things right since 2008, so that a 

devastating financial crisis could all too easily happen again, for much the same reasons as 

first time around.  

Lewis’s entire catalogue of non-fiction books, such as MoneyBall, are well-researched 

accounts on the theme of how serious lies and mis-judgements can prevail for many years in 

major markets or government activities, without being challenged, exposed or corrected. 

** 

Of the several exemplary historians who have done sterling work in challenging the 

conventional explanations of our cultural history, histories written by ‘the Establishment’ in 

power at the time, Sir Antony Beevor is one of the most outstandingly impressive narrative 

voices. In his book, Arnhem, his close study of the private letters of soldiers, allows him to 

build a strong case for how the most senior High-Commanders (the British Generals and 

Field-Marshall) who were planning the World War 2 offensive operation that was 

codenamed Market Garden, were themselves as individuals riddled with vanity and self-

interest that fatally skewed their military judgement. That self-interest of a few vain men, 

cost the lives of many thousands of Paratroopers on the battlefield, and many thousands of 

Dutch civilians slaughtered in cold blood or starved to death in the dreadful retributions for 

Market Garden that were imposed by the Nazi regime.  

** 

The 2002 Nobel Laureate for Economics, The Princeton Psychology Professor, Daniel 

Kahneman, who spent much of his career looking at serious errors of judgement.  

He advocates we focus on the process of decision-making, so as to catch the shortfalls in the 

decision-process. For instance, in his book, Thinking: Fast and Slow, he proposed:  

System 1 = Fast thinking… which is like seeing. We perceive what we expect to; it’s 

automatic, and we’re easily ‘primed’ (made bias) by any preceding information. Fast 

thinking isn’t so much a judgement, as a feeling… a feeling that the story makes sense.  
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System 2 = slow thinking, when we try to be rational, thinking through logically; and we are 

willing to entertain several possibilities, and to be in doubt during this process. 

Kahneman also explains the technique of Pre-Mortem…as opposed to a Post-Mortem: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f432ultnPQI 

The Professor advocates doing a Pre-Mortem before committing to enacting an important 

life-decision. (This exercise need take no more than 45 minutes) : 

a) imagine it’s a year later, and the decision you followed through on, turned out to be a 

complete disaster.  

b) Now write a brief explanation that imagines/reverse engineers exactly why and how that 

disaster might have taken place. 

This imaginative pre-mortem exercise lets us use what we could call ‘strategic pessimism’, 

whereby we envisage all the most unwanted case scenarios so as to guard against them.   

Among his other advice, Kahneman notes : 

“to learn from mistakes, you need the feedback to be relatively quick and un-equivocal.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1X2hPcLga4 

+ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kpev-Lb0EAg 

“If people were able to take a broader view they would in general make better decisions. We 

call the error ‘narrow framing’” 

+ 

“Optimism is useful under some conditions, but it’s not always useful in making decisions,” 

because one makes inadequate investigations and takes inadequate precautions 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyDQFmA1SpU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKSts1lNZhc 

** 

Joe Hallinan, a Pulitzer-winning American journalist, wrote the book Why we make 

mistakes.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijBNMMmvehk 

** 

British Journalist, Matthew Syed, wrote Black Box Thinking. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmVCYqs3mko 

** 

On the subject of the world being routinely and deliberately mis-led by vast, wealthy 

and seemingly respect-worthy corporations and individuals, let me cite just three 

recent examples to supplement the ones mentioned above:  

• VW Motorcars claims of being innocent of fraud, to the American Government/Regulators. 

VW eventually paid the U.S. Government 30 billion euro in compensation and penalties.   

• In autumn 2019, those responsible for the ‘allegedly highly addictive’ over-the-counter drug, 

Oxycontin, offered the American Government a one-time only pay-off circa USD 12 billion 

in compensation claims for what the Law euphemistically terms ‘mis-selling’. 

• The once widely-acclaimed drugs & digital entrepreneur, Elizabeth Anne Holmes, ( now 

aged 36) was the founder & CEO of Theranos. She enjoyed the support of leading American 

luminaries in politics, science and economics, with her firm once valued at circa USD $9 

billion. Yet, in 2019, Holmes was taken to the US courts to answer charges of criminal fraud, 

and declared herself insolvent. 

** 

The Canadian Professor of Clinical Psychology, Jordan Peterson, (a practioner and lecturer) 

talks ‘de profundis’ with his daughter about his own insidious ‘dependence’ on 

benzodiazepine drugs, ‘benzos’, prescribed by a qualified doctor/MD to relieve anxiety 

during a terribly stressful episode in Jordan’s life, and yet the far worse almost fatal 

repercussions of resorting to those chemicals: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GzRbEMzr0k8 

** 

There are various possibilities that seriously upset us even to think about, so we don’t. 

These avoidances can make us vulnerable to calamity. Take this moment to breathe 

slowly and deeply, and to relax your body, so as to better consider how painful the fall-out 

could be if one or more of the following befell you: 

• you accidentally email sensitive material to the wrong recipient, or are scammed when 

banking on line? 
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• you lose your laptop at the same time as your back-up hard-drive or cloud storage 

‘fail’?    

** 

• you have a worrying physical symptom, but don’t have it checked. 

• you have an un-planned pregnancy 

** 

• there’s a fire at home, or a break-in?   

• you suddenly fall ill and are quite incapacitated ? 

• when an accident strikes while you’re out biking, you’re not wearing a cyclist’s air-

bag  

 

With those eventualities in mind… what prevention & emergency-protocols have you put 

in place, and practiced to competency under pressure, so as to deal with the above 

scenarios and their like? 

If the answer is not nearly enough. then how about you sit with a good friend and work 

through them this weekend. (The International Space Station Astronaut & Commander, 

Chris Hadfield, would cheer you on in doing so.)     

While you’re about it… and for the sake of a healthy balance:  

Consider the sorts of very personal risks you would do so well to take, but haven’t yet:   

• Starting new hobbies, evening classes and sports. 

• Inviting someone you suspect is wonderfully special, to come for a home-cooked 

dinner, after sharing an art gallery or botanical-garden stroll. 

• Radically changing your relationship with food, chemicals, and all things screen.   

• Working with a psychotherapist to lay the past to rest, and embrace the future.  

• Starting your own business, or looking far & wide and overseas for a whole 

culture/wholesome way of life that better suits you.  
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Courage is required to grapple with all of the above. 

It’s because our thorough Reconnaissance can hurt and takes such effort, that we resort 

instead to the lazy optimism of telling ourselves “it’ll all work out in the end!” or the easy 

fatalism of “Que Sera Sera!”  

The world’s bars, A & E hospital rooms, law courts, prisons and morgues, are all kept busy 

by such feeble and phony philosophies. 

** 

On a personal note… for me, one of the most convincingly sensible and considerate voices 

who has tried to observe how the world really works (rather than how those with a dangerous 

bias of ‘vested interest’ would have us believe it works), has been Dr Thomas Sowell, the 

eminent Economist, who I would describe as a pragmatic empiricist and logician, and 

an all-round observer of life (for 40 years a Hoover Institute Senior Fellow, and now 

90-plus years of age.) I’ll cite him here since his warnings are so relevant to our making 

mistakes…not only as individuals, but as nations. It’s so helpful that the Doctor reminds us 

that every action or inaction, will have downsides as well as upsides. What, for instance, 

are the trade-offs of… what is the cost-benefit analysis of… 

• Staying on at school beyond the minimum age? 

• marrying and becoming a parent? 

• buying ‘stuff’ or consumables, rather than investing the money to learn skills that will 

earn you satisfaction, respect and a continuous income? 

Something may ‘feel good’ in the moment, but what are the less visible but cripplingly high 

costs… in terms of health, relationships or self-respect…that are not apparent, or not being 

spoken about?  

For me, a poignant dramatization of this theme, could be the memoirs of Frank Abiginale, 

whose lifestory was partially/inaccurately but captivatingly presented in the Steve Spielberg 

film Catch Me if You can. The real-life Frank now talks touchingly here about his late teens 

in which he ‘faked’ being a young airline pilot as a means to being a forger of PanAm airline 

cheques, and then faked being a medical doctor (all back in the 1960s), before spending 
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several years in prison, and only then finding safety, satisfaction, love and truth in his life as 

a highly respected consultant-on-forgery and scams to the FBI for 30+ years. 

Dr Thomas Sowell’s warning to us to understand ‘the trade-offs’ between one course of 

action and another, is relevant to a nation’s largest political decisions, as much as to an 

individual’s every day ones: we need to be keenly aware of those ‘pros & cons’…to hunt 

them out if they’re not so apparent… so we can factor them into our equations. This way, 

when one political faction or another claims we’re doing things all wrong and are failing, we 

can interrogate their ‘new solution’ with at least three questions: 

1. By comparison to what is the current way of doing things ‘failing’? What exactly is 

the ‘new solution’ being proposed?  

2. At what costs (and there are likely many ‘hidden costs’), and payable by whom, 

would the ‘new solution’ be implemented?  

3. What hard evidence/examples do the ‘new solution advocates’ point to, for their 

‘new solution’ ever having worked before… anywhere at all? 

Calculating and Understanding the likely Trade-Offs requires a thorough weighing-up 

of all the likely costs & benefits/the pros and cons: 

My interpretation of his work is that Dr Sowell argues that we are prone to make very poor 

choices about very important things, if we fail to consider that every choice/every action or 

inaction, has a cost and a benefit. Some factors bearing on our decision, will be invisible, or 

may even be deliberately hidden from us by powers with a vested interested in our making 

one choice versus another. It’s only by investigating the facts empirically/first-hand for 

ourselves that we can become well-informed by the evidence of reality, rather than being 

swayed by fine rhetoric or passionately-expressed opinion. Our investigation is vital, 

because things only have a chance of going well if we accurately weigh-up the trade-offs 

from one course of action compared to another. Dr Sowell explains this here…  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=waEc4YbQQX0 

This idea of acting ‘rationally’, derives from the word ‘ratio’, referring to the ratio between 

one factor and another; and it bears repeating that this ‘rationality’ is not only how 
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individuals can proceed well, but how entire nations can proceed to live with greater 

integrity by their society’s well-considered values. For example, we might ask: 

➢ what dire harm is being done to the well-rounded education and healthy development 

of children and teens, because our nation’s limited resources are being diverted to the 

ever-increasing medical-interventions which artificially squeeze-out more years of 

existence at the end of an individual’s lifetime?  

➢ Have we sacrificed a better quality of life for the young, in return for greater quantity 

of life for the very old? And have we kidded ourselves/been deceived into thinking 

there’s been no cost/no trade-off? 

➢ Is that what Seniors really want? Does current political, social and medical policy 

reflect the true values of Seniors and the wider public?  

➢ Is that the legacy that the older generation and our society, wish for our community’s 

children and teens? 

➢ Is that trade-off between children’s all-round well-being in development versus extra 

months or years at the end of a life, the trade-off that we citizens and our communities 

intend?  

Or, have our political leaders tried to win votes, or particular industries and professions tried 

to profiteer (Medicine or Banking for instance) by lying to us… claiming that we can have 

‘everything all of the time’… and that resources are infinite… and that we never have to 

make a choice/a trade-off in our lives? 

The truth is, in reality, benefits in one arena come at a cost/a loss in another…or to someone 

else. That’s an unavoidable fact of the real life we share with the world around us.     

Dr Sowell champions the importance of our seeking empirical feedback…first hand 

evidence… to help us correct what doesn’t work. His point is that feedback from reality 

‘authenticates’ or disproves the worth of ideas, since ‘seemingly good or sensible ideas’ that  

on the face of it or at first hearing can seem most attractive or highly plausible, can still turn 

out to be horribly misleading and destructive in reality, if allowed to play-out unchecked.  
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The year 2020 in particular, has seen just such a string of ‘specious ideas’… and the world 

has paid a dreadful price. 

 

*** 

 

Let’s pause to consider : 

The Turning-Point Power of The Immediate Response 

  

Cambridge Power-Engineering Professor, Rob Miller, notes the fertile importance of 

instantaneous testing to procure feedback, and then rapidly re-testing a modified prototype: 

https://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/green-sky-thinking-for-propulsion-and-power 

I write more about this principle towards the end of section 7B immediately below here… 

** 

Nobel Laureate Psychologist, Daniel Kahneman, when talking about mistakes, notes  

“to learn from mistakes, you need the feedback to be relatively quick and un-equivocal.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1X2hPcLga4 

 

  

Ch.7b   

How to be Beautifully Good at something we love ? 

What can we learn from the training-principles of most top-performers ? 

 

As is true of this whole Companion, my collection of suggestions in this chapter, isn’t 

able to be comprehensive, but only ‘illustrative’ of some possible approaches. 

** 

This is an excellent account of what it can take to get genuinely and reliable 

Competent at any skill : NASA Commander Chris Hadfield’s book: 

https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/An-Astronauts-Guide-to-Life-on-Earth-
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Audiobook/B00G6M53IK?source_code=M2M30DFT1BkSH11221601A7&&ipRedirect

Override=true 

Chris could be speaking for every master-practitioner when he says: “Competence…is the 

most important quality to have if you’re an Astronaut… or anyone anywhere… who is 

striving to succeed at anything. Competence means keeping your head in a crisis, sticking 

with a seemingly hopeless task, and improvising good solutions to tough problems when 

under a time pressure.: it’s ingenuity, improvisation, determination, and preparedness.” 

+ 

“I picture the most demanding challenge, and I practice getting ready for it; getting really 

competent. I take a conscious methodical approach to getting really well prepared.”  

“Throw yourself in to the simulations, to get the most from them, conjuring as many 

realistic twists and turns as possible. It’s a great wake-up call.”  

** 

Here is Beryl Markham’s poetically, wistfully written memoir 

https://www.amazon.com/West-with-the-Night/dp/B000HEYYR4 

** 

I feel some of the best approaches spelt out by Chris Hadfield above, are also well-

embodied within this truly world-leading young athlete:  

Alex J. Honnold, the American Free Solo Climber who, age 32, became the first and 

only individual ever to ascend the circa 3,000 ft El Capitan granite face in Yosemite 

National Park, which he accomplished in 2017, doing so without ropes or safety-

equipment of any sort (though he had practised tirelessly using all of those devices). 

His 12 minute Ted Talk : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6iM6M_7wBMc 

Free Solo (2018) is the feature-length film about Alex’s ascent of El Capitan, deservingly 

won the Oscar for Best Documentary in 2019. 

In the many you tube interviews following that climb, Alex engagingly relates his 

training methods of mind and of body. 

** 

You might also enjoy my illustrated ebook, HotIron Learning, (2012), available from 

my website, in which I cite the leading contemporary academic-textbooks in this field, 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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and illustrate their themes with famous lives and institutions. For example, I recount in 

detail the iconic achievements of the Top Gun US Navy Fighter-Jet Training School, 

created in California in 1969, that achieved such remarkable improvements by giving top-

quality, immediate feedback during highly-realistic, hands-on practical-training 

situations, over a two-week intensive course. 

The training-practises of that institution were recounted in the Armed Forces Journal 

International (May 1974; Vol. 111. p25-27), in an article titled: You Fight Like You Train 

and Top Gun Crews Train Hard.  

That article was cited by Chatham, R.E. in Chapter 2, called The 20th-Century Revolution 

in Military Training, to be found in K. Anders Ericsson’s landmark book, Development of 

Professional Expertise, published by Cambridge University Press, 2009. 

** 

During World War Two, Colonel Paddy Maine, MC, one of the founding-members of the 

widely respected combat Regiment called The Special Air Service, regarded the 

following combination of qualities as of paramount importance in each of his SAS 

troopers:   

skills-competence and determination (i.e. the Skill & the Will), plus personal humility, 

caring for others, the ability to be versatile, independent, and not cowed by authority. 

** 

Seek to Tighten the Circle between having the good idea, trying it out, getting good 

feedback, and making adjustments.  

This is because some very beneficial dynamics can emerge when we craft a situation in 

which the try-outs and feedback come very quickly on the heals of our initial inspiration.   

To achieve this, when we’re planning how to innovate with our new activities, it’s well 

worth considering how we might arrange to learn intensively rather than piece-meal; so 

rather than one or two group classes per week, how about a weekend intensive workshop, or 

arranging some one-to-one or small group tuition?  

On the subject of Tightening the Circle of Innovative Endeavours: here is Rob Miller 

speaking end of 2019: he’s the outstandingly accomplished Professor of Engineering who 
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heads the New Whittle Laboratory, at Cambridge University, and The National Centre for 

Power & Propulsion which is housed within that innovation Lab.  

Prof Miller says: “The results were astonishing: in 2005, a similar trial took the Whittle two 

years. In 2017, the agile testing methods took less than a week, demonstrating a hundred 

times faster technology development… 

There’s a natural human timescale of about a week whereby if you go from idea to result 

then you have a virtuous circle between understanding and inspiration. We’ve found that 

when the technology development timescale approaches the human timescale – as it does in 

our leaner process – then innovation explodes.” 

https://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/green-sky-thinking-for-propulsion-and-power 

** 

 

Keeping Life Wholesome, or whole-form, 

as a principle for well-being in everything we do. 

 

Strong empirical evidence for this principle is abundant:  

• Learning happens well when the training is highly realistic/contains all the ingredients. 

• Trauma Therapy releases us when the originating wounding-scene is viewed in its 

fuller context, and compared to the present moment. 

• Vitamins work best when ingested as a comprehensive range.  

• We benefit greatly by uniting our conscious and sub-conscious processes, and the 

various operations of our brain.  

• We throw a ball best by using our entire body: from our toes pushing off the ground 

through to our fingers adding a final rotation. 

• Beauty is about ‘healthy relationships’ that allow the effect of the whole to be so much 

greater than the sum of its parts.  

** 
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It’s interesting to note that the word ‘Yoga’ comes from the Sanskrit meaning ‘to bring 

together’. 

** 

Notice how modern day professions have become so highly specialised, at the expense of 

their integration and rapport with the bigger picture of daily life. Quite the opposite of what 

is known as ‘the Classical and Renaissance personalities’ who strove to integrate a diverse 

range of skills and insights. (e.g. Cyrano de Bergerac from the novel of the same name, who 

was both soldier and poet.) 

 

*** 

 

 

Chapter 8 

Earning a Good Living 

and Loving Wisely 

 

Dr Viktor Frankl’s book, Man’s Search for Meaning, is a good corner-stone on the 

subject of finding a fulfilling purpose in life. 

** 

One of the most convincing personal accounts I’ve so far listened to, on the subject of 

how to get really good at a profession, and how to enjoy the journey, is the memoir of a 

former Commander of The International Space Station, Colonel Chris Hadfield. 

He’s given it the winning title of: An Astronaut’s Guide to Life on Earth.  

This Canadian Airforce jet-fighter & test pilot became the world’s most experienced 

living astronaut, clocking-up some five months/4,000 hours working very effectively in 

the astringently alien environment of Space beyond the Earth’s atmosphere, yet still 

making time to play his guitar. His well-grounded ideas and gentle way of conveying 

them, are a joy.  

NASA Commander Chris Hadfield’s book: https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/An-Astronauts-

Guide-to-Life-on-Earth-
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** 

It’s important to investigate the reality of a profession: For an Astronaut, the reality is 

many months of training on Earth for every single day in space. Chris had 26 years in 

Astronaut-training, but how many days in Space during that time?  

Answer: 8 days, then 11 days, then a 5 months stint. So for almost all of those 26 years on 

Earth, he learned to enjoy the training, day to day, for its own sake. 

He says: “In life…and in a career…there are just too many variables to envisage and 

command…so you have instead to command your attitude during the journey… 

You have to set out to enjoy it, and work hard at it. And prosper by doing that journey in 

that way.” 

Chris talks about living fully in the moment, engaged and absorbed in it, appreciating 

things as they unfold. Learn to be cheerful.  

He advocates that it’s profoundly helpful for every aspect of one’s life, to get good at 

learning for learning’s sake, because the ability to learn is itself so life-changing. 

** 

In all aspects of life, Risk-Analyst Professor, Nassim Taleb, advocates you apply 

what he refers to as the Barbell principle: investing yourself in two very different 

directions  –  one being a deeply safe option (so that no matter what happens, you won’t 

sink), and yet running this strategy simultaneously with a super-daring option that makes 

high-gains possible. (The principle is named after a weightlifter’s barbell that has weights 

at either end of the bar, so as to balance each other out.) In other words, you place your 

bets in life (invest your resources of time, energy, money and such) at two rather extreme 

and opposite positions of the possible spectrum of risk. In stark contrast to the Barbell 

approach, Nassim earnestly warns against putting all your eggs in a middling basket, 

though it might at first glance appear ‘sensibly moderate’. Under closer examination, 

taking a middle course not only leaves you vulnerable to the unforeseen extreme 

problems, disasters and blow-ups that can ruin you, it also precludes you from hitting the 

jackpot with a highly speculative venture. 
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** 

Distance Learning Courses: I note that Space Station Commander Chris Hadfield and 

the outstanding airline pilot who emergency-landed safely on The Hudson River, Captain 

‘Sully’ Sullenberger, had both completed distance-learning courses. (Chris did a masters 

in Aviation; Sully did Air-Accident Investigation.) It’s clear that their extra-curricular 

qualifications and insights made all the difference to their lives a few years later.  

I remember doing my own Open University Diploma in Criminology… studying at home 

on my own from books that came through the mail. I was desperate to look beyond the 

confines of my present circumstances and build a bridge to a better future. My extra-

curricular activities helped win me an initial place at Cambridge University. Paper 

qualifications were one way to achieve some progress, much as joining a variety of clubs 

through which to develop myriad friendships would likely have proven a very helpful 

‘other’ means of alternative improvements.  

** 

Three years is a long time to commit to a University-course of study. Ask yourself just 

how passionate you are about the subject, or whether you’re simply being swept down-

stream by the weight of peer-pressure or the interests of your school or parents.  

Many highly reputable Universities now offer 2-year undergraduate degrees, and by 

distance-learning, too. This means you can be in paid employment/supported by your 

employer, or travelling, or learning a language overseas, while you concurrently earn the 

degree you desperately wish for or absolutely need for your next step.  

Wonder, too, whether ‘on the job experience’ will not feel more valuable to you, and be 

better respected by the profession?  

This could be the time to do a cost-benefit analysis of the Trade-offs for going to 

College, what’s sometimes called ‘the opportunity cost’: all the things you could do if 

you invested that time and money in other learning-activities that you could tailor make 

to your needs, abilities and passions…such as putting yourself through a course of book-

study and practical-skills acquisition not so readily available at university: debating and 

public speaking, skiing, song & dance, cooking, gardening; you could apprentice yourself 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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part or full time to a trade that’s in high demand so you have a valuable skill to 

travel/survive with. 

Former opera singer and then discovery channel tv show host, Mike Rowe, speaks very 

rationally on the personal satisfactions and financial rewards of highly practical 

trade-skills: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzKzu86Agg0&feature=youtu.be 

and here, too: https://www.ted.com/talks/mike_rowe_learning_from_dirty_jobs 

** 

Here’s a thought: how about all academic/university courses encourage each Student’s 

academic subject be paired with ‘a satisfying competency in a Trade-Craft or 

Commercial-Art of their choosing’. A half-time apprenticeship taught ‘off campus’ by a 

master practitioner, running in parallel with their half-time academic tuition. Pairings could 

be complementary tones, or deliberately contrasting colours. I’m envisaging BAs and MScs 

in… 

• Psychology & Carpentry   

• Maths and Portraiture   

• Philosophy and Building Construction  

• Biology and Plumbing 

• Literature and Electrical Engineering  

• Physics and Voice work 

• Chemistry and Partner Dance 

• Computer Science and Drama 

 

The goal would be a pairing of subjects in pursuit of ‘a helpful balance’ within the 

individual’s skills-set, however that might be created by the particular student. She or he 

would get to choose, and the graduate would henceforth have not one trade-for-life, but two. 

Who wouldn't benefit from that ‘complementary duo of disciplines’? 

I would intend such joint-honours degrees to keep the aspiring professional keenly aware of 

the need for one’s ‘bright ideas’ to be balanced by a good deal of constructive and effective 

action that achieves desirable real-world goals… just as much as action is best guided by 

well-considered and well-tested ideas and principles.     

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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Besides which… 

the young woman who’s just fitted a kitchen, is far more plausible when she talks about the 

contribution of Theoretical Physics to 21st century life;  

and the young man who’s just made-safe a home’s electrical wiring, plus fitted a makeshift 

doorbell and alarm system, is well positioned to expound upon the strengths and 

shortcomings of Jane Austen’s Emma Woodhouse. 

** 

Thank goodness the 18 year old Winston Churchill didn't go to university, but instead 

became a prolific reader and self-educator. After training as a horse-cavalry officer at RMA 

Sandhurst in England, he sought paid employment as a fighting soldier (in the last years of 

the 19th Century), and then as a war-correspondent and subsequently a writer and public-

speaker (touring the UK and USA and Canada). Only then did he go into politics. 

** 

I’d like to add that I think it’s a good idea for each of us to take on the toughest, most 

exciting and satisfying goal we can courageously envisage. It’s likely to bring out the best in 

us, and attract good sorts around us. 

** 

Theodore Roosevelt’s quote is from : http://www.speeches-

usa.com/Transcripts/teddy_roosevelt-square.html 

** 

  

Loving Wisely 

The work of Psychology Professor John Gottman is pre-eminent on life-partner 

relationship matters, and has established some fundamentals. I commend his TedX talk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-uazFBCDvVw 

     ** 

The Harvard Study is recounted in George E. Vaillant’s work on The Harvard Study of 

Adult Development. 

** 

On a personal note… 
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One of my favourite love stories, is the film, Bright Star, about the romance between the 

early 19th Century English poet, Mr John Keats, and the clothes-artist, Miss Fanny Braun.  

 

Ch.9   

How can we teach The Lessons of a Lifetime    

How a family or business, school or community,  

could help inspire the exploration of such life-embracing skills. 

  

“It is easier to build strong children, than repair broken men” 

wrote Frederick Douglass, the former Slave  

who became an Abolitionist & Celebrated Statesman, in 19th Century America. 

 

Though I’ve set-out these initiatives as if for Schools, I feel this chapter’s ideas could readily 

be adapted to a University setting, and to any caring business environment or benevolent 

community. 

** 

This chapter contains at least some of the initiatives being considered and trialled at 

Rugby School, in England, (founded 1567); a pre-eminent private school for Girls and Boys 

age 13 to 18. I have been privileged to work with the School’s Leadership Team, Teachers, 

Support Staff, and Students, during the academic year 2018-2019, and continue to do so at 

time of writing. 

Not for the first time in its 450 year History, the community of individuals there at Rugby 

School, are leading the charge, and changing the game. 

** 

It’s because of my admiration for education, that I’m glad that the title of ‘Doctor’ is from 

the Latin verb Docere meaning ‘to teach’; just as I am glad to learn from the life-stories 

bravely told to me by those with whom I work, day to day.  

** 
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My chapter aims to be relevant to Schooling of all sorts (at primary, secondary, evening-

class, weekend course, and university level) since such schooling is an opportunity to convey 

a range of healthy strategies for fulfilling our Natural Driving-Needs across a whole lifetime; 

and how to reject the False Substitutes for Really Living, no matter what deviously enticing 

form they take. 

** 

Permit me to reiterate my observation that no matter where in the world they are, 

(democracies or otherwise), Government services, agencies and departments very quickly 

tend to become self-serving (unless effective checks and balances can be put in place). Those 

self-serving systems do what brings ease or advancement to their own members and 

leadership, rather than serving the public or the cause for which they were intended. 

Universities and Schools can very easily fall foul of the same ‘systematic’ tendency. 

The System’s processes and rules are protocols which serve only the institutional staff, and 

these protocols are given total authority over any real outcomes and usefulness or efficacy 

for the students or general public.  

My caveat regarding ‘Systems’ (including a country’s formal education curriculum 

and also its private and state schools) is not un-precedented: 

The Hoover Institute Senior Fellow (age 90+) Dr Thomas Sowell, raised in poverty by a 

single adult, now argues that a nation’s social initiatives/economic policies should be 

strongly guided by “facts and logic” that can thoroughly explain “how and why” 

“Students are not there in school for indoctrination” He would argue they are there to learn 

how to accurately determine the correct and most illuminating facts. He’s an empiricist. 

He despairs of the hubris of our Heads of State who, drunk on their temporary power and 

their own ivy-league education, act out of pride and vanity and a bid for votes and re-

election, and thereby too easily become Dictators/Despots issuing decrees based on fine-

sounding ideologies or doctrines that are not born out by any evidence.  

He recalls working for the US Government (having just graduated from Harvard with his 

BSc cum Laude in Economics, in the 2nd half of his 20s). “I realised other people’s well-

being would never be the priority of politicians and bureaucrats.”  
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He realised that Government agencies were only interested in their own advancement, just as 

politicians and heads-of-state were only interested in votes and re-election to the power that 

would bring the politician personal profit. 

Sowell’s observations are a sobering warning to anyone thinking of going to university 

immediately from high school, or trying to choose a department.   

Here in interview, Dr Sowell talks about his iconoclastic book, Intellectuals & Society. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JyufeHJlodE 

** 

My colleagues in psychology, medicine and pastoral care… the Tutors, College 

Chaplains, and Nurses who work in leading universities…  have discussed these 

matters with me. We’ve noticed that the majority of 18 or 21 year olds… by which I mean a 

solid 60% or more…. fit the following description, even though they have A-grades and 

seem on the face of it to be getting by.   

To exemplify the syndrome of symptoms that we increasingly see, let me compose an 

imaginary young woman-student in her final year at university:  

 

A. She can’t turn-off her screens, the drip-feed from her social media  

B. She’s deeply uncomfortable speaking to even a small group 

C. She can’t dance in public without being drunk already, or taking a pre-emptive ecstasy pill or 

its chemical equivalent. 

D. She has no strong rationale or philosophy NOT to use booze, or consume something else 

artificial to change how she feels emotionally, and to do so on a daily basis. 

E. She’s never thoroughly studied the vital importance of 9 hours sleep, of an hour’s vigorous 

exercise, of good nutrition, and emotional self-expression. She might know a little theory, 

but has no compelling understanding of why to follow through on it. 

F. She always dreamt of falling in love in her College years, and taking on new sports and 

activities. In their stead, she has spent her days and evenings looking at her social media, 

rom-coms and pornography, as a matter of routine. 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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G. She has no idea why she shouldn’t go home to her parents’ place in the hols to watch 

daytime TV and recover, since she’s so exhausted by the above catalogue of daily routines 

that drain her. 

H. And it never occurs to her to seek mentorship as to what to do about her life-debilitating 

fears, untreated traumas, unhelpful habits, and big mistakes. Rather than seeking mentorship, 

she just tries to keep things hidden and to muddle through. 

I. And while so many like her come across as confident and cheerful… it’s just well-practised 

camouflage: inside themselves, these young adults are floundering in their Relationship with 

Real Life, in upsetting ways that will reverberate for years if not decades to come. 

  

That syndrome of largely secret but none-the-less life-debilitating problems, is united 

by one undermining theme:  

The Student has learned to routinely consume False Substitutes for Real Life.  

Those False Substitutes all pretty much operate the same way : the screens, the chemicals, 

the fantasies, they all flood the system with feel-good reward chemicals, but for little or no 

creative-action achieved in Real Life.  

Those body-chemicals reward us for doing next to nothing, but feeling as if we’ve done a 

great deal. Our brain and body are conned: we’ve derived none of the nourishments that are 

part and parcel with doing real activities. 

Now none of those symptoms or themes are on the current mainstream Curriculum nor 

Examination Syllabus, (no matter which country you care to name), with the direct result 

being that such matters get accidentally side-lined, and are never sufficiently appreciated, 

discussed, and practiced.  

The school years have protected the Student from a range of the most serious mistakes, but 

those protections have not sufficiently imparted to her the fundamental skills for life.  

 ** 

How do we know the skills of well-being advocated in this chapter will work ? 

We don’t know in a definitive sense. 

In the human sciences, we work from the balance of probabilities towards Beyond all 

reasonable doubt.  
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But there are never tidy equations and definitive formulas. 

We must investigate empirically and weigh the evidence…all the costs and benefits, in so far 

as we can determine them. What me must not do is let ‘scientists’ (let alone a single source 

of science or news or views) dictate their opinions to us; we cannot relinquish our 

responsibility to work things out for ourselves from a diverse and well-debated range of 

evidence.  

** 

I hear a voice quite reasonably say: “Don’t We pick up those skills as we go along… …it’s 

called The School of Hard Knocks!” 

My colleagues and I in pastoral-care and medicine angrily protest at that haphazard 

approach, because it’s not working for the majority of young adults… I’d estimate that figure 

to be 60% plus … nor is the current way working for our communities, our society, our 

planet.  

** 

Dictionary definition of ‘decoy’ = something used to trick or confuse a person or animal. 

** 

Let’s teach the graceful skill of discussing and debating passionately, without degenerating 

into ill-tempered argument usually characterised by resorting to a raised voice and/or a tone 

that seems to mock or despise the other person for holding their view point and not yours. 

 ** 

It’s not on physical health grounds that I advocate standing-desks for teenagers at 

school and home, but rather: 

i)      We want them to realise there’s another way to lead the ‘accepted wisdoms’ of 

everyday life (a theme resonant throughout any Skills of Well-being programme) 

ii)   we want them standing up to the problem/the world/the learning in a literal sense to 

prompt the metaphorical. 

iii) They will become adults who are more likely to move between sitting and standing desks 

at different hours of the day and for different tasks, and so will carry this ‘variety’ through to 

their future lives.  And it’s this variety of approach which is healthy. 

 ** 
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It’s quite possible that a school or even parents may self-servingly advise a child in ways that 

do not serve the best interests of the child. A school or parent may collude to impose yet 

more academia, requiring indoors, sedentary, cerebral study that is self-isolating and solely 

intended for consuming the approved facts to be regurgitated in exam-essays; whereas the 

lifelong well-being of the child/teenager may require she be out in nature, physically 

dynamic, and sharing practical skills in socially-creative enterprises 

** 

Harvard Professor Robert D. Putnam’s book, Our Kids: the American Dream in Crisis 

(2015), is a corner-stone of good sense and strong evidence on what predicts children 

growing into fine adults. For instance, the predictive-power and positive-benefit of a child & 

teen doing lots of out-of-school activity-clubs, chores and jobs. To be clear: Putnam argues 

that a readily measurable predictor of a Student’s future accomplishments in adult life…in 

terms of income, professional attainment, and all-round well-being within their 

community… is quite simply the number of Extra-Curricular Out-of-School Activities that 

the child consistently partakes in, such as drama and musicianship, sports and scouts.    

What makes those regular evening & weekend Clubs so future-life-enhancing, is the 

colourful variety of social experiences, skills and mentorship that the child acquires while 

involved in the wider Community. It seems such in-depth exposure to that varied 

environment, serves to provide healthy additions and alternatives to whatever doctrines the 

child is facing at school or at home.  

Professor Putnam’s findings are also entirely supported by the 75 year Harvard Study of 

Adult Development that observed how colourfully active children… the ones who grew-up 

on a daily menu of part-time jobs, chores, hobbies, clubs and sports throughout their 

childhood and teens…. tended to do very well as adults in terms of their professional and 

personal lives, plus their physical and mental health. Their colourful activities created their 

future capacity to thrive. 

** 

Finland could be the exception that proves the rule: the country’s population of circa 5 

million is almost unique in NOT having a State-dictated, legally-enforced Subject-
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Curriculum. There’s none of the incessant testing of Students; and everything is about co-

operative creative problem-solving, with just one small exam at the end of High School. 

Moreover, Finland’s Classroom Teachers are thoroughly trained, highly respected and well-

rewarded. The result of these dangerous anomalies, is that in Science, Maths, Technology 

and most other subjects, Finnish School-Students consistently out-perform the rest of the 

world… rather like those extremely rare British schools that courageously prioritise the All-

Round Well-being of their Students & Staff, only to discover that one by-product of their 

doing so, is fabulous exam results. 

** 

It’s astonishing that such a subject as How Serious Mistakes are Made, is not front & 

centre of any curriculum, as a buffer against our communities and cultures running off 

in catastrophic directions. 

But I hope the very same could be said of all the skills of well-being I’ve tried to present in 

this Companion: 

Which of the 6 chapters and other themes hitherto would you have been glad to miss out on at 

your own secondary school and college/university education? 

How to resolve emotional traumas?  

Kicking seriously unhelpful habits?  

Befriending fears and building courage? 

** 

HG Wells wrote: “Human history becomes more and more a race between education 

and catastrophe.” 

Having grown up in poverty, the self-educated Herbert G. Wells (1866-1946) eventually 

became a part time student at what became Imperial College London. He always regarded 

himself as a Science Journalist, yet in the short span of four intense years between age 28 

and 32, he managed to write War of the Worlds, Time Machine, and The Invisible Man. He 

then went on to write essays on equality and the rights of individuals, essays that informed 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which was adopted by the United Nations 

shortly after his death in 1946. In London, Wells was a founding-member of the National 

Council for Civil Liberties, which is now the internationally respected civil-rights group 
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called Liberty. He also founded the Diabetic Association, which became the charity Diabetes 

UK. Encouragingly, none of his various dimensions as a professional science writer, 

novelist, and social-innovator, prevented Wells from enjoying ardent romances throughout 

his life. 

** 

Echoing the above plea for genuine understanding about life and the world, the 2008 Nobel 

Laureate in Economics, NYU Professor Paul Krugman, says “It’s never been more 

important to educate yourself. There isn’t an establishment that knows what it’s doing and is 

gonna get us through all this. It’s gonna have to come from you.” (see his Masterclass.com 

introduction.) 

** 

“Write for two hours, then spend the rest of the day looking for the real-life things 

worth writing about.” said the advertising tycoon, David Ogilvy, circa 1981. 

** 

Sharing the Lessons of a Lifetime   

 Allow me to re-emphasise here that I’m championing a truly diverse exploration of how we 

can each progress, not some restrictive formula nor set recipe or rule-book. Respectful 

studies of Nature strongly suggest that colourful variety is what characterizes all forms of 

‘healthy life’, and it’s with a cry of ‘Vive la Difference!’ that I call for a better understanding 

of life’s dynamics. 

 ** 

 Mentorship: The Harvard Study of Adult Development (see George Vaillant’s works) 

concluded that we all need one trusted Soul who takes an interest in who we are now and 

how we could grow… and we can even get by with a range of Mentors who each provide a 

little something. It is my own experience, that teaming Mentors with teenagers-coming-out-

of-prison, has shown itself to be more effective than anything else at preventing a return to 

crime & custody, so this role has profoundly valuable powers. 
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 A good proxy and classical source of mentorship by a host of inspirational souls, is listening 

to the memoirs of admirable individuals (visit MasterClass.com for a good example of such), 

and reading fine novels.  

 ** 

Here’s a reminder of what life-long goodness that a Teacher or Mentor can inspire:  

https://www.thewoodeneffect.com/ This tribute to the famed UCLA basketball Coach & 

Life-Mentor, John R. Wooden, names 25 ‘common behaviours’ i.e. 25 aspirations in his 

pyramid of success for The Successful Person in sporting realms and far beyond.  

The Pyramid of Success tells us what, but not how.  

We might fairly ask ‘How exactly are they achieved?’  

It’s that Know-How for developing a range of character-strengths, that this Companion is 

hoping to explore in sufficient detail so as to be practical/useful. 

** 

A favourite film of mine, An Education, dramatizes the memoir/true story of a radiantly 

bright and likeable 16 year old, hungry for life’s adventures (in the 1960s), who quite rightly 

rebels against the conventions of her repressive school and soul-constricting culture. After 

considerable heart-break, she finds genuine support in her loving parents and a caring 

schoolteacher: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUeYKwxTCGQ 

** 

 Parenting: The former Commander of The International Space Station, and world-leading 

Astronaut, Chris Hadfield, observes that: “Early success or advantage is a terrible teacher, 

because you don’t learn to strive and to rehearse. Such individuals don’t know how to push 

themselves to a point of discomfort and beyond.” 

 ** 

Rather than give money & things to someone we care about, it is far kinder to teach that 

person the sorts of practical life-skills that will enable them to earn for themselves.    
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It’s a painfully frustrating fact that when we give money and things, we dilute the recipient’s 

drive & know-how to procure those resources, and we rob them of the pride and satisfaction 

that arises from their ability to do so. 

Reason being, that it seems to be hard-wired into Human Nature that we only learn what we 

really have to, so the situation has to be sharply true and have real bite if it’s to fire our 

hunger to skill-up and get stuck in to problem-solving. Such hands-on learning-scenarios can 

be deeply painful, and always require courageous action, but there are no genuine shortcuts. 

Skilled Coaching/Mentorship can help, but the Coach cannot stand-in for the Apprentice.  

 ** 

The advantageous upbringing has nothing to do with money and possessions 

It is my observation that what serves a child or teenager or young adult very well is real-life 

adults close at hand in the world around them, who can be witnessed exhibiting all of the 

following more often than not: 

a) satisfaction in the acquisition of guiding principles and practical skills that allow the 

sort of problem-solving that brings real world progress in personal and professional 

life.  

b) well-balanced, encouraging and creative adult relationships 

c) finding joy in life because of the creative self-expression of heart-felt passions through 

dynamism, versatility and courage. 

 

Very helpful if the role-modelling adult has avoided constraints on their own freedom-to-

develop; such constraints that can come from… 

i) being bullied by their own addictions or dependence on chemicals, screens, or 

fantasies…on workaholism, gambling or other obsession.  

ii) being bullied by institutions (the workplace), or State (an over-prescriptive or 

authoritarian government), or culture (perhaps one that is religiously or politically 

‘zealous’). 
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In other words, a young person needs to witness first-hand in the adults closest to them, a 

striving to develop and express/share ‘a benevolence and wisdom of character’. 

Such nourishment and advantage as bestowed by such role-models, is no more found in 

wealthy suburbs or expensive private schools, than in low income single-parent homes and 

state schools; so it can be very difficult to identify shortfalls. Besides which, shortfalls can 

often lead to the intensities which themselves can be the crucibles for creating extraordinary 

strengths, if the culture and environment is one which allows the struggling individual 

freedom to grow and to compensate for shortfalls in the soil in which they’ve found 

themselves. 

So I currently feel that for ‘Government agencies ’ that try to identify ‘disadvantaged’ 

children and teens, and then benefit them in some way, is a mistaken strategy. I say this 

also because, as a therapist for 20 years, listening to the secrets of a thousand lifetimes, I 

have seen so often how some hardships are obvious and easily ‘logged’ by schools and social 

agencies, (a handicapped child, an absent parent, a very-low-income home), while other 

disadvantages are hidden  -  such as the alcoholism, mental illness, or violence that can be a 

daily norm in a home environment, yet are so often a closely-guarded secret… or are warily 

side-stepped by nervous authorities or neighbours. I have observed how a ‘very-low-income 

family’ can so often, in day to day reality, be very well-fed, comfortably clothed, and 

admirably rich in wisely-loving parents, siblings and relatives. Meanwhile, a high-income or 

so called ‘middle-class household’ can, beneath the plush façade, be profoundly unhappy, 

physically threatening, and routinely unsupportive and short on love for a child or teen. 

This brings me to conclude that truly considerate and effective help is best when it comes 

from those teachers, neighbours and friends who really know at close-quarters, what’s going 

on and how improvements for a child might be made through encouragement and life-skills 

education. 

In support of this unfashionable viewpoint, I refer you to the audio version of Dr Thomas 

Sowell’s autobiography, Personal Odyssey, which tells how this barefoot, adopted boy 

growing up in 1930s South Carolina, and then Harlem, New York, rises to become an ivy-

league PhD in Economics, a rational-empiricist in favour of the free-market economy and 
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personal freedoms, and a nationally respected researcher & commentator on American 

affairs of state. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Personal-Odyssey-Thomas-Sowell/dp/0684864657 

Sowell’s life-course is a fine lesson in how hardship of all sorts, at all stages of life, can so 

often create an intensity that forges excellence, if the individual only knows how to handle it 

well   -   a subject which I dearly hope has been a mainstay of my own book. 

** 

For measuring the efficacy of Well-being Initiatives: the Five Year Follow-Up 

An educational community of any sort, can credibly evaluate its initiatives only by tracking 

the most revealing objective-indicators for each student, which might include:    

• physical measurements and medical records (height, weight, illness and absence) 

• video-evidence of skills-acquisition (as proof of practical-learning) 

• documented proof of participation and progress in out-of-school activities.  

By comparison to such robustly objective empirical-markers of demonstrable well-being, all 

& any ‘questionnaires & surveys’ are merely subjective opinions… in-the-moment ‘feelings’ 

… and therefore run far too great a risk of being misleading claims. 

** 

What might be the Rewards for Honouring the Human Nature of every Child & 

Teenager? 

I hope my Companion conveys how Radiant Well-Being is a practical philosophy for 

everyday life, one that seeks to better understand our Human Nature with all of our Driving-

Needs, and to explore ways to honour and exercise that Nature in harmony with the planet to 

which we so belong. 

The approach offers a set of skills as tools, but they will only be readily usable if these skills 

are infused into every aspect of school life, as well as being taught explicitly in dedicated 

classes and with days given over to the Subject.  

In return for which… 
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we could expect a greatly reduced incidence of the physical, psychosomatic and 

psychological disorders of the sort that currently beset large numbers of students at every 

school and university, though both the institutions and the individuals understandably try to 

conceal them… for fear of censure and recrimination.    

By our schools teaching a far broader range of highly practical life-skills, youngsters who 

might have struggled with narrow Academic methods & measures, might suddenly discover 

their prowess in physical rapport with others, emotional self-expression, and the courageous 

exploration of their daily routines.  

Let’s gift young people the fundamentals for a good life:  

• Bodies free from inflammation 

• Brains free from screen or chemical intoxication and sedation. 

• Personalities grown strong by a full-bodied benevolent engagement with Shared 

Reality 

• And a loving rapport with a healthy planet 

Let’s teach them how to investigate for themselves the richness of possibilities, so that 

together with their loved-ones, they can take a more helpful approach to Real Life. 

Let’s help them to appreciate and value their freedoms, and those of others: to choose their 

way of life, their means of self-expression, and to keep themselves free from bullying by 

addictions or dependency or debt and money worries. 

Let’s teach them to beware of false authority, or bullying authority, whether in the form of an 

institution, a state, or an entire culture, which might seek to subjugate the individual and 

individual freedoms with threat of mob violence or state punishment. History has shown us 

with dire clarity how a bullying state…whether it come in the form of Fascism, Socialism, or 

Communism… have all ‘failed murderously’…and yet Democracy is no guarantee of 

freedom from despots, tyrants or dictators. 
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The Nobel Laureate Economist (1975), Friedrich von Hayek, is a leading voice from the 20th 

century warning of the insidious danger from ‘over-large government’ Democracies who 

inevitably will increasingly use their vast power and bureaucracies to bully their citizens ‘on 

mass’: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gU8rQnKN_uo 

** 

Though we can’t be Future-Proof, we can be Future-Flexible. 

We all of us, at any age, could make ourselves far more valuable in a cyber-dominated Future, 

by mastering Distinctly Human Skills…  

… skills which the fast-evolving robots, A-I and algorithms, can’t easily replace, and that our 

increasingly cybered Society will hungrily welcome. These include… 

1. Benevolent Human Touch through all the sorts of physical sharing I have suggested 

in previous pages. It will pay to become highly skilled in a full range of deeply 

embodied animal-activities, because it’ll be quite a while before smooth-skinned 

devices of silicon & code can compete with the real thing. 

2. Striving at full stretch, because a device doing things for us is never going to better 

the innate joy that comes from exercising one’s own abilities at full throttle and 

dripping with sweat. 

3. Empathy & Compassion that enable us to benevolently imagine what it might feel 

like to deal with life if you’re the other person. 

4. Rapport with our Sub-Conscious Mind, because this part of us is capable of 

appraisals and solutions far beyond the stand-alone efforts of our conscious capacities. 

5. Creative Versatility that can blend various disciplines into Big Picture innovations, 

or that conjure artistic/emotional self-expression. A.I. isn’t so good at un-usual 

fusions. 

6. Appreciating the pre-eminence of our Shared Reality, and how our hot-blooded, 

here & now Real Life is the place for which we humans are most elegantly evolved; 

and for us this sacred space has unique health-bringing qualities that absolutely none 

of the cyber- chemical- or fantasy-fixes can ever helpfully substitute.    

** 

Since the variety and versatility of Bio-Diversity is intrinsic to all healthy natural 

systems, how apt that ‘Singularity’ is the term coined to describe the point in time at which 

‘machines’ become so capable, they no longer need Humans… and we then enter a situation 

envisaged so memorably by The Terminator movies. 

There are fears that this may be as soon as the 2040s 
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The term ‘Singularity’ being applied to technology in this way, yet borrowed from Astro-

Physics, is a term most associated with Vernor Vinge, the Sandiego State University Math 

Professor, retired, who is also an acclaimed Sci-Fi author.   

** 

Courage can be an inconvenient character-trait in a child for the highly systemized social 

world around them…but it’s worth the trouble… because the youngster who learns to 

exercise their ‘wise courage’ (which is my definition of ‘wisdom’), can go onto create 

fabulous things in personal and professional life: we choose the friends, courses, jobs and 

way of life that mean the most to us. We conduct ourselves according to our heartfelt 

aspirations.  

Even well-meaning adults can accidentally urge ‘conformity’ and ‘pleasing others’; and the 

excuses we use are safety, strategic self-interest, or even politeness… but the individual 

young person is likely to disrespect themselves, since they’ll know well enough that such 

‘acquiescence’ is fudging matters. Worse still, our internal suspicion of our cowardice or 

omission of things that should have been done, can take a terrible toll on us in the days and 

years that follow, when we wonder what we could have been if only we’d taken wisely 

courageous action.  

** 

Regarding the often-mentioned ‘investigative skills’ needed to challenge robustly the 

countless falsehoods that pervade the presumed wisdoms and the Establishment’s 

‘convenient explanations’ of our cultural history and of our present-day 

predicaments…   

former Ivy-League Economics Professor and long-time Hoover Institute Fellow, Dr 

Thomas Sowell, is interviewed here with reference to his book, Intellectuals and Society: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JyufeHJlodE 

and, decades earlier, Dr Sowell had already said this:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_2_J_X6Bqw&feature=emb_rel_end 

Dr Sowell compellingly critiques the ivy league academics who he says make grand 

pronouncements with fine rhetoric on social and economic policy and a whole range of vital 
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subjects, yet they have ‘no personal skin in the game’  -  i.e. nothing much to lose 

themselves, not even credibility nor academic status; and TS also critiques/calls-out the 

academically-educated politicians who he says all pass self-assured judgement on the most 

serious practical matters effecting our nations, no matter these involve real-life dynamics 

about which those political hustlers know little or nothing. Dr Sowell posits the idea that 

such a politician is only interested in more votes, so as to gain the political power that 

motivates them… power that will bring her or him vast personal profit when they leave 

public service, from the ‘gratuities’ and directorships, speaking engagements and book 

contracts, that the former high-ranking politician will garner.   

We citizens can defend ourselves from such self-interested liars, says Dr Sowell, by looking 

for empirical evidence of the truth, and combining this with thinking logically for ourselves 

about the personal and social problems we each need to address. 

** 

We live in times (the third decade of the 21st Century) when the skills & spirit for enacting a 

healthy interrogation of what’s really going on in the world, could not be more vital.   

In admiration of independent thought, and of the courageously public championing of 

such freedoms, I’d like to celebrate some of the inspirational voices that have publicly 

challenged ‘False Authority’ and ‘Treacherous Establishments’, as well as ‘Bogus 

Movements’ and false or simply mistaken ‘Social Activism’.  

I may not agree with all the following individuals say, but I am grateful of their 

demonstrating to me that we have to speak-up with constructive criticism, promote rational 

debate, and take creative courageous action to investigate the truth of things… so as to 

improve our shared reality: 

The Nobel Laureate, Dr Svetlana Alexievich, the Belarusian investigative-journalist who 

gathered and presented the voices of the young Soviet women who fought on the battlefields 

of World War Two, and the Soviet people who bore witness at the sharp end of the 

Chernobyl disaster and the war waged in Afghanistan. 

Professor Rudolf Vrba, the Canadian Biochemist who wrote ‘I Cannot Forgive’ (2002), his 

memoirs of escaping, when age 19 as a Slovak-Jewish captive, after his two years in the 

Auschwitz death camp, so as to forewarn Jewish Leaders of the impending slaughter of 
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millions of Jewish refugees sheltering in Hungary; and his lifelong protest that he believed 

his Report had been suppressed by self-interested Jewish leaders for several months, costing 

many hundreds of thousands of Jewish lives.  

Dr Friedrich Von Hayak, the Austrian soldier of the Great War, turned Nobel laureate 

economist (1974) and polymath who, till his dying day, hung the picture of Winston 

Churchill on his study wall, because Churchill had stood up against Totalitarian 

Governments… no matter they were wearing Socialist, Communist, or Fascist uniforms… 

and Churchill took this stand when so many other ‘leading Brits’ had not wanted to. Hayak 

championed free-market/self-managing societies and the personal liberty and choice of 

individuals. He fervently warned that even purportedly democratic Governments could grow 

to dictatorships through first implementing authoritarian but seemingly benevolent 

centralised ‘big social policies’/forms of socialism, which would then morph into murderous 

fascism or communism. 

James Arthur Baldwin, the novelist who gave astonishing spoken-performances 

championing Civil Rights in 1960s America, performances such as the ones glimpsed in the 

post-humous documentary ‘I am not your Negro’.  

Richard ‘Hitch’ Hitchens, the social and cultural critic, notable for his ever-fluent and well-

researched advocacy during many on-screen debates about the possible misdeeds of world 

religions and of famous figures in contemporary public life. I’m also grateful for Hitch’s 

admirably slim book, Letters to a Young Contrarian. 

Dr Tomas Sowell, PhD, (cited often above) is the Hoover Institute’s 90+ year old Harvard, 

then Cornell, and then Chicago University Economist, US Marine Corps Veteran, and social-

political critic, who gives a masterclass here in logic and empirical investigation of the 

unhelpful myths and malevolent propaganda by which those on many political sides and in 

many social quarters would have us be fooled:   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmkzhiGpz4E    

Dr Sowell repudiates in his books, what he calls ‘the discrimination industry’ whereby he 

asserts that personal profit is made by activist-leaders or mainstream political-figures who 

very deliberately conceal, ignore  or distort the empirical facts or the historical evidence, in 
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order to malevolently stir-up heated resentments between various social groups, (drawing 

battle-lines between races or religions or income-groups). Such leaders do so with the 

explicit intention that they can then personally advance themselves by riding on the resulting 

wave of discord or violence. Here in interview (below) Dr Sowell, not fearing to start with 

US President Obama, critiques with logic and real-world evidence what he describes as those 

vote-desperate political leaders, and their self-serving bureaucratic agencies, such as the 

departments for education, employment, foreign policy, and health:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JyufeHJlodE   

Sir Antony Beevor, the former soldier turned historian, whose non-fiction books emerged 

from his research of original documents/personal letters that allowed revelatory insights into 

the ugly truths of some of the most notable battles and campaigns of the Second World War. 

Dr Victor David Hanson, a farmer, a university lecturer in History, and a Hoover 

Institute Senior Fellow, is in conversation here with the former acting Prime Minister of 

Australia, John Anderson: they are discussing China’s malevolent dictatorship, the role of 

President Trump, and the lack of practical education for real life in the formal systems. 

Hanson observes how ideologies/academic philosophies, and speciously attractive popular 

ideas (so ardently advocated by super-insulated wealthy professors and politicians who never 

have to live the results of their mistakes), replace any investigation of what actually works in 

reality. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zT7CrEoqoSU&app=desktop 

Christopher Hedges, the Pullitzer Prize winning investigative-journalist, NYT foreign 

correspondent for 15 years, theologian, non-violent activist, and ardent critic of the conduct 

of the corporate world, and of the covert empire-building of the super-powers. 

Dr Shelby Steele: the one-time inner-city projects child and then Malcolm X supporter, who 

eventually became a Hoover Senior Fellow and lifelong Socio-political Critic, particularly on 

racial matters, and on a logical and practical formal education for a pro-social life: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-Dw8JRYkpI 

Robert Harris, a former Political Editor of the Guardian who, in his 2018 novel, Munich, 

used his painstaking research of the private letters of key players so as to propose that British 

Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain delivered a masterful and selfless forestalling of 
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Adolph Hitler in 1938… a delaying-tactic that, Harris argues, allowed Great Britain-under-

Churchill an extra year to muster itself for declaring war on the murderous tyranny of 

Nazism (and gainsaying the large number of British aristocrats who were pro-Hitler).   

Gary Wilson, the retired American School-Teacher who created the website, 

YourBrainOnPorn.com  -  the social entrepreneurship of which puts-to-shame the world’s 

Governments, Churches and Educational Institutions that have entirely failed to address this 

profoundly corrosive ‘cyber pandemic’. (I have personally tried to tackle this topic at the end 

of my Chapter 5a in this Evidence & Notes PDF.)   

Professor Walter Williams, PhD, the distinguished Economist and Social Commentator, (a 

Senior Fellow of the Hoover Institute, and a longtime Professor at the first George Mason 

University). (see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ga9sOh0BwLc This gentleman is 

known particularly for his work critiquing what he regards as racially divisive ‘false claims 

and mistaken social strategies’, as well as critiquing what he regards as the increased 

bullying (erring towards dictatorship) by ever more powerful and unconstitutional central 

governments and their bureaucracies who implement entirely unproven/irrational public 

policies (in education, employment, and health) as he argues is self-evident in so many 

ostensibly democratic countries of the world, including the USA, UK, and Germany:   

Here is Williams in ‘Suffer No Fools’: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YZGvQcxoAPg    

Professor Anders Tegnell, the Swedish lead/national epidemiologist, who braved criticism 

from many of the world’s governments, national media, and government-paid scientists.  

Anders nonetheless prevailed with the support of the great majority of the Swedish people, 

so as to implement a very particular strategic approach to the Covid19 outbreak of spring 

2020, so distinctive for Sweden’s bigger-picture and highly-proportionate measures that did 

not ‘lockdown’ individuals, school education, sociality, nor the economy. This carefully-

considered and deeply rational approach was eventually very publicly hailed by the World 

Health Organisation as being a model of good practice in the face of the C19 virus. 

** 

I note that many of the above-named individuals worked outside of universities or 

academic environments to achieve their highly independent, field-transforming 

revelations. We must not fall into the trap of thinking that Universities or Think-Tanks 
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are sanctuaries of independent and unbiased thought simply interested in the best facts, 

since this is most often not the case at all. (Dr Thomas Sowell is a fine advocate for 

explaining how and why this sad situation is the case: listen to his observations in his 

book Intellectuals and Society.)  

My own scribbled observations have been spurred-on by those protesting voices that 

revealed some ‘bigger picture evidence’ of what’s really shaping our human world  -  while 

self-serving Forces who have their own vested interests in promoting widespread ignorance, 

fear and vulnerability, have always sought to conceal such inspirational wisdom. 

** 

I could also cite, more recently… 

Ms Lionel Shriver, the female novelist and journalist, who rationally critiqued the militant 

groups in a number of social domains who, in 2019 and 2020 in particular, have claimed 

special privileges for their status as ‘victims’:  https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/real-problems-

erase-fake-ones 

Peter Hitchens, the lifelong journalist, foreign correspondent (in Russia and Washington), 

and author, who lays the blame for what he calls the UK’s inability to criticise Authority, 

squarely at the door of private formal education (both Schools and Universities) who, ever 

since the 2nd half of the 20th Century, have failed in their duty to teach independent and 

courageous thought & action.    

Here’s Peter being interviewed by John Anderson, a former Acting Prime Minister of 

Australia, on 9th April 2020  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2DmfA6D_02M 

  

Caveat: Elsewhere in my notes, I cite Dr Chris Hedges and Professor Noam Chomsky as 

alternative voices. However, I raise a caveat because Hedges and Chomsky are, in my 

current view, in grave danger of being ‘Socialist-Idealists’ whose critiques are against almost 

everything (e.g. against Big Government as well as against Free-Market Capitalism). In 

contrast to their voices, stand the four ‘Freedom-championing Pragmatists’ as I would call 

them (TS Sowell, Victor Davis Hanson, Walter Williams, Shelby Steele) who want as many 

tangible and achievable improvements in daily freedoms and quality-of-education for as 

many individuals (women and men alike, irrespective of colour or religion, and for as many 
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different communities), as is practicable an arrangement for a reasonably functioning and 

united society/culture.  

In other words, I personally think that Drs Hedges and Chomsky are ‘absolutists’ to the point 

of destructive anarchy in their thinking and goals, whereas the latter four voices are ‘realists’, 

and it’s only the latter four whose evidence I am persuaded by. For instance, I don’t think 

Drs Hedges and Chomsky too rarely have an answer to Dr Sowell’s three searching 

questions:  

➢ How is the current system clearly worse compared to a system already working 

anywhere else in the real world ? I.e. You say the present system isn’t working, but 

‘compared to what and where’?  

➢ At a cost/a loss to whom (in their quality-of-life and their well-being) will your new 

system be implemented? Whose current lives will pay for your changes? Because 

resources are finite, so there will necessarily be ‘trade-offs’ : winners and losers. 

➢ Where’s your robust and compelling evidence that the concept/the model you’re 

proposing will work and be ‘a net and sustainable improvement in reality’? 

** 

I commend the following websites that platform regular discussion and debate with 

well-informed, considerate individuals:  

The Hoover Institute and particularly their Uncommon Knowledge Interviews (hosted by 

Peter Robinson) https://www.hoover.org/publications/uncommon-knowledge 

+ 

The Good Fellows debates of 2020 https://www.hoover.org/goodfellows 

+  

Conversations with the former Acting Prime Minister of Australia, Mr John Anderson 

https://johnanderson.net.au/conversations-with-john/ 

** 

The free-lance investigative journalist, Ms Carole Cadwalladr, gave an iconoclastic TED 

TALK in April 2019, which was, by my estimation, a radiant example of pre-eminent 

journalism: the bitter fruits of some thorough reconnaissance that she courageously presents 

in person and face to face. 
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Carole Cadwalladr (and what a fabulously medieval Welsh family-name that is) published 

her investigative story through The Guardian newspaper in Britain, and through The New 

York Times. She has been recognised by a Polk Award, and by the George Orwell Prize for 

political journalism; and, in 2019, Carole was honoured as a finalist (together with The 

New York Times who ran her story) for The Pulitzer Prize for National Reporting. 

** 

Here is Carole’s 2019 Ted Talk in which she delivers her evidence in Canada at the 

personal request of Ted’s founder, Chris Anderson: 

https://www.ted.com/talks/carole_cadwalladr_facebook_s_role_in_brexit_and_the_thre

at_to_democracy 

I feel her account illustrates exactly why we need to teach youngsters to teach themselves 

how to be dynamically and benevolently sceptical & investigative of the world around 

them…and of their own ideas, feelings and behaviours :  

Carole’s Ted Talk is called:  Facebook’s Role in Brexit…and the Threat to Democracy 

Her 15 minute presentation clearly alleges, and explains with illustrations, the catastrophic 

subversion of democracy/elections, by malevolent powers aided and abetted by the world’s 

leading technology platforms. Carole alleges that Cambridge Analytica used Facebook data 

to personality-profile millions of people who were then targeted with false, hate-crime 

propaganda aimed to sway their vote.   

As a very personal consequence to Carole of the above challenges to powerful 

Authorities, here is Carole talking again, this time for 15 minutes with the Chairperson 

of Ted in July 2019, about some of the shameful bullying via legal intimidation and 

personal-trolling that were the punishing-responses vengefully contrived by powerful 

individuals in their malicious response to Carole’s April 2019 Ted Talk: 

https://www.ted.com/talks/carole_cadwalladr_it_s_not_about_privacy_it_s_about_power 

It’s noteworthy that the Head of Legal at The Guardian newspaper, the Media-Law Solicitor 

Ms Gillian Phillips, was a vital ally to Carole in protecting her from the repeated attempts to 

use the sharp teeth of English libel law to silence Carole’s revelatory publications. 
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Carole’s investigative work directly prompted 9 European Governments to challenge 

Mark Zuckerberg to explain his company’s crucial role in giving air to advertisements that 

were such gross distortions of reality, such fake news. This gentleman declined their request. 

 Here is how Carole ended the final seconds of her original Ted talk:    

 “Is this what we want? To let them get away with it. To sit back and play with our phones 

as this darkness falls…..Democracy is not guaranteed; and is not inevitable… We cannot let 

these tech-companies have this un-checked power… it’s up to us… you me and all of us… we 

have to take back control.” 

 

In a conference speech in the summer of 2019, Carole told her audience:  

“The law is not going to save us… the cavalry isn’t coming…. we have to save 

ourselves.” 

Ms Carole Cadwalladr has said she wasn’t originally an investigative journalist, but she had 

to become one to tell this story.   

As a psychologist, I feel a strong affinity with that distinction in professional 

vocabulary, since to do my own work properly, I have had to become an investigator- 

psychologist, (not simply a research psychologist), because I am invariably hunting for 

good evidence which a cabal of self-serving, profiteering-powers don’t want me to have. The 

word ‘investigate’ better acknowledges the resistance (the malevolent or criminal resistance) 

that my explorations will routinely encounter.  

** 

It is in light of the above accounts, that I advocate that any emerging ‘Skills & Principles 

of Radiant Well-being’ should strive to encompass the means by which youngsters and 

adults alike can fully defend themselves and the world around them from the super-powerful 

industries and ill-managed Governments who would sabotage so many of our Real Life 

Beauties, by selling us ever more poisonous substitutes and deep fakes. 

** 

“Eternal Vigilance is the price of Liberty” is a quote echoed, and evidenced, by the life’s 

work of Dr Thomas Sowell, the Hoover Institute Senior Fellow (located at Stanford, 
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California), whence comes this fine interview:   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LdHEbOAQFmY 

 

Here, I name just four recent feature-films that have told compelling stories, quite 

reasonably claiming to be true and accurate, albeit dramatized adaptations, about what are 

purported to be the violent and self-serving abuses of power by so called Democratic 

Governments and their unscrupulous bureaucratic officers, acting in criminal collusion with 

the trans-national companies they are supposedly policing: 

The Post https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrXlY6gzTTM 

The Big Short  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgqG3ITMv1Q 

Official Secrets  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3vIYy38Fys 

Dark Waters  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvAOuhyunhY 

  

 

Our Journey’s End: 

the Courage & Know-How to make things right. 

  

 

Some part of this terrific radio documentary, Tunnel 29, can be found at:  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000b0rr 

and here’s a brief New Yorker mention of it at:  

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/podcast-dept/three-podcasts-to-listen-to-in-november 

 

Personally, I have come to feel that when a Beauty is lost from one’s own lifetime,  

one can achieve a sense of healing by helping another life discover theirs.    

** 

 

Permit me, now, to make some further explanation of my persistent claim that 

The Study of Beautiful Lives is a Missing Science & a Lost Art: 
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Here are my Additional Chapters, A & B 

 

To uphold my complaint against what I see as the glaring omissions in formal and informal 

education, in every country’s National Curriculum at School and University level, I now 

offer two Additional Chapters, A & B, in which I explore two ideas: 

 

 

A.   I outline how A Close & Thorough Study of Inspirational Lifetimes could yield life-

transforming insights… profoundly helpful to each of us at whatever age.  

 

B.   I investigate the complete absence of any such body-of-research, not by the 

educational nor by the scientific ‘Authorities’. 

 

I end those chapters by observing how, throughout history, it is the independent Arts & 

Crafts that have risen to the challenge of exploring such life-enhancing themes:  

their revelations are hidden in plain sight. 

 

The ideas that I’ve un-earthed in order to create this Companion, (as if I’m a rather 

determined gardener gathering root-vegetables from beneath the soil), they have so 

transformed my own everyday life this past several years, that I felt moved to share them 

with my closest friends, as well as with those who came to me for professional guidance with 

the challenges they were encountering (whether as individuals or organisations).    

The ideas that I have gathered are very often the discoveries of other Scientist-Practitioners, 

whose important revelations seem to me quite un-realised by individuals among the general 

public; and nor are these ideas deemed to be within the purview of mainstream Education or 

Psychotherapy or Medicine, which means they can be overlooked by even the most 

conscientious healthcare-practitioners.  
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It is this pervasive and persistent ‘absence of such vital insights’, such knowledge so 

obscured from our Culture’s common knowledge, that I have wanted to challenge with my 

writing. 

 

So let me begin to explain what I think is missing… 

 

 Additional Chapter-A 

 

The Invisible Lessons of Beautiful Lives : 

 

How could we explore the hidden dynamics  

of Admirable & Inspirational Lifetimes? 

  

What could a close and thorough study of such radiant qualities look like ? 

  

It makes logical as well as intuitive sense to carefully study admirable lives, in the hope of 

gaining some useful insights into how we might improve our own game.  

So how could we helpfully go about that analysis of lifetimes? 

First… 

Let’s choose our words and our individuals, considerately. 

My book uses the phrase Admirable & Inspirational Lifetimes, because those adjectives 

avoid the machiavellian taint that can be associated with the words ‘successful’ or 

‘accomplished’. 

Stalin was ‘successful’ in his goal to compel by terror and mass-murder the Russian-Soviet 

peoples. We would never say that his life was a good one. 

Yet, no life is un-scarred by serious mistakes, times of mis-judgement, or even moments 

of meanness. However, I feel that admirable & inspirational lives are distinguished by their 

persistent and intentional good, far outweighing the momentary lapses and accidental harms. 

http://www.drnickbaylis.com/
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We’re not looking for Saints; we’re looking for stand-out predecessors who can help us 

avoid some of the perilous ‘snakes’ and make use of some of the helpful ‘ladders’ with 

which everyday living is likely to present us. 

Public fame or private riches are certainly not the criteria, no more than Nobel prizes, gold 

medals or high position. Our beautiful life-stories deserving of study might include a relative 

or neighbour, a teacher or mentor, or someone serving benevolently in the local community. 

“Their deeds are written not on stone, but on the hearts of Men” is the apt description of 

treasured lives that appears on the alumni window in the Queen’s University, Belfast. 

 

In 1675, the Natural Philosopher, Sir Isaac Newton (today, we’d call him a Physical Scientist 

& Mathematician), famously wrote in a letter from Trinity College Cambridge to a fellow 

investigator in London: 

“If I have seen further, it is by standing upon the shoulders of Giants” 

That strategy of ‘learning from what’s admirable’, isn’t some lazy ‘life-hack’ or short-cut. 

It’s not cheating.  

Striving to learn from others is how our Human know-how accumulates and progresses in an 

ever-accelerating manner: we learn not just from our own past, but from other people’s. 

It’s in that same spirit that wherever he went, Professor Einstein would put up photos of that 

same Sir Isaac Newton and also of Michael Faraday, hanging them on the study-wall above 

his desk. Einstein felt encouraged by their presence  -  and the Professor would have known 

that his hero Michael Faraday (who made momentous discoveries about electricity, 

magnetism and chemistry) was largely self-taught through avidly reading at the bookshop & 

binders to whom he was apprenticed from age 13 onwards. The boy Faraday, rather than 

attempt to escape via drugs (or fantasy) from the harshness of his daily reality, instead he 

used book-learning to embrace the skills for improving his experience of Real Life.  

The same method can be true today: hearing the memoirs of others who have managed to 

succeed in various realms of endeavour, can be game-changing for the troubled teenager who 

learns that her real-life heroines have, like her, struggled with the narrow impositions of 

sedentary Academia, or were burdened by unhelpful adults, bereavement, illness, or 

bullying.  
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It’s truly game-changing to realise that such dark times don’t need to define you, a 

proposition often proven by the fact that such hardships are quite invisible in the lives of 

those we so admire, until we take the trouble to study them closely, and to understand the 

most active ingredients.  

It’s the sheer goodness of such shared inspiration, which is why I believe the very process by 

which we’re living everyday… consciously and un-consciously… is a process which 

deserves our full attention and best efforts.   

And allow me to emphasise here that I’m championing a truly diverse exploration of how we 

can each progress, not some restrictive formula nor set recipe or rule-book. Respectful 

studies of Nature strongly suggest that colourful variety is what characterizes all forms of 

‘healthy life’, and it’s with a cry of ‘Vive la Difference!’ that I call for a benevolent 

Education to set aside ample time for each young person to learn the genuine skills of how to 

explore & discover for themselves. Such lessons would be the catalyst for each individual 

embarking upon a ‘Life Long Study’ conducted in their own unique way; but their healthy 

uniqueness & individuality shouldn’t have to mean doing so without tools, without 

mentorship, and without learning from the past.  

 

Avoiding ‘Survivor Bias’ via a Comparison Group 

It is by comparing & contrasting the building materials of many hundreds of life-times, that 

we can begin to discern the patterns-of-causation that distinguish how well a life evolves.     

In doing so, we need to avoid so called ‘Survivor bias’. This occurs if we mistakenly 

conclude that the characteristics common to our admirable-lifetimes, are the active-

ingredients actually causing their success. To guard against this illusion, we need some form 

of comparison-group. Candidates for such, are all around us in our everyday lives: those of 

us who are floundering, as well as those people who achieve impressively, but then self-

destruct (usually through some compulsive/addictive behavior).   

Regarding ‘Survivor Bias’ : a famous example of clear-thinking was the observation of the 

Hungarian-born statistician, Abraham Wald, who, in The Second World War, advised the 

American military engineers not to reinforce those parts of the war-planes that were riddled 

with holes yet made it home safely to their base. Counter-intuitively, he advised they 
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reinforce all those sections where the returned-planes were un-scathed, since he reasoned 

that the absence of planes bearing such damage among the survivor-aircraft, meant that for 

planes to be hit in those parts was very likely proving fatal.  

The legacy of Wald’s excellent logic, is that we should not be fooled by the Olympic 

champion nor the billionaire Entrepreneur who well-meaningly claims on camera that “all 

you need is relentless hard work and to want the goal desperately enough.” Such a claim 

neglects to consider the tens of thousands of un-interviewed, un-famous folks who worked 

relentlessly, and desperately wanted to achieve… yet didn’t. 

What we desperately need… is a comparison group, (to cross-reference with our chosen 

‘inspirations’), so we can root-out the factors that, despite promising appearances, do not… 

upon closer inspection… have the power to make a substantial positive difference to the 

journey of a lifetime.    

 

We need Whole Life-Stories, not simply ‘snapshots in time’ 

By considering the ‘big picture’ of entire Lifetimes, rather than focusing only on particular 

achievements, or single episodes, we can better understand the dynamics by which difficult 

beginnings can blossom into extraordinary strengths, and how a life can wane but then rise… 

ebb away and then flow well again:  

this is the chequered path that led Winston Churchill, age 65, to rouse the world against 

murderous tyranny;  

this is the winding journey that led Eleanor Roosevelt, at 64, to bring about the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights; 

this is the turning-point opportunity of the Berlin Wall coming down, that enabled Dr Angela 

Merkel at age 35, to cease her career in Quantum Physics and give herself entirely to politics 

so as to serve a united Germany and the whole of Europe. 

 

Looking at whole lifetimes, we can appreciate the distance travelled from where the 

individual began (perhaps from difficult beginnings); and it’s their ‘extraordinary journey’ 

which rightly commands our admiration. 
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Our Close Study needs to understand the Internal dialogue and the Unseen Influences: 

we wish to know the process, the journey, the self-preparation which preludes success. We 

want to understand not only their Big Picture philosophies, but their moment by moment 

protocols. We need to appreciate how someone goes about thinking, feeling and imagining. 

What do they say to themselves internally so as to coax themselves to do the right thing, is 

such an important part of progress, that our studies need interviews and autobiographies to 

reveal those hidden dynamics. For instance, in testimony to the life-debilitating effects of the 

sort of Runaway Fantasies I detail in my Chapter-4, it’s helpful to know that the legendary 

19th Century medical-reformer, Florence Nightingale, wrote in her own autobiography how, 

as a repressed young woman in her early 20s, her fantasy-life possessed and almost 

destroyed her, quite as if she were a laudanum-addict.  

Such personal dynamics are invisible to the naked eye, so we have to enquire and investigate 

deeply, albeit in gentle and respectful ways: perhaps reading the published ‘personal diaries 

and private letters’; or perhaps with face-to-face private interviews over many hours. 

  

The beautiful energy of Radiant Well-being can only be brought about by a range of 

elements bringing out the best in each other.    

It’s in respect & celebration of the health so inherent in ‘bio-diversity united’, that my book 

wishes to share an overview of the key features of the landscape common to all Human 

Well-being across the course of a life, rather than my focusing on the detail of those 

particular elements. So rather than devote a book to some fascinating singular skill… such as 

How to deal with our Biggest Mistakes, or Working with our Sub-Conscious Mind… I’ve 

felt my vocation has been to collect together something akin to a fuller set of fundamental 

skills. It’s far beyond my abilities to be truly comprehensive and all-inclusive, but I wanted 

to flag what I felt to be the key elements, and what principles unite them, and how they work 

in relation to each other.   

In other words, my chapters are trying to convey how everyday life’s essential elements fit 

dynamically together, rather akin to how a map of The London Underground shows the 

simplified relationship between station-stops. As a consequence of this big-picture objective, 
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my explanations are necessarily a much simplified model; but in my defense, as the British 

Mathematician, George Box, put it: “All models are ‘wrong’, but some are useful.”  

  

This Field of Study requires Life-Art, Life-Craft & Life-Science 

Just as living life beautifully seems to require the subjective emotional self-expression of an 

Art, with the skilled practicalities of a Craft, plus the systematic, objective, experimental 

methods of a Science… so, too, must the study of lifetimes incorporate all three approaches: 

wrangling factual-evidence from the Sciences… inspiration from the Arts… and know-how 

from the Crafts.  

Not that those three domains are vacuum-sealed from each other; they are like overlapping 

venn-diagrams, each one containing substantial elements of the other two. 

 

In Good Faith 

I feel absolutely un-qualified to talk about the potential benefits of Religious Beliefs, and 

wish only to say that I observe that there are those who appear blessed with the inspiration to 

create a radiant well-being from their Loving Relationship with their God; and I stand in awe 

of that. It’s well documented that communities of shared faith can prove very supportive and 

mentoring, not least perhaps because of the healthy diversity of ages and life-experiences 

that such fellowships can benevolently bring together.   

 

Ideally, our investigation of lifetimes requires what’s known in scientific human-research 

as Prospective Longitudinal Studies, i.e. research that follows a life forward as it evolves 

across time, since this is so much more accurate and helpful than a study being either 

retrospective (looking backwards over a life), or being cross-sectional (taking a snapshot at a 

particular moment in time). 

Our human memories can be so inaccurate, so wildly mistaken, so distorted by whatever 

followed, that they should not be relied upon without highly robust corroborating evidence. 

When it comes to this Companion’s pages, the Human Science is grounded in such 

endeavours as The Harvard Study of Adult Development which followed 824 lifetimes 

forward for 70+ years, and sought to understand what enables  an individual to flourish, and 
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what holds her or him back from developing in healthy ways. That Study’s Director for some 

40 plus years (he joined it in 1966, and led it from 1972), was the Harvard Medical School 

Psychiatry Professor, George E. Vaillant, MD, who I was privileged to have as the Examiner 

for my PhD ‘viva’ at the University of Cambridge.  

The Professor has spoken with awed reverence about his own career-long privilege of 

witnessing what he described as the ‘transforming growth of a life’, from some terribly bleak 

beginnings in childhood, to seeing that same individual “sapling” become an inspiring 

“redwood tree’” of a personality. “That to me is absolutely thrilling!” wrote the Professor. 

He also felt the 70-year Study demonstrated how “The key to healthy aging, is relationships, 

relationships, relationships.” 

Though not forgetting the inevitable inaccuracies of research into humans, nonetheless that 

conclusion is reassuringly consistent with my Companion’s observations that Beauty is the 

result of radiantly-healthy relationships. This convergence of evidence might begin to explain 

why our most powerful Human-Animal Drive seems to be reserved for one thing only:  

Making Progress in our Relationship with Real Life’s Beauties…in whatever myriad forms 

that beauty takes.  

I should emphasise, here, that our vital, healthy connections are not only with other animals; 

we also have the capacity to fall in love with projects, with ideas, with places, and with the 

wider Natural Universe of which we are one small ingredient. 

It’s thanks to our ever-improving relationships that we derive the radiant creativity & 

satisfying rewards of our living life.    

 

One of the revelations to emerge from that Harvard Study’s collected Participants 

themselves, was this:  

“Wisdom... is realising how everything in life is joined together.” 

To which my own life’s work would simply add… 

“and then doing something profoundly creative & helpful because of that realisation.”   

I propose that this dual-principle of…  

seeking to understand ‘the relationships’ in the Universe around us 

and then taking creative action in respect of those insights,  
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can be helpfully applied to every Chapter of this book. 

 

The Choices should always be Yours 

Surely no one has a monopoly on what makes for a Beautiful Life or Radiant Well-being, nor 

should they.  

“Vive la difference!” is one of the rallying cries of this Companion. 

Healthy Nature champions colourful versatility & exploration in all things. 

By dark contrast, it is the homogenous totalitarianism of man-made Systems which sickens 

Humans to the core.  

It’s because variety is always healthy, that strongly competing ideas will only strengthen the 

emerging field. In this spirit, my Companion’s propositions are intended only as a catalyst, a 

contribution towards each individual discovering their own favoured strategies, for achieving 

their own chosen goals, that reflect their own treasured elements in the world around them.   

 

In summary:  

I advocate that The Close Study of Inspirational Lifetimes, could aim to understand, distil 

and unite The Skills & Principles of Radiant Well-being that allowed those lives to be so 

inspiring.  

I feel the stories of such individuals offer two sides of what should be a sterling coin:  

Heads, the admirable lifetimes 

Tails, the skills & principles they embody 

You and I, when we investigate those two subjects, effectively form what is known as the 

third side of a coin…its edge… that joins together these two elements. 

 

*** 

 

Now for my Additional Chapter-B: 

The Entirely Missing Science  
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of any Close & Thorough Comparison of Radiant Lifetimes    

 

Considering the potential contribution to every individual’s progress, and to the benefit of 

society, which could derive from a far better understanding of the enabling skills & driving 

dynamics of Beautiful Lifetimes (as per my Chapter A immediately above), the absence of 

any close & thorough research, seems a shocking omission.  

 

And when I say the subject is entirely missing…   

I mean it’s non-existent…. though at first glance this fact isn’t entirely obvious. 

Let’s take, for example, how the vastly rich Wellcome Trust (a not-for-profit charity) helped 

the British Government create the Avon Study at Bristol University, that’s been tracking 

15,000 babies and their parents since early pregnancy back in 1993. The project is known as 

‘Alspac’ and fairly claims to be the world’s leading study of the life-course; yet it doesn’t do 

even a fraction of the things a close study of Radiant Well-being would dearly want to 

achieve, not according to criteria I set-out in the previous chapter. As with all of the world’s 

prospective longitudinal studies, (studies that track a collection of human lives as they 

emerge over time), the Alspac approach is overwhelmingly medical. A big give-away to this 

fact, is that Alspac’s current Lead Investigator is a Medical Geneticist, and this medical-bias 

means the researchers are looking for what can cause or prevent serious illness, while 

ignoring what can develop an individual’s capacity to thrive and prosper in the face of Real 

Life.  

For another illustration of this general point, it’s worthy of note that numerous large-scale 

medical-studies have tracked-forward the effects of diet & exercise on heart-disease over 

many years; yet, no one at all has ever followed the long-term outcomes of learning to act 

with Courage. 

Hence my critique that the existing longitudinal-studies of ‘population ill-health’ are no 

doubt of serious interest to the schemes of Governments, and to the vast medical field and 

pharmaceutical industries who wish to sell treatments to entire nations of needy citizens, but 

their findings are far less helpful to you and I wondering how to make rewarding progress in 

our relationships, our work and our play.  
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Those innumerable medical studies may hint at how we can improve our chances of living 

longer, (albeit with chronic pain, creeping dementia, and crippling infirmity), but they have 

nothing to say about how to live our current years more creatively, helpfully and 

rewardingly.   

Which is why I so protest against the absence/the omission of any unified, detailed or 

established field of study to understand inspirational lifetimes.  

It’s a self-evident fact that no matter you look to Europe or the USA, Asia, Africa or South 

America, there are quite simply no school classes, nor university courses, that tackle this 

worldly and practical subject.  

To be plain and clear, such a course of study or exploratory research, is entirely absent from 

every National Educational Curriculum at every level of learning. 

In my estimation, there’s only one project that ever set-off in the right direction as regards 

examining how a life can develops really well… and what can hold it back. This is The 

Harvard Study (that was privately commissioned by a wealthy Philanthropist back in 1938) 

and this, standing on its lonesome, can provide only worryingly fragile evidence, since its 

riddled with shortcomings in its methodology (and owns-up to being so). There needs to be a 

dozen far more thorough studies, each with quite different research-designs and lead-

investigators, all to serve as balance & checks to each other’s inevitable bias and errors.  

 

Can Space Exploration show us the way? 

Researching many lifetimes in the through way I’d like to see, is a highly ambitious task, but 

Human civilization knows well enough how to go about such.  

After all, Presidential Commissions were set up to investigate something as dauntingly 

complex as why a Space Shuttle tragically came down in flaming pieces despite years of 

preparation;  

so why not a Commission to closely investigate how a whole life emerges beautifully?    

 

Allow me to make a little more of that comparison: 

in 1986, a Presidential Commission was charged with investigating why The Space Shuttle 

Challenger exploded on take-off, (infamous for the loss of the young School Teacher, Christa 
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McAuliffe, and her six fellow Astronauts). That Commission brought together an impressive 

posy of detectives who included:  

• the first American woman-in-space, Shuttle Astronaut and Engineering Professor, Sally Ride  

• the first-man-on-the-Moon, Korean-war veteran Jet Pilot, and Engineering Professor, Neil 

Armstrong 

• and the Nobel-winning Physicist, and beloved lecturer, Richard Feynman. 

 

Together, they agreed that a component used to seal-off the fuel tanks, was not fit for purpose, 

had cracked in the unexpectedly freezing January air of the launch pad, eventually causing the 

disaster. However, they further concluded that the fatal rubber-seal was only signed-off 

through the safety procedures… and here comes my big point… because of a fatal problem 

with the entire culture… a culture of rush & bullying by the NASA bosses in charge  -  a culture 

that didn’t allow individuals to red-flag their grave concerns, until the problem blew apart 

under pressure.  

Making an analogy with that painful history, I think it would be helpful to know if our 

21st Century Culture and Societies… our current way of doing things and leading daily 

life… is dangerously suppressing some vital warnings and key insights.  

  

When the Space Shuttle Columbia came down in 2003, (again due to a systematic-failure in 

safety-culture and communication), NASA estimated the cost of the disaster-investigation and 

clear-up operation, to be 400 million US dollars, while the value of the shuttle itself was $2,000 

million.  

Rising Phoenix-like from those two tragedies, there were 110 successful Shuttle flights to 

launch satellites, perform experiments, and build the International Space-Station (until the 

Shuttle programme closed finally in 2011).  

Humans can certainly be courageous and ingenious in putting things right. 

Which is why I ask in earnest : how can we muster that same level of investment (with no 

Government strings attached, so as to ensure honesty and benevolence), led by an A-team of 

such independently-minded Women & Men as I’ve cited above, who look more closely at our 
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best endeavours to lead everyday Life on Earth… in order to reveal truths about admirable 

lifetimes… insights that may be counter-intuitive to our current practises? 

Where are the benevolent organisations and philanthropists with the wherewithal to initiate 

such helpful investigations? 

  

What we desperately need… is multiple-sources of Multi-Disciplinary, Prospective 

Longitudinal Research into The Roots of Radiant Well-being embodied by our most 

inspirational & admirable individuals: research that would enable each of us to learn 

exactly how those fortunate Souls developed the self-motivation and practical life-skills to so 

successfully create their life-journeys.  

 

What we have instead… is a hodge podge of un-connected sources.  

TED Talks offer a lucky-dip of good ideas, but the topics aren’t in any way co-ordinated 

towards a unified picture of a life-course. Just as www.MasterClass.com and television 

channels offer biographical documentaries about much admired folks, but does anything 

attempt the all-important comparisons between many such accounts, looking for tell-tale 

patterns and key dynamics  -  the snakes & ladders of a lifetime? 

What we have, too, is those bookshelves of intriguing but disconnected voices, each talking 

about their Seven Habits or 12 Rules…The Alchemist or Inner Chimp… EQ or 

Mindfulness… Silence, Slow Thinking, or The Power of Now… each offering their own 

fragment of the human story  -  from Dieting and Dating, through to Dying of Cancer. 

  

Instead of any integrated and systematic study, there are only those un-connected 

exemplars in the form of memoirs, self-help books, and inspirational speakers. This 

means that the would-be Apprentice of Life-Skills Know-How, or the would-be 

Teacher/Mentor of such practical learning, has to navigate that ‘soup’ of patchily related 

ideas, as best they can. 

Equally unhelpful, is how the ‘sound-bite hype’ of popular media invariably attributes 

admirable accomplishments to such factors as genius or luck, relentless work or reckless 

bravado of the ‘Just do it!’ and ‘Carpe Diem!’ variety. Such ‘media-spun legends’ dish out 
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stories that never bother to un-pack the genuine tool-kit of how somebody learned, step by 

step, to be so good at things, and how to conduct their life with such grace.  

 

In summary, I’d say there is no recognized… let alone thriving… ‘Field of Enquiry’ into 

such practical matters as ‘How to Help a Real Life go Radiantly Well’.  

There is no substantial network serving as a hub and trading-post of robust ideas and 

evidence, of healthy competition of ideas and methods, and yet still a collaboration of 

efforts. 

We might usefully ponder why that absence persists. 

 

*** 

As a final Note, I ask:  

 

 Is the Art of a Radiant Life   

hidden in plain sight ? 

 

In glowing contrast to The Missing Science of Beautiful Lives, I note how The Arts & 

Crafts… in the form of novels, films, plays, poetry, painting, song and dance… have always 

provided a refuge, a crucible, and a Resistance against what amounts to a censorship or 

suppressing taboo (imposed by our Institutions, our Establishment, our States, and our 

Cultures) upon our everyday life’s most fundamental themes and ingredients. Here, overleaf, 

is a personal encounter which brought that contrast home to me…  
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I must have seen The Statue of David a thousand times pictured on t-shirts and posters;  

and I finally experienced the genuine fella standing 17ft tall in a Florence museum, carved as 

he was from a single block of abandoned marble in the first few years of the 1500s.  

Feeling the delightful musical waves of his radiant energy, only then did I sense some of 

what Michelangelo might have wanted to convey across the centuries with his captivating 

nude: the Shepherd from Bethlehem who volunteers to confront the bullying Goliath in the 

Valley of Elah.  

In this work of Art, I sense the healthy expression of our Human Nature. Allow me to 

explain…. 

David has tried-on the King’s armour, but taken it off again. He needs more freedom of 

movement, and trusts himself to surprise the enemy. 

Has David made a dreadful mistake, or has he simply done the maths? That look on his face 

isn’t rage: he’s deep in calculation… seriously determined. 

I note, too, by his graceful stance, how fully relaxed he keeps his body, no matter on the 

brink of battle; and how at peace he clearly feels with being a bare-cheeked & bell-swinging 

creature of the Animal Kingdom. 

That lean, stripped-down muscularity reveals how he loves to move physically, and frequently 

Fasts. This consummate athlete looks hungry for life.  

Just look at those ‘can-do’ hands…ready to hug or wrestle with the world, or for mandolin, 

carpentry and dance. The craft they’ve earned, render words irrelevant: his level of skill is an 

international language. 

Panther-like, his inner wild is poised, the white marble caressing the very moment in which 

he begins to send all his emotional energy through a whirling stone & sling-shot. The 

lightning-strike will harness the fundaments of biology, technology and physics, to fell the 

bullying giant that wishes his opponent dead and his tribe enslaved.  

With exhilaration coursing through me, I feel I can read those vital-signs in The Statue of 

David, as if they were colourful hieroglyphics… or the flash-dip-flash of a Morse-code 

message… sending me a message of encouragement across five hundred years. 

David exudes the beautiful partnership of know-how & bravery which I’ve come to call 

‘wisdom’: he knows what needs to be done, and has the skill and the courage to do it.  
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Let me close with a verse from TS Eliot’s Four Quartets: 

 

“We shall not cease from exploration, 

and the end of all our exploring 

will be to arrive where we started 

 and know the place for the first time.”  

  

*** 

 

Thank you for sharing these pages, 

Nick Baylis 
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